
youre

Oh at tue otner one

at the other room But if youre confined to

single room tnink mo or three an hour is about the best

you can do

Oky Over tte the course of your practicino

in gastroenterooov would ussurne youve used bite

blocks for tre upper enoascopies

Yes

10 W0s there ever time when those peces of

11 equipment were reusable to your knowledge

12 Yes

13 Ard wian wnat time period was that

14 Oh up onfi ctbout maybe 10 or 15 years ago

15 Okay Ano now its all disposable

16 To mu kntmwledge yes think the industry

17 standard is to use disposate Lte blocks

18 Okay Ano woulo you ever in your practice in

19 the disposable era reuse nite block

20 No

21 Ooring at your pratioe do you utilize CPNAs

22 to sedate durino the procedures you perform

23 Yes

24 And how how nany CONAs are employed in your

25 practice
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At the present time one

In your over the time in your practice how

would you describe your interaction with the CPNA during

procedure

The CPIJA is responsible for the sedation of the

patient and the monitorino vtl signs during tue

examination And thats the purview of lie CPNA The surgeon

or gas-roenteroloqist wlo has perfoimed -he procedure is

responsible for the supervision of the nurse anesthetist but

10 we do rely cn their trainlnq and expertise to properly monil-or

11 the patient and perform the procedure safeiy

12 Have you ever acministeed the anesthesia

13 yourself during procecure or is that always done by the

14 CPNA

15 have back wltti the use of Valium and Demerol

16 and later Versed and propo excuse me Fentany but

17 havent administered propofol

18 Okay In when you ir your practice over

19 the years have you had patients move arourd or how what

20 are guess describe the range of movement youve seen

zl with patients who are sedated wth propofo

22 For the most part theyre comfortable and they

23 dont really move

24 Okay If theres an issue with whether or not

25 to give another or give another dose of propofol to
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patienL ourrrg toe course of procedure can you describe

what communication you mioht nave with the CPNA

As Im wiThdrawing the instrument lot of

times The patients do smrt to awaken If The anesthetist is

unaware that Im in the process of withdrawing the instrument

will tell them ycu krow Im jast about done and you know

you real dont want The patient to get excess sedation so

well fo_d off on oivno furTher furtcer sedation

The withora of The instrument for the most part is

10 not painful or uncoThoable for the patient and in fact

11 sometimes they like tc warcn on the monitor as were removing

12 the instrumert If they co they are uncomfortable we

13 will nive them addirioral sedatIon even if were just

14 withdrawng the insrruran

15 If theres difference of opinion as to whether

16 or not the patent recLires Tore sedatior how is that

17 arbitrated between you anc the CREA

18 think tne most part The qastroenterolonist

19 sets the tone

20 Ok0y In our in your work you would treat

21 patients who h0ve contracted Thpatitis

22 Yes maam

23 And can you gve the members of the jury just

24 little bit of descripnion of hepatitis and in the sense

25 of once yoa contract you oevelop symptoms and how soon tha
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type of thinc

Hepatitis is cenerally blood borne pathogen

that is its given by its transmitted by needle stick

exposure blood transfusions IV drug abuse occasionally

intranasal cocaine use and more unusually close intimate

contact with sexual intercourse

The initial phase is called acute 1epatitis Thats

people who have nad hepattis for less than six months

About 25 percent of those patients will be symptomatic with

10 yellowing of the eyes which we call jaunoice theyll bo

11 fatigued they might lose weioht and then tney generally

12 recover

13 majority of those patients will no on to chronic

14 hepatitis which is phenomena where they dont have any

15 symptoms but they continue to have viral replication and

16 inflammation of the liver

17 And you treat people with hepatitis with

18 Interferon treatment

19 With Interferon Rinavirin Telaprevir arid

zO Boceprevir yes

21 And cdn you desorbe the nature of toat

22 treatment what the patient hds to go through to complete that

23 treatment

24 Well it oepends on the stage and genotype for

25 there are six different genotypes of hepatitis The most
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comon we deal with are genotypes and About 70

percen of Americans haoe genotype and you know theres

la and Tb but tneyre bdsically treated the same whioh is

48 week course of Interferon and Ribdvirin

And is the is the treatment difficult or

what are tre sde effe of the treatmert of Interferon and

Ribavirin

The side effects ae fatigablity lowgrade

fevers feelinq nsa and punKy oss of air wnich we call

10 alopecia anem thy-tAd dsorders sometimes dermatologic

11 problems and rasues

12 And cf the people triat go chrougr the Interferon

13 treatment whdt is he rate of success of them eradicating the

14 virus or getting beter

15 This is as evolton you know with the

16 Interferon ard Ribavirir Therapy alone excuse me just

17 with excuse me Inrerferon alone the success rate for

18 genotype was only about percent With the addition of

19 Ribavirin ano 48 week protoco the success rate went up to

20 45 percent WAn the dodtor of the first generation

21 protease inhib tons like BoceprevA and Telaprevlr the

22 success rate has none up to 6C or 65 percent

23 And when wher we say success rate does

24 that mean the virus Is cleareo from the person

25 We call it sustained virologic response And
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this is oefired by the absence of any detectable virus six

months after completion of antiviral therapy

And are there any studies that you know of of

whether like once the vIrus is cleared from someone could

they become symptomatic or have problems iKe decade lacer

or once ts cleared are you good

We dont have lot of lonc term data about

that But cur best belief is that those patierts have been

permanently cleared of the virus and will have no recurrence

10 The the weeks of the treatment tself is

11 that in your experience traumatic for the patients that you

12 have go through it

think Fs very difficult yes

14 And are some peopie unable to comp_ete the

15 treatment or

16 Thats correct mean the side effects axe so

t7 seve-e that they just cannot complete the full 48 weeks of

therapy ano they have to leave leave the antiviral program

And if they leave the antiviral program what

20 types of problems might they experience if theyie unable to

complete tue therapy

22 Well unfortunately the hepatitis virus is

2i prone to f0irly frequent mutations And what youve done when

24 you have partial therapy is select for the most resistant

25 subpopulaticn of viruses Sc you end up with patient who is
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actually more difficult to have successful antivLrl therapy

in the future

And will mean will thdt like ultirrately

impair their liver function or wnat typcs of realth problems

would .hey experience from stoppino it

With the onooino nflarrwnatui or the liver it

leads to some scarring whch we call 1bosis and cnce tha

fibrosis has reached certaic stoe col th0t cirihosis

Okay Ann you are one c- tie people that

10 gets through the treatment ann the viiur he sustained

11 what did you call it sustaired

12 Sustained vrologc response

13 Okay And once you oe that pont are there

14 any precautions that are recommendeo mediccl that people

15 take so they dont transmit the disease -u other people

16 Those patients are cons oeec cured and will not

17 transmit the rus

18 And the ores that are unabie to complete the

19 ther0py do they have to take precautions

20 Right We recommend for perple in nonrnonogasrlous

21 relationships to use bar1er protection Dont use you know

22 dont share razor blades and toothbrushes dont donate blood

23 MS WECKERLY May approach Your Hono

24 THE COURT Ikn hrnm

25 BY MS WECKERLY
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Sir Im showing you whats been admitted as

States 108 Do you recognize what that is

No

Is the lets see if have you seen this

report on coloncscopy procedure times at a_i

No

Okay And that one was publlsnec 2006 but

yrure not FamIliar with it

No Im not

Okay And did did the State ask you to

11 bi.Ing thIs second demonstrative exhibit to court

1/ Yes

What is that

This is bottle of propofol

15 And what size vial is that

16 20ccs

17 Okay Anc is tiat not maybe not that

18 bottle or that vial anymore Is that the size vIal that you

19 would use in your practice

20 Yes

21 Or the CRNAs use In your practice

22 Yes

23 MS WECKERLY Courts indulgence

/4 THE COURT Mm hmm

25 MS WECKERLY Thank you sir Ill pass the
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witness

THE COURT All right Cross

CROSSEXRMINATION

BY MR WRIGHT

Nemec my name is Richaro Wrioht

represent Dr Desai The tht propof ol vIa te exrlb

there is that single use

Yes

Does it say it on there

10 Yes

11 Whats it say

12 It says Single patient infusIon val Its

13 redlly lttie

14 MR WRIGHT Ill pass it to the jury

15 THE COURT Thats fine

16 MR WRIGHT Pass it around

17 BY MR WRIGHT

18 They also come in 50cr size cortect

19 Thats correct

zO Prior to the Lepatitis outbreaK here in Lcs

21 Vecas in early Janudry in 2007 early 2008 were oroprfol

22 x7ials liKe SOs being multuseo Meaning used for multiple

23 patients to ycur knowlecge

24 There was split dosing TYat is

25 anesthesIolcgist would draw up vials of propofol prior to
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starting procedures fo use throughout that day

Okay So if -- just if could take 50cc and

draw up separdte pardon me five separate Occ syringes

and then use them throughout the day was the practice

In was corinon practice among

Okay

anesthesiolocists yes

Tdrt to your knowledge has that now changed

here

Thcts correct yes

11 Okcy And that changed after the outbreak that

ccued

Thats correct

Okay After six weeks of oral Im still

15 confused on acute hepatitis chronic hepatitis symptcrnatic

dnd nmnsyrnptomctic okay Does does the cLte hepatitis

chronic hepatitis that deals solely with time duration

Thats correct

19 Oh okay

zO Zero to six months after the inection we call

ii thct dcue more than six months we call cYronic

z2 Okay So that the the acute designation

2u mean were not medical here and sometimes you think of

z4 acute as severity

is Thats correct
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Okay

But thats youre right people do have tIat

belief but acute has nothing to do with severity it has to

do with when it occurred Acute is

Okay

recent and chronic is long term

Okay So every every hepatitis vi us

transrrmssion every whenever cot it then ike

using six months a5 ax arbitrary cutoff Im acute fnr six

10 months thereafter chronic if still have it

11 Thats correct

12 Okay Anc so that every person who rao

13 contracts hepatitis has acute hepatitis bet

14 Thats correct however frequently its naver

15 recognized because they have no symptoms or they don sack

16 Okay

17 medical attention They thoucht they hao he

18 flu or something

19 Okay Ano so then we get into the what eve

20 called symptomatic and ronsymptomatic right

21 Thats correct

22 Okay So could contract hepatitis and

23 whether nave well just suppose got it today and then

24 whether demonstrate symptoms or not has nothing to do with

25 arute or chronic
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Generally symptoms occur in the acute phase As

the virus cecones chronic many of those symptoms resolve and

the paient is syirotom free until with the chronicity and the

development scarring of the liver and the person goes on to

cirrhosis ten they have tue symptoms of cirrhosis not so

much hepatis but cirrhosis

Now toere are some exceptions There are you

kno asc1Hs problems that you ran see with hepatitis

like with tue where we have so much antigen

10 50 muct virus hooked up to so many antibodies that it starts

11 to sor of cause sludce phenomena in the lower extremities

12 you know wnere ts colder and tneyll hevelop like

13 dermatitIs skin skin problem

14 Okay

15 as consequence of the cryoglobulins And

16 that wou_o be oiect fepatitis complication But most of

17 the chronic problems are reated to the fadure of the liver

18 The in every time think get it read

19 ne sentence toat floors me on this acute/chronic got to

20 read senterce to you These these patients have tested

21 positive for the virus but have not developed an acute case

22 of the disease Does that make sense

23 What do you mean by these patients What

24 patients are you talkinc about

25 Just well just patients who have tested
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positive for hepcititis virus

Patients that

test positive for hepatitis bave hepatitis

Right Okay But when

We knov wi-ether its acute or chronic based on

well theres rouple of ways One is that if we had

serial serologIc tests that Is the person was negative in

10 January and became positive in March you know tnat its

11 aute

12 Okay

13 But or if they had risk factor That

14 is they had h0d blooc transfusicn that we late- found ou

15 was contaminated with hepatitis then we would set up

16 timelire out most patients with hepatitis that we see out

17 in the corimunity we have no icea when they got it without some

18 sort of historIcal maxker they tell us about Sometimes

19 theyll say you know when wam teen useo drugs then

20 knc they probably got it in their teens

21 gct it So when like in in this

22 sentence that Ive written out here these patients have

2i tested positive for the virus and its talking about

24 hepatitis but have not developed an acute case of the

25 disease mean Im guessino the persor is just misusing the
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word acute and is meaninc symptomatic mean this this

is where net mjxed up when redd these thlnos

still dont urderstand who is these

patients

Pctints who tested positive for hepatitis

Tnts no- what it says

mean bt acute has nothino tc do well the

next sentence ever ttar percent of persons infected with

the virus deve op dcute hepatlts Do you know what that

10 would mean

11 Nope

12 Okay Me neitrer and thats wty Im confused on

13 some of these things The because it the word to me

14 the way Im rdestandiro It as acute anc the chronic

15 distinctIon we could just say the first sx months of

16 hepatinis is acute

17 dont krot wh0t toe author of that sentence

18 meant Peihaps they just confused acute wtn symptomatic

19 dont know

20 Okay Ano so tre everyone that contracts

21 hepatitis at tte beglrn no ras acute whetoer they know

22 it

23 Correct

24 ornot

25 Thats correct
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And then if they dont get rId of it either

themselves naturally or tnrough treatment they then will

have chronic thereafter

Correct

Okay Anc then the the

symptomdtic/nonsymptomatic sicJ thdt and symptomatic as

you said normal it occcrs in ute fep first six

months

Yes

10 if it occurs

11 Now we do have patients with chronic hepatitis

12 that are fatigued ann probably is because of the

13 virernia the ongoing viral replcation

14 Okay

15 But usually the most pronounced symptoms are in

16 the acute hepatitis

17 Now colonoscopes without anesthesia okay

18 And weve heard lot ir this courtroom about CPNAs and the

19 vast majority of the peope get prcpofol and go to sleep and

zO then wake up and dont remember Are do some patients get

21 colonoscopies without anesthesia

22 Yes

23 And how frequent is that

24 Maybe once mcrth Ill do one without sedation

25 Okay Ann does what why Are they
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allergic to it or what mean

Some patients want to vcttch the procedure Some

patienrs dont like the idea of beino seodred Some patients

dont want to take whole day off from work Theres

Well is it ne0n its not painful

procedure Or do they just toleratc nair well

The ones who request re seoarion tend to do very

well without the sedation We ocusiondliy nave patients who

we do colonoscopy with ittle seda on because trey ae not

10 hemodynamfoally stable This rrgot ne ii you icnow an

11 emergent situation in the ICU or the ER and because youre

12 worried about their blood pressure you oont oive them very

13 much And some of those patients hr have quite bit of

14 discomfort durIng the procedure

15 So ttink lot mf it is he fr0me of mind the

16 person is in if they youre rioYt rhnlc some people just

17 tolerate pain better

18 Okay Some of them who dont want who you

19 perform colonoscopies on who oont want anesthesa are some

20 of those physicians

21 Yes

22 Okay When you whRn youre performing

23 colonoscopy and working youre workino with CRNA as

24 team is that correct

25 Correct yes
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And is it when you have completed your entry

with the scope and you are withdrawing the sccpe that is

that is the least painful part of it is that fair

Thats correct Yeah the nettIng the scope

up to -he cecum which is the upper part of the colon is much

more uncomfortable than wthdrawing the instrumont

Okay Ano you are say three or four minutes

towards the completion the withdrawal dnd yoL see the PNA

either asks you or he is going to redose more sedation would

10 it be unusual for you to say Im almost done dont even

11 Thats not unusual at all frequently would

12 say lets nold off Im just about done

13 Okay

14 and complete the exam

15 want to talk to you abou Gwenooyn Martin

16 patien of yours She is one of the vicins in this case and

17 you treated her for her hepatits is that correct

18 Am allowed to you know is thIs breaching

19 patient confidentiality issue

20 dont think so because

21 THE COURT Ill see counsel up here no mean her

22 medical records have

23 MR WRIGHT she sue was here

24 THE COURT already come in Shes named in the

25
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THE WITNESS Okay

THE COURT indictment Ill see counsel up here

though

Of record bench conference

BY MR WRIGHT

The answer you cn restiy hcut your

treatment of her and its fully proteteo dno ci owed under

whdt

THE COURT Well you its allowed bec0use Im

10 directing ycu to answer the questions

11 THE WITNESS Okay

12 BY MR WRIGHT

13 She appeared here and estif led

14 THE COURT that she was being treated dv you and

15

16 THE WITNESS Okcy Fine

17 BY MR WRIGHT

18 And the and Im cware of it beccuse have

19 deposicion that you gave and

20 Okay Fine

zl her in the civil ase and nclded with it

z2 as exhibits were your your medical records for Gwendolyn

23 Martin okay

24 Fine

25 Okay You wctnted to co throuch and you
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recall her as patient

Yes

Okay Ano wanted to go through that because

that is successful treatment of hepatitis patient is

that rorrect

Correct

Okay Anc do you do you recall that it was

in November of 2007 when you first got Cwendolyn

cant remember the exact tine but it was

10 either late 2007/early z008

Okay And can you without if dont

lz want to dont intend to orag this out and go through all

of your records and the dates really are not significant but

if you oo want to look at your records Ill give you copy

of the deposition that in talkIng about and your rerords are

there

17 Okay ThanK you

Would you lIke did you float through there

You recoonize those as your records

20 Yes

Okay And when she youre you are

22 qastroenterologist who treats people who have hepatitis

Ui Yes

24 And so Gwenoolyn Martin came to you and at the

z5 time had acute hepatitis
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Yes

Okay And what just generally walk us

through your treatment and what you did or her

We confirmed the diagnosis by doino ienatitis

RNA quantified or founc out exactly how mucn virus that sne

had determined er genotype and started her or antciial

therapy

Ok0y And you could you dio the olood

testinc and things to confirm she had hepatitis ciont

10 Correct

11 You recall it was acute hepatitis ano she ias

1/ symptomatic had been in the hospital

13 Thats correct

14 Okay And had jaundice the classc swnpoms

15 and nausea fatig-ue do you recall that

Yes

17 Okay And so then you confirmed it thiouoh

18 testino and then startec her on wnat treatment

19 believe it was Interferon and Ribavirin

20 Thats correct

21 Okay Am so and she was genotype Ia

z2 Yes

2i Okay And so that if understand and

24 because read your deposition sir and the everyone with

25 hepatitis if theyre going to get the Interferon and wha
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do you ca1 whats tft other Ribo

Ribavirin

Ribavirin treatment regardless of your genotype

you oo -he sdme treatment its just the duration is

different

No think is little bit different

Okcy

If someone h0s minimal inflammation on biopsy

for cimrric repatitis oenotype you miqht hod off on

10 therapy llas we have evolving therapies and you know

11 somatimes we hold off if theyre early on waiting for the

secono oeneration protease inhibitors ano direct acting

13 anrvid_ agents that wil are going to be approved by the

14 FDA prnbaty second qriarter 2014

15 Ok0y

16 So theyre rot exactly the same but at the time

17 we were reating yes

18 Ok0y And so the she started and her dS

19 48 mon-h week treatment

20 Correct

21 Okay Ann within couple of months of the

22 commencement of the treatment you are seeing her on monthly or

23 six morth pardon me sx week intervals

24 Correct

25 is that correct Because you are monitoring
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her progress

Correct

and test ng as we go alone And do you

recall that you did liver biopsy

dont recdll that but

Okay

do you have page

Yep Ill use your deposiion transcript Il

just refer you to page

10 Okay

11 i2

12 Okdy Yes

13 Okay Anc the liver biopsy done for what

14 To determine kcw much inflarrmnation and fibtosis

15 there is

16 Okay An oo you see there the tesults

17 Yes

18 Okay Ano what was that

19 The grade two infairmation and stage one

20 fibrosis

21 Okay Ano what charactefze that as to

22 severiry or something

23 Theres four different staces of inflamnation

24 guess five zero one two three ann four and five

25 stages of fibrosis zero one two three and four
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Okay Anc so was hers on -he low end

Yes

Okcy Ano co you recall that first let me

back up ruirute She has acute tepatitis

Yes

And of course before you put her on the

treatmert 5b0 elected -o tQke the treatment correct

Yes

Tell tde jury abeut the discussion you have with

10 the pcilient cibout wh0t it just like Im new patient Im

11 in oct acute neocititis and Im scared to death

12 Well tolo Mrs Martin that had not seen

13 acute temtitis before This is fairly rare thing to be

14 able to treat because there are so few new cases of hepatitis

15 were generllv not seeing them Most of what we see in

16 fact al prior tc Mrs Martin coming in to see me was

17 chronic tepatitis

18 Our experience with trecting hepatitis when if

19 say our experience the wordwide experience with treating

20 hepatiuis is rhats acute fairly lmited But it was

21 felt tba theoretically an early intervention with the

22 hepaticis cave the best possibility of having favorable

23 long term response

24 Okay But Im scared to death What are the

25 side effects going to be for me
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Youre going to feel fatigued might have some

hair loss anemia low crade fevers

What are my chances What if dont know

whether shouLd do it or not

Well would tel you thac for most patients

with this particular genotype your success would be aut

or 50 percent but given that were treacing earlier we

should hdve better ochcome than that

Okay Im lean

10 Youre leanT

11 Well hypothetically

12 Your chances oc having successful eradication

13 are better than if you were overweight

14 Okay Ano Mrs Martin was motivated

15 Yes

16 And wanteo to fight it

17 Yes

18 Okay Ano then what if it doesnt work Doctor

19 mean Im coing to go throuch this for 48 weeks cind Im

20 hearinc ts 50/50

21 Well we oo h0ve

z2 do tfer do it again

23 We do have early indirators of success People

24 have an early virologic response that is they ose their

25 viral load we cant detect any virus Early on in the
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treatment qives much liKelier positive outcome

Okay But what at the end of 48 weeks am

whats how are we going to know if it worked or not

By checking the virus in the blood

Okay Ann if there is if its not in

my blood anymore at the end of the 48 weeks will then know

Im most probably cured

Wed hdve to wait another six months and if the

virus was absent six months after completion of therapy then

10 we call that sustained virologic response At least thats

11 what the researchers do call it cure

12 Okay Ann what if the end of 48 weeks

13 still have its still detected in my blood Can do it

14 again

15 It would be unlikely you would have successful

16 outcome by re treating however there ae some hepatologists

17 that would put the person on not curative protocol but

18 suppressive protocol just to keep the amount of virus lower by

19 giving the Interferon/Ribavirin on chronic basis

20 Okay If maybe ought to wait few

21 months because my you just tested me and my viral

22 load is that the rioht word

23 Yes

24 Okay My vral load has gone down Is there

25 any chance Im going to kck this on my own
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Yes it is possible you kick it on your own

Okay And if and if 00 just dont get

any treatment and then all of sudden have no sustained

whats that word sustained

Well we wouldnt call it sustcined

Okay

virolocic response we would ca it scif

self resolution of the vrus You just foucht It off Iri

youi own antibodies and immunity

10 Okay Ann that happens to some people

11 Yes

12 Okay Ann so if that happens with me simply

13 foucht it off and its gone

14 Thats correct

15 Okay If dont if elect riot to take

16 treatment how long do you think Im goirg to sty

17 symptomatic if Im you know having symptoms befoe move

18 in the nonsymptomatic chronic

19 Probably about six months

20 Okdy So either put up with ttis foi abaut

21 six morths then and if dont fight it off myself Im

22 going have chronic hepatitis probably for the rest of my

23 life

24 Thats correct

25 Okay And then am going to die of hepatitis
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Theres 20 percent Thance that you go on to

cirrhosis and death of the lffer if the hepatitis is chronic

and not treated

Okay So if ust do nothing cet past the

symptoms most probably going tc die of off age and not

hepatitis

Yes

Okay Ann there Is 20 percent chance Ill get

10 cirrhosis of the liver rren this is from the statistics

11 and studies within is it 20 years of

12 Well weue seen little a5 fIve or even

13 two or three years but general this takes decades of

14 ongoing inflamnation of the live But you know everybodys

15 got different immune systert and you know as youre older

16 your ability to fight off iffections might not be as vigorous

17 as younger person and wio you knnw may have more

18 accelerated progression of disease

19 Okay Coontive deficits Im worried have

20 hepatitis now just caugft it and have symptoms What

21 cognitive impact is this ooinc to have on me

22 Well in the acute phase persor would have the

23 same type of cognitive oeficits tnat youd have like with

24 virus or cold Your ability to courentrate is impaired

25 Attention to detail might fall off But as you became more
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chroni tnat would tenc to normalize Later in the disease

if you developed cirrhosis and the buildup of the toxins in

the blood which we call encephalopathy then youd have

foil profound century excuse ire deficit of mentation

Okay Now going back to Mrs Owendolyn Martin

tne she successfully went through 48 weeks of treatment

Correct

And she tested clear whatever you call it

Correct

10 Okay Aria then again at six months

11 Yes

12 Okay And so she is she cured

13 We call sustained virologic response The

14 likelirood of this virus corning b0ck is very very very

1R smoll

16 Ok0y Anc the its obviously not pleasant

17 treatment

18 No

19 And theres side effects forgetting the Im

zO symptomutic to begin with because Ive got hep now Im

21 going no go through this 48 weeks and thats going to cause

22 what generally

23 Mostly fatigue as conseguence of the

24 Interferon and may exacerbated by the underlying anemia as

25 conseguence of Ribaviir therapy Sometimes they just get
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muscle aches at the sight of the injection of the Interferon

They just dort feel it very well

Okay And the Gwendolyn if you recall and

just know from reading your deposition had good support

structure her husband was there every sinole time

Yes

And she cleared it and was success story

For clearino the virus yes

Okay Now we dd were you aware of any

10 dementia for Owendolyn Martin

11 She you Know ilm not neurologist She

12 told me she had some cocnitive problems ouring the treatment

13 She continued to have some anxiety issues thnk you know

14 when someone gets hepatits as ronseoluence of you know

15 IV druc abuse or you krow bad behavior thats one thing

16 But when its you know in healthcaxe setting thats

17 fairly traumatc for that person

18 Okay The mean anythino about brain

19 damage caused to her because of tne treatment or t1e

20 hepatitis

21 dont krow any andtomic or physiologic

22 brain carnage

23 Okay We had

24 THE COURT You again

25 THE MARSHAL Everybody check your cell phones make
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sure tteyre on silent

BY MR WRIGHT

We had doctor in here this morning Dr

Richarc Perril testified he calls himself

neuropsychologst Did he ever consult with you reoalolno

Gwendolyn Martin

Not that recall

Okay He testified that understnd he

testifieo he was hired by plaintiffs personal injry ldwyes

10 for her case to give an assessment of her

11 THE COURT Mr Wright keep your voice up

12 BY MR WRIGHT

13 He testified he was brought by

14 plaintiffs personal injury lawyers to assist Gwendclyn Mar

15 and four other people suing for their civil cases ckay

16 Regarding Gwendolyn Martin he said he was he was cetain

17 she hac brain damage can tell ycu that Its not hr0n

18 fog She has front occipItal front occIpital dementl0 and

19 is permanently disabled although it may not be permanent

zO because the brain has plasticity

21 You ever hear anything like that

22 Im not neurcphysiologist and no never

23 Im nor familiar with that

24 Okay Does that sound like Gwencc yn Martin -o

25 you
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Well you know Ive only known Cwendolyn Macin

since she had her bout of hepttis ann diont know her

beforehand so cant say you know whether there was

change in her skillsets or cccntive abilities dont know

Okay He SciO ht the disease and he we

were talKing abont hepa cli he slid the disease and the

treatment of the disease ccse demcnlid dnd that hepatitis

is neuro viral and affects ycr biain before ttie liver You

ever hear of that

10 No

11 He said ftc neuro not cognitive impairment is

12 independent from the Icerfernn trearmec and that the

13 Interferon treatment is oouble wharnmy Tt sort of

14 accelerates ones brain oysfunctlon caused by the hepatitis

15 Have you ever seen or hedrd arythino like this in the studies

16 youve read about

17 No

18 It witt hop0titis even the treatment

19 opt to take the treatmert ye got hepalitis Im going

20 go throuoh 48 weeks of Interferon whatever sioe effects

21 have even if cognitive rrom the treatment those are going to

22 cease when Im done with the treatment is teat fair

23 Well you know would hope so but you know

24 think you need to understno that there are al sorts of

25 unintended consequences of the therapies we give patients ano
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some of these consequences arent known for years or even

decades _ater So there may be long term sequelae of the

treatment that you know most gastroenterologists are not

aware cf

However in my own practice most patients after

corac-icg therapy seem to be alert oriented and not havino

any 0pprecable cognitive defict that can detect

Okay

But dont specifically challenoe that

10 dont cive them neurocoonltive testing

11 Mmost dote Just check my list Thank you

12 very much sir

THE COURT Mr Santacroce

14 MR SANTACROCE Tnank you

15 CROSS EXAMINATION

16 BY MR SANThCROCE

17 Good afternoon Doctor just wanted to follow

18 un little bit about what Mr Wright was touching on

19 regadino the relationship of cognitive damage to the

20 hepati is virus beLeve in your grand jury transcript

21 you seemed to associate t5at deficit witS the oeqree of liver

22 damage IS that correct

23 In patients with cirrhosis you know end state

24 cirrhosis rate fibrosis yes

25 So am as understand it there would have
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to be significant liver damage i.e cirrhosis in order for

there to be permanent cognitive damage Theres

relationship there isnt tnere

Well the cognitive deficit associated with

cirrhosis is not irreverslbie rren those patients can

clear heir sensorium with you know tredtment with you

know antibiotics like like facts and medicatIons like

Lactulose Dietary charges can helm them mprove theii

sensorium guite bit So its not permanent its not

10 irreversible

11 So even witl that degree of damaoe to the liver

12 cirrhosis of the liver the cognitive abilties can come

13 back

14 Yes

15 in return Yes

16 Yes

17 And believe you described sort of this

18 cognitive damage early on as beng like re_atec to like

19 flu like symptoms like chilo woulo get if they have high

20 fever correct

21 Correct

22 And after ftat fever passes all of that

23 cognitive ability or the majority comes back correct

24 Correct

25 Cam you give me some kind of idea c5 to how long
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it takes to cevelop cirrhosis of the liver

Its variable It can be as stort as three or

four years and sometimes it never does occur the person

succumbs to old age

But mear on an average three is tne three

to four years the low end isnt it

Its usually couple of decades

Oke.y So 10 to 20 years

Yes

10 And even if someone has cirrhosis of the liver

11 when you first detect it whats the lifespan of someone th0t

12 has cirrhosis of the liver

13 It depends on how bad the cirrhosis is Yuu

14 know we have classificatior for that you know the childs

15 classification for liver disease and people with advanced

16 liver oise0se tdeir prognosis could be very poor with life

17 expectancy of less than six months

18 want to just ta little bit about -he CRNAs

19 your familiarity with CRNAs in your practice In the

20 procedure room you have CPNA

21 Correct

22 Yourself

23 Correct

24 Do you have nurse also

25 No we have tech
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DI tech

Yes

Okay In that procedure room who is in charge

of that procedure room

The gastroenteroloqist

So that would be ou

Yes

If you weie performing the procecure Is that

standard and customary

10 Yes

11 And in fact the CPNA doesnt need an

12 anesthesiolocist to supervise them in Nevdoa correct

13 No they Go not

14 An Y.D can supervise CPJ\A

15 Thats correct

16 such as yoorse Youre the supervisor of

17 that CRNA in that orocecure rocri

18 Yes

19 You talkec about rraybe you didnt talk about

20 it here hut was readino in your crand jury transcript about

21 the procedures that you use in oucsing in lnform0ticn about

22 patient after the proceoure

23 Yes

24 Do you use electronic devices to do that

25 Yes
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Can you tell me how that goes

Well its computer program that has various

boxes that are clinked you know normal examination or polyp

or ulcer or inflairmation and it it generates report

OKcy Ano you taiked about that normally you

wulo 00 tnt right after the procedure correct

Correct

But there would be times when you wouldnt get

to it rioht citer the procedure and it would be some minutes

ldrer correct

11 Some minutes but it wouldnt start new

12 proceoLre unti_ it had been coripleted

13 Correct And you also said you would there

14 wouldnt be six patients that would come in before you would

15 doit

16 No

17 because you would remember it

18 Right

19 But there could be matter of several minutes

20 before ou actually logceo into triat computer or whatever you

21 call nd and put in the results of what you found

22 correct

23 Thats correct

24 Now in that machine does it have time stamp

25 time strip do you know
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Probably dont know

So the time that you ended the procedure or the

time that the CBNA logged in the end of the prccedure could

actually be couple of minutes different from what your notes

indicate on the machine correct

There is we run into this prcnlem lot of

times in tue procedure room Weve got clock nd in our

office its an atomic clock that has the exact time Theres

also clock on the scope that takes the pctures and has

10 time stamp for the pictures that we take that is not

11 synchronized with the atomic clock And then we have another

12 riachine that generates the procedure report with different

13 clock

14 So you can have three different times couple of

15 minutes apart for the exact same procedure So lot of times

16 you wont see synchrony In our facility we are our stop

17 time and stop time for the procedure is al_ coordinated with

18 the clock on the scope

19 Okay But you cant change the clock on the

20 computer that youre typing in your notes rigft

21 Im sure someone could cant dont know

22 how

23 couldnt either But Im just stying mean

24 you dont calibrate every time you do procedure

25 No we do not
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Okay So there there coud be and

typically Its some variation in the time

Yes

Fairly common

Fairly common

You talkec about in your grand jury testimony

think someone asked 3ou about the orocedures can get von

mess at tmes correct

Yes

10 Its messy business

11 Yes

12 And when youre extracting scope dont

13 know if you Im usinc the right words but when you pull

14 scope out things can happen right

15 Well specifically what kind of thIngs

16 dont want to tell you what weve discussed

17 here You tel me youre the doctor

18 Well you know think what were talking abou

19 is splatter of fecal material

20 Correct

21 on removal of the scope And you know we

22 try to keep that to minimum and you know make sure that

23 you know necause the staff doesnt want to cet splattered

24 you know we try to be careful when we remove the scope

25 But it happens
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It occasionally will h0ppen yes

And it can be very messy

When theres mad prep yes

When you say bad prep that means the

patient hasnt prepped properly

Sometimes they prep proneriy but the prep did

not have its desired effect lheres residuai ecal material

within the colon

Okay Ano related to th0t you tdlked about

10 scope cleaning in your in your grand jury testimony

11 Yes

12 right And believe ou testIfied that

13 there was in your practice the scope cleaning takes 55

14 minutes

15 Correct

16 Thats relatively new since the ep outbreak

17 No think tfldts neen fair standard

18 Okay

19 mean there is timer or the scope washer

20 and you know by the time you qet the prewashing and

21 brushings done and get it into the cleaner and then do all The

22 due diligence to make sure the scope is clean thats how lono

23 it takes

24 And believe you testifieo that you cleaned two

25 scopes at time in the enzymatic fluid
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Well dont krow about dont know about

that

Okciy

dont know

Let me see can find that

think youre talking about double soope

washer

Yeah tell me about that

Well theres some soope washers that you can

10 clean two scopes at the same time

11 Okay Ano what does that look like

12 Its like plastic box ann theres lid tha

13 opens

14 And you put enzymatic fluio there

15 You know the details of how you clean the scope

16 is not what do dont know

17 All right Ill yield on that point But you

18 would acKnowledge that The cleaning of the scopes is

19 important

20 Yes

21 And why is that

22 Because viruses parasites bacteria oan be in

23 the channels of the scope and can potentially be transmitted

24 to another patent

25 So if scope wasnt properly cleaned it has
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the potential to transmit disease

Yes

Well think thats all have Doctor Thank

you very much

THE COURT All right Redliec

MS WECKERLY No recirect ThanK you

MR WRIGHT want one more Whats one of those

scopes cost

THE WITNESS Theyre well you know theres more

10 to the scope than just the scope Youve got the processor

11 and the light source ann all the telemetry tut the scope

12 itself costs about 30 or 35000

13 MR WRIGHT Thats it

14 THE COURT Anything else Ms Weckerly nased on

15 that last question

16 MS WECKERLY No

17 THE COURT Do we Lave any jurnr questions for this

18 witness

19 All right Doctor apparently there are no further

20 questions for you Thark you fo your testimony You are

21 excuseo at this time

22 THE WITNESS Thank you

23 THE COURT Arid State believe thats all you have

24 for tocay

25 MR STAUDAHER Thats correct Your honor
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THE COURT All right Ladies and gentlemen were

going no go ahead and take our weekend recess

During the weekend recess youre reminded that

youre not to discuss the case or anything relating to the

case with each other or wth anyone else Youre not to read

watch lIsten to any eports of or commertaries on this Odse

any person or subject matter relating to the case Dont do

any inoependent reseaxch by wdy of the Internet or any other

medium and please do not form or express an opinion on the

10 trial

11 We will reconvene Monday morning at a.m Please

12 place your notepads in your chairs and follow the nailiff

13 througi the rear door

14 Jury recessed for fte weekend at 444 p.m

15 THE COURT Ms Weckerly what oo we have to look

16 forwaro to on Monday

17 MS STANISH Thats what we were talking about

18 MS WECKERLY Well know it will be

19 WRIGHT didnt know whose It was

20 MS WECKERLY Thats whose it is Wel know

21 krow wel have Brian Labus Monday and Tuesday Ill

22 have to kind of schedule everybody else after that but

23 THE COURT Okay

24 MS WECKERLY that will give us

25 THE COURT All righty
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Court recessed for the weeKecd 0t 445 p.rn
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23
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ERTIFICATIc4

CERTIFY THAT TiE FuREcOINC IS CORRECT TRJ\NSCRIPI FROM THE

AUDIO VISUAL RECOR INC OF THE PROCEEDINCS IN ThE ABOVE ENTITLED

MATTER

AFFIRtTfl4

AFFIRN THAT HS TRANSCRIPT DOES NOT CONTAIN THE SOCIAL SECURITV OR

TAX IDENTIFICAON ITTJ4FER OF AN PERSON OR ENTITY
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MR WRIGHT Ill hold the door

THE WITNESS think the point is you cannot give me

anesthesia from that far No And No you cdnnot do the

preanesthesia evaluation from that distance either So you

know its present with the patient

BY MS STANISH

Right

It has to be face to--face VOn cant give

anesthesia unless youre face to fare with tne pctient or

10 youre at the head of the table or how side of the table

11 whatever you want to call it but youre still present with

12 the patient

13 Okay

14 Present

15 Right Okay get it

16 THE COURT May see counsel at the bencu please

17 MS STANISH Wat just have one more question

18 THE COURT Okay Ask ttie question

19 BY MS STANISH

20 So as understdnd your testmony you know if

21 theyre what you expect what youre adamant about is that

22 there is set of rules and everyone follows tYem

23 Supposed to yes

24 And fair statement that you want set of rules

25 that everyone can understand
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Yes would like for everyone to understand

them

But not everyone does

Not everyone does

Arid not exieryone eren thougf theres contract

provision that reguiies tiem to do so not everyone keeps up

with it

Not everyone ooes Youre

And not everyone does personally providers

10 They may have billing coder third party coder help with

11 these intrioaoes of the billing scheme

12 Yes thats why many ohysioians in any kind of

13 practice or hospitals wil have peonle that have tie

14 knowledge the skills the oedentia to doourately reflect

15 whats where the provioer OOfl5 in in this case

16 anesthesia is they have to make sure their documentation is

17 aoourate beoause these people over Yere -hat are goino to be

18 taking this infornation and this puoeoure and this

19 dooumentation to support wh0t they want bill because if

20 they dont youre askino these people over here to build

21 something that is not really suppo ted by documentation

22 So even if the provide oont know these people

23 over here the ooders people lke me should be educating

24 them But they normally dont like that They dont like it

25 at all
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wonder why

Because you know what they really want to do

most providers is they just want to practice medicine They

just want to give anesthesia They just want to practice

riedicire But theres more to it than that Were you

know were back to the griality of care and the hedith record

you know how important that is Were back to being accurate

dnd have sficient documentation to support what you want

these peop to bill for you

It its just being responsible its neing

arcurace its being appropriate and if you dont know it

dont understand it then think you should seek out that

informaton from those who have it and keep asking until you

do understano because that is what insurers expect arid

certairly Medicare does and their language can be difficul

at times

At times

18 Fregnently

All right

20 It can be difficult but tlat doesnt release us

from the responsibility of trying to find out and theres many

22 ways to find out so that you will be accurate in wFat youre

z3 doing

24 Great Thank you

25 Youre welcome
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THE COURT All riqht Is that it for you Ms

Stanisl

MS STANISH Yes

THE COURT Mr Santacroce you dont need to

auproach the bench Mr Santacroce do ynu tare dny

questions

MR SANTACROCE No

THE COURT Any redirect bcised on mn what Ms

Stnish askec

10 MS WECKERLY No Your Hcno

11 THE COURT Any juror questions for te witness

12 before excuse her No juror questions

13 All right Maam thank you for yow testimony

14 You are excused at this time

15 THE VJIThESS Thank you

16 THE COURT Whats tfat Oh L0dies and oentlemen

17 were coing to go ahead and take our lunch break Vvell be in

18 recess for tYe lunch break untii 150

19 During the lunch break youre remindeo youre not to

zO discuss the case or anythng reatino to the case with each

21 other or with anyone else Youre not to re0d watch listen

22 to axiiy reports of or commentaries on this case cny person or

23 subject matter relating to the case Do not do any

24 independent research by way of the Internet or any other

zS medium Please dont form or express an opinion on the trial
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Notepads in your chairs Follow the officer to the

door

Jury recessed at 1244 p.m

THE COURT While remember before we take our

luurh break just wanted to note on the recorc th0t at the

conclusion of yesterday after had left the bend had my

JEA Sher run and tell the lawyers that they didnt need to

be here until 930 this morning and thats when they got here

Sn just wanted the record to be cleax on on that that it

10 was 930 start time

11 MS STANISH Thank you Your Honor

THE COURT All right Go to lunch

Court recessed from 1246 p.m to 152 p.m

THE COURT Bring them in

15 Pause in the proceecings

16 THE COURT Bring them in

ThE MARSHAL Ladies and gentlemen please rise for

the presence of the jury

Jury entering at 156 p.m

20 THE COURT All right Oh All right Court is now

zl back in session And the State may call its next witness

22 MR STAUDAHER Mark Silberman Your Honor

23 THE COURT Sir just right up here please next tc

24 me And then just remain standing facing this lady right

z5 there and shell administer the oath to you
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MARK SILBERMAN STATES WITNESS SWORN

TIE CLERK Thanc you Please be seated And plcase

state and spell your name

THE TNESS My name is Mark Silberrrian td is

as is boy

THE COURT Jill right Thank you

Mr Staudaher

MR STAUDAHER Thank you Your Honor

DIRECT EXAMINATION

10 BY MR STAUDAHER

11 Mr Silberman are you the designated mstodian

12 of records person most knowleogeable from the Arrecr

13 Associaton of Nurse Anesthetists

14 am

15 Were you sent out here to to act ir that

16 capacity to ta about records of your organizatos

17 Yes

18 Are you familiar with those records

19 Idr

20 And did you provide those records to

21 initially in this case

22 Idid

23 MR STAUDAHER May approach Your Honor

24 THE COURT You may

25 BY MR STAUDAHER
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Im showing you what has been marked as Proposed

Stdtes /19 to 227 And just flip throuch those generally

and el go through them in ittle more detail Yeah flip

throucY them 0nd you can go ahead and just tell me tell us

If \Cure famiir with them if you know the records of

yuur nrgdnzaton and if those coe the ores you provided to

us

Witness corrlied Yeah

And exactly what re these records

10 These are documents that we provided in response

11 to sLbpoena The subpoena requested information related to

12 se les of cocuments and letter that was issued by the

13 AANA -he presdent of the APJTA in believe it was 2002 in

14 response to hepatitis outbreak that hao taken place and it

15 also irc uoec some membership regarding information

16 regumdino two members and press release related to that same

17 cumtreak

18 The recoros toat you just looked at are they

19 records of your organizatIon

20 Yes theyre records from the AnNA

21 Are they kept ii the ordinary course of

z2 business

23 They are

24 Do you rely upon those records in the duties and

25 things that you need to do as in conducting your business
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Wedo

Do these accurately and truly represent the

records that are contaired at your location your business

Yes they do

MR STAUDP\J-IER your Honor at mis time Id move fo

admission States Proposed 29 to 227

THE COURT Any objectIon

MR SANTACROCE No objection

MS STANISH No oDjection

10 THE COURT All right Those are admitted

11 States Exhibit 219 through 227 admitted

12 BY MR STAUDAHER

13 Now Im cong to ask you as we go through

14 them Im goiro to ask you some questions about them but the

15 exhibirs ttemselves are unhighlghted Im going to shcw you

16 some that to facilitate your examination that are

17 highlighted Those are my bich ights Im just putting that

18 on the recoro cs we go forwro okay

19 And Ill

20 MS STANISH Its

21 BY MR STAUDAHER

z2 refer to the pcges by Bates

23 MS STANISH its

24 MR STAUDAHER Im sorry

25 MS STANISH do you mind if borrow that other
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one

MR STAJDAHER Sure

MS SThNISH while you have your

MR SmUDAHER you bet

MS SANISI-J colored one

BY MR SAJ SAFER

And ill refer to them by Bates Number which

is cppecJs the lower rioht uand corner and wont tell

the whole thino every time but its DA Endosoopy AnNA

10 Documerts and tnen the numoer is the Bates Number

11 Now tde first thino want to do is to go and look

12 at whd termed B0tes No and ask you some questions about

13 it

14 Okay

15 Ill display this on the screen And as we go

16 througt thIs ust wart you to know that if you need to at

17 any time this screen you can take your finoernail and draw

18 on it liKe tvat and then you just tap oown here on this

19 corner and ti t will go away okay

20 All right mark you

21 So if you need to highligh- somethng would

22 ask you since were using documents to actually kind of point

23 out the areas that were talking about if we need to okay

24 No problem

25 Now speclfcally and Ilu go in little bit
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more before do that what are you familiar with this

particular document

Yes

And what is this

This is printout of the web page This was

copy of the letter that was sent out by the then president cf

the AIL\SNA Dr Lester ir 2002

And do you now why this letter was sent out

This letter was sent out as an advisory to all

10 nurse anesthetsts in response to series of events regardinc

11 the an outbreak of hepatitis and to make sure that all

12 nurse anesthetlsts had access to oil of the inforriLation and

13 policies and guidelines regarding the reuse of needles

14 Regarding wlat again

15 The reuse of needles

16 Now as far as this particular outbreak is

17 concerred you said that went out to the membership as you

18 had it at the time

19 Correct

20 If you know assume that there are more

21 theres nurse anesthetists that practice in the country thdn

22 are members of your organization is that fair

23 That is true

24 Do you know about how many percentagewise nurse

25 anesthetists are part of your organization
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historically ano consistently the AANA the

membership represents over 90 percent of nurse anesthetists

As far as the your organization what kinds of

things do you do as an oroanization for your membership

lis an novocacy organization Its

professional urofessonal oqanization so it advocates

on behalf of tie profession It provides continuing

education It provioes guoance policies It sets standards

for the practice of nurse anesthesia

10 The membersiip as it is constituted mean

11 what kinds of thinos do you do fo the members as as sort

12 of members of yor orgarization

13 There are multiple annual meetings ttat are open

14 to the public t.e boaLo establlsnes policies guidelines

15 there are theres an AANA journal which publishes

16 information for members theie are newsletters and then

17 theres obviously nolitical aovooaoy with regards to

18 legislation bote on national level but also to assist

19 state by state

20 Now you mentoned journal Is there is

21 there other another professional organization for nurse

22 anesthetsts besides yours

23 The well there are other professional

24 nursino associations The only nursing associaton dedicated

25 to nurse anesthetists is the AANA
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So youre the exc_usive one

THE COURT Ann sir some of the jurors are having

trouble hearing you

THE WITNESS Sorry

THE COURT Rioht in front of you tnere is that blac

box thats the microphone So if you can just speak up into

that so we can make sure everybody hears you

THE WITNESS Wil do And my apoloqies

BY MR STAUDAHER

10 So want to go bark to this You said that

11 there was an outbreak of hepatitis and you wanted your

12 organization wanted to hissenin0te information to the

13 membership

14 That was what the parnose of this etter was

15 Now

16 THE COURT And Mr Staudaher you need to keep your

17 voice up too

18 MR STAUDAHER Tm sorry Ill try to tclk louder

19 myself

20 BY MR STAUDAHER

21 As far as that is conoerneo this particular

z2 notification was this an urusual event or is this something

23 that happens every six montis or so with your organization

24 The outbreak of hepatitis or the

25 notificaton
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issuance

like this

This as an extrdordinary situation An

extraordinary notie that was sent out

So tell us dbout th6t if you wcld mean

what about tre notice whdt was ccomnanying the notice that

kind of thinc

So the noice itself cuess if can

Well Ill move it to whatever you want me to

10 Theres reference to ha is accompanying

11 here we go in this paragraph he-e The notice is letter

12 from the president ef ftc AnNA and what was sent out was the

13 standards of the AANA reldtei to office practice and believe

14 it was also hospital bosed practice ard then the guidelines

15 related to infection controc ano then the code of ethics that

16 the AnNA has in place

17 So the documents that acompaniec this that you

18 provided are those what we we -ave in the exhibits that are

19 now in evidence in this case

20 Correct The exhbit you showeh me with the

21 exception of the membershp irfo mation and then te press

z2 release those other documents what accompanied this

23 letter

24 Okay Now specifically want to go try and

25 zoom in on this little bit more Can you clear that for us
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please WIll you read that section for us please Its

Beginning with

highlighted

after discission

Yes

After discussior with infecton control experts

we have concerns that there may be widespredc

misunderstanding by healthcare practitioners of the dangers

associated with the reuse of needles and syrinoes Needles

10 and syringes are single use items and shoud not be reused on

11 the same patient or from patient to patient

12 The possible exception is when syringe and needle

13 are used on the same patient for incremental dosng however

14 once the syringe is partially or completely eipted it should

15 not be refilled for use even on the same patient

16 Reuse of needles ano syringes is clear violation

17 of AANAs infection control standards anc ouidelnes ASAs

18 recommendations for infection control as well as guidelines

19 adopted by individual healthcare organizations

20 Now want to oo slide this up little bit and

21 have you tell us what the date of this letter is

22 The letter was issued on September 30 2002

23 believe that is the date that the letter went out Theres

24 dont want to call it another version but the letter

25 also has date think of the week prior which believe
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was when it was finalized foi mailing

So this one says September 30tn of 2002

correct

Correct

Now Ill show you what is lstec c5 Baes No

Anc this one has Gate that is September ziro cf 2001 15

that correct

Correct

Is this the second letter oh0t you were talking

10 about

11 It was Yes it is

12 Okay Ano you need to me to bring

13 anything Lack to you so you can know civino you kind

14 of window to look at on the screen If yoi reed it in

15 better context can return it to you to ook at okay

16 The same lamgnage though appe-2rs ir this secondary

17 letter

18 Yes

19 Now what was the purpose h0ving two separate

20 letters if you know

21 My unders andinc the only diference in the

22 datino of the letters is when they were preptred to be sent

23 out versus when it was posted on the website

24 Okay So

25 MR SANTACROCE didnt hear he last part of that
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THE WITNESS When the letter was prepared to sent

cut versus when it was posted onto the AnNA website

BY MR STAUDAHER

Now with regarc to the accompanying documents

that you talked about Bates No 84 is This ore of those

series of documents that was presided proviced to the nurse

anesthetst

Correct

And what is this particular tern

10 That is the cover page for the standards fo

11 office based anesthesia practice the policy of the AANA

What you go by

Correct

14 And this was disseminated along with thdt letter

15 to all the membership

16 Correct

17 MS STANISH What was the Bates stamp on that

18 please

19 MR TAUDAHER Oh that was 84 believe

zO BY MR 5TAUCAHER

ii Now specifcally want to ask you couple of

questions related to think it was another one of these

23 documents Just let me get to it here Theres another

24 document tFat wanted to ask you about That is Bates No 25

25 which is its titled Infection Control Cuioe Was this
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also sent out to the membership along with that etter

Correot

With regard to that partioular iten want to

move forward to Bates No 36 Do you see the titlc of that

seotior

Yes

Whatisit

That subseotion is Administration of Druns dnd

Solutions

10 Slide down to tfe highlighreo porrior Could

11 ynu read tnat for us please

12 MS STANISI-J Im sorry oould hnve the Banes stamp

13

14 MR STAUDAHER Oh Im sorry

15 MS STANISH again

16 MR STAUDAHER 36

17 THE WITNESS Striot adherenoe to ireotion ocntol

18 prooedures and standard preoautons as required

19 Multipledose vials should be lmited to single patient use

20 unless striot cseptio teohnique is used and rew sterile

21 syringe and aooess devioe are used each rime the Vdl is

22 penetrated The danger of oross contamiration from

23 multiple dose vials used for more than one patient must be

24 weighed against any oost savings

25 BY MR STAUDAHER
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So part of your infection control amide

Correct

Moving to the next one There is diagram

ano this is Bates No 38 And the highlighted portions are

whct io lIke yoi to read and then if you can tell us what

the purpose of this diaaram is

The

Go ahead and read it first

itis

10 for us

11 Classification of risks for transmitting

12 infeutior in anesthesia applications Arid the next

hiohiichted section reacs Critical Risk Items that enter

14 sterile drea of the bod3 or the vascular system condition at

15 the time of use equals sterile

So we have that as being criticu risk then

17 we have three othier areas or guess totai of four

18 This ore here

19 Reads Semicriticl Risk

20 Noncritical and Environmenta Surfoes

21 Correct

22 So of the olassifio0tion here which is the

23 highesr evel of risk

24 It is critical risk

25 With regard to make sure were on the right
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document here Bates No 50 conclusionary section of

that document Go aheao and read for us these sections if yu

would

When

And the highlighted portion all you need

read

The assumptIon is mdde that all patients diC

potentiady infectious Acceptance of this concept regulies

anesthesIa providers to approach the risk of infection

10 transmission of organisms ann crosscontamination in

11 careful consistent ann logical Im assuming it finishes

12 manner It clearly unacceptable to adopt the patice cf

13 standard precautions at one time and disregard it am apply its

14 practices in part at other times

15 You can go go ahead and read it sine its

16 just two paragraphs Read the entirety of tflat

17 The unioue reguirements of decontamination

18 disinfection and sterilization for anesthesa eguipment

19 ancillary devices and accessorIes requires nurse anesthetists

20 to fully understand and minimize the actual risks present fo

zl all partes Anesthesia equipment mandates speclized

22 attention as to how each product is processed to effectively

23 destroy potentIally infectious organism without destroying the

24 integrity performance and safety of the product

25 Decisions regarding the level of decontamination for
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routine disease specific case specific management are no

longer the sole responsibdty of one individual The CRNA in

conjuncton with all healthcare providers share the

resoonsibi ity and accountaoility to ensure the safety of

emrloyees stdff and patents

Is that also part of your policy of the AANA

That is correct

Now ant to move to section which you

you sdd wcs nelieve some some sort of computer

10 was chng reated to the membership itself or two members

11 specifcaly

12 Yes there was

13 Who

14 membershIp information

15 who were those members that you gave

16 info rut.on about

17 Mr Lakeman and Mr dont want to pronounce

18 it wrong believe Mathahs or Mathias

19 Okcy Im going to show you first page

20 this is Bates No 57 Tell us what were looking at here

21 This is

22 need to let me move it out so we can try

23 and gen the entire document there

24 This is printout from the prior computer

25 system used by the AANA beleve it was the WNC
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system and the it contains various information on Mr

Lakemans membership with tte A/ANA

So he was an active member

Correct

MR SANTACROCE At what time period

MR STAUDAHER Well get to that

BY MR 5TATIJ9J\JJER

mean he had been an active member at some

point is that correct

10 That is correct

11 The next pace Bates No 58 Do you see this

12 Ido

13 Okay Car you teil us what this document is

14 This is printout from the newer the Aptify

system that think it was in 1999 the ARNA converted over

16 to to rack membership informaton

17 So you hac two different systems over the coumse

18 cf your orcanizations life

19 believe tYere are substantally more than two

20 but those are the most two recent yes

21 Okay And oo these two capture the time period

22 in question that we were nterested in

23 Yes

24 So this one caine from which system again

25 This came from the Aptify systeri
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Now can ou tell us what were looking at here

on this particul

This is listed under the orders tab but

what i- is the listing of bils sent out and then payments

rndde with renarhs to membership And it identifies the time

period of ejch and ther dentifies the indivicual in this

case VAr Lkem0n whether or not he was an active member

Theres rew Theres active inantive

retiree

10 So in order to be active what do you have to do

11 To be an active memoer of the ANJA assuming

12 that youre rot student anesthetist at the time nurse

13 anesthetst at tne time you need to have completed the

14 nanioncl certific0tion exam or successfully have been

15 recertifIed by toe now rational board of certification and

16 recertifcation of nurse anesthetists and you have to have

17 complaned an accredited education1 program ny the at

18 nursinc scncol dccredited by the council on accreditation

19 The otner regnirements of being nurse anesthetist

20 also include havino completed critical care and then also

21 having your RN

22 Do you as part mean in part of your

23 organization you rientioned journal is that right

24 Right

25 Is that somethirg tnat gets sent out to the
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members

It does

Do you have other mailings and the like during

the course of you know year that gets sent to members and

so forth

Theres newsletters theres emails theres

various you know just advocacy issues or tings that mighl

be of interest or note for the membership so yes

So the information that was contained in the

10 document the letter hat had showed you earier as well

11 as the accompanying parnphets the infection control guy the

12 code of ethics all of that kind of thinc did did those

13 items actually make it into mean some form to get to

14 the every one of the members mean as far as either

15 emailed mailed both hat How did you get them out

16 The in this instance these were all hard copy

17 mailed to all members alone with the letter from President

18 Lester

19 So to be an active member do you have to

20 continue to cive your acdress information and so forth

21 rrean 00 you have to know where these peope are

22 mean it certainly helps yes

23 Okay mean can you

24 TheANA

25 corununicate with them
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does trdck its members information

Okay

Contact iotormation

And do xo did you track and as part of

your coming here ftc locctcns where Mr Lakeman tad worked

in the past or where he had resided rather

Yes

Did tha-e dppear to be any tme period in which

you werent at to tack hr mean

10 No thee wds ar

11 if you lost him something

12 No thace was dT address that was Identified in

13 1999 then tiere was an aodress change in 2004 and then one

14 more in z007 when he movec tc nelieve Georcia

15 Okay So the prior address In 2007 before he

16 moved Cecroa was where

17 In Lds Vecas dont recal the exact address

18 But it was In Lds Vegas

19 Yes

20 Now lookino at the at ths section here the

21 lower rioht left hano corner rather of cates No 58 Can

22 you tell us what were looklno there as far as those

23 entries Ann ct me zoom in on teose little bt just so

24 that theyre little bit bgcer fcr

25 So this just represents basica ly bills issued
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and payments made starting in 1998 and continuing through

2007 showing an active memoership Arid then in 2008 ard 2009

showing an inactive membership

Okcy So at least during this period of 2000 --

and it looks Thke there was renewal is that what this date

is

Thdt ouio be tte dcte that the believe

its the payment was received

So you get the money for memberstp

10 For dues

11 Okay So were t0lking about July 11 thats

12 when that was received and it shows that he iS active

13 Correct

14 Now the following year the same same month

15 its now showing hes inactive

16 That yes

17 But if we go back in time to 2002 wflat is it

18 showinc

19 It shows an active membership

20 So you hao his address he was an Qctive member

21 at that time

22 Correct

23 When this all this mailinc went out

24 Correct

25 Can you say witS 00 percent certainty that he
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actually got this stuff

No

But no is there any indication that it was

ever returned or bouncec back anythino liKe that

No

Now as far a5 the ccoc of ethcs that asked

you about moment ago ni this is Ba es No 22 Let me

zoom bacK out Can you read those hiohliohted portions And

this is entitled what What is tne what is the section

10 Section is Responsibility to Patients

11 Subsection 1.2 The CRNA protects the patient from harm and is

12 an advocate for the patients welfare Section .4 The CRNA

13 avoids conflicts between is or her personal integrity and the

14 patients riohts In situ0tions where ftc CPNAs personal

15 convictions prohibit partcpat on in particular procedure

16 and the CPNA refuses to participate or withdraws from the

17 case provided that sucY refusa or withoraw0l does not

18 does not harm the patient oi constitute breach of duty

19 Section 1.5 The CRNA takes appropriate action to

20 protect patients from hea tbcdre poviders woo are

21 incompetent impaired or eoaoed in illegal or unethical

22 practice And Section 1.7 TYe CRNA does not knowingly engage

23 in deception in any form

24 Now the very first page of that document just

25 50 we know which one were lookng at is entitled Code of
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Ethics correct

That is correct

Now the last one that want to go through with

you is document that is entitled Scope and Standards for

Nurse AnesthesIa Practice do you see that

Yes

And this is Bates No 78 for counsel Now

soecifically Bates No 80 And these are the standards

correc

iO Correct

II If we go to standard can you read that for

iz

Standard There shall be complete accurate

14 ano timely documentation of pertinent information on the

15 pariencs medical recoro Ann then it includes an

16 in- rpretation Document all anesthetic interventions umd

17 parenc responses Accurate documentation faciltctes

18 comnefensive patient care

19 Okay And then the last page of that which is

20 Bdres No 81 And think there is the sectior here lets

zl just go ahead and start over with section Stand0ld

22 Standard The highlighted portion reads

23 Aohere to appropriate safety precautions

24 And then and you can read the whole

25 paragraph Thats fine
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As established within the instltuton to

minimize the rIsks of fire explosion electrica shock and

equipment malfunction Document the patients medidl

record excuse me Document on the paicnts medical record

that the anesthesia machine and equipment were cnecxed

Now the last one here Stardcro it looks

like

Standard reads Precautions h0l oe aken

minimize tee rIsk of infecticn to the pdTient the CPNA and

10 cther healthcare providers

11 And again are those the polces and practices

12 that are disseminated to all members that cheye supposed to

13 ddhere to those standards

14 Correct

15 And at least that was what the slcnoard was back

16 in 2002

17 These are aU cf the sandards tct were sent

18 out with tee letter from the president

19 Have those standards appreciably changed since

20 2002 as far ds tde things that we went over

21 Regarding those core issues no

z2 MR STAUDAHER have nothing further Your Honor

23 THE COURT All right

24 MR STAUDAHER Pass the witness

THE COURT Cross
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MR SANTAROCE Thank you

CROSS EXRMINATION

BY MR SANTACROCE

Good afternoon Mr Silberman

Good afternoon sr

Can you tell me what your position with the AANA

is

Yes sir am their outside general counsel

Oh so youre ldwyer

10 Yes sir

11 And what does it mean outside general

II counsel

It rreans Im not full time employee of the

14 AREA but am their general counsel So cm

15 Are you in different location than they are

16 locatec

j7 mean work for law firm yes

18 Okay So youre not physically in the building

19 where the AANA is

20 No

21 And what were you employee as general counsel

22 for the AREA in 2002

No

24 Did you work in any capacity with the RENA in

25 2002
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No sir

This do you belong to any professional

organizations like the ABA

believe belong to the Illinois State Bar

Associaton

Do you ge maoazine every montr frori -horn

Ido

Do you read everything in it

Not everything no sir

10 want to talk to you little bit aoouo these

11 exhibis tuat you were just shown Starting off with this

12 letter of 2000 September 30 2002 Your orcdnlzcttion d5 11

13 undersoand it is noncornpulsory In other woros RNA

14 doesn have to belong to your organization to be RNA

15 That is correct

16 And your organization is an adviso group

17 correur or an advocacy group

18 Thats certainly component of it yes It

19 represents the professional organization

zO Well guess what Im getting at you guys

zl dont estaolish rules and regulations

22 Correct

23 correct

24 Correct

z5 Okay This letter went out as result of
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hepatirs outbreak where

nelieve it was in Oklahoma

Okay And in 2002 correct

Yes

And it was set out believe the predicate in

there war that td.ere was widespread misunderstanding is

trt correct

Th0t is what the document says yes sir

And what was that widespread misunderstanding

10 There so can speak to what the records

11 that have provided and reviewed show

12 Sure

13 which is in the press release it shows there

14 w0s differinc opinions with regards to the reuse of needles

15 and whether amongst all anesthesia providers and other

16 physicidns

17 Okay Do you know more specifically what tha

18 masunderstnaing was Was it guess was it contrary to

19 what you set forth in this letter

20 Well but what was set forth in the letter was

21 the pulicy of the AANA which has always been consistent that

22 needles shouldnt be reused

23 So it was misunderstanding that CPNA5 were

24 reusinc needles and syringes

25 guess Im not understanding the
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Okay You were trying to set the record

straight here guess sayino that the AANA poLcy is what

you se forth in the letter

Correct

Because CPNA5 were doing different types of

procedures and had different kinds of policies correct

dont bel eve it was jus- CRNAs think

there was coroerns reqardino al anesthesia providers and tnev

wanted the AANA wanted tbere to be olarty

10 So an anesthesiologist as well as CRNA5 were

11 reusino needles and syringes

12 cant speak to that factually hut believe

13 that was part of the concern of the outbreak

14 And reusing propofol on more than one oatient

15 would be speculating

16 Okay Well mean theres bass for this

17 is there not The infeoton in Oklahoma was crom some so of

18 reuse of neeoles and syringes wasnt it

19 Again thats my understanding but dont know

zO the full oroumstanoes of that or what drugs were being

21 utilized

22 Okay In any event the ANA APNA decided to

23 publish ths letter and send it out to their members coreot

24 Yes sir

zS Of which Mr Lakeman was member at the time
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correc-

That is correct

And believe we looked at one of these exhibits

which showed hm to be an active member is that corret

Correct

And this letter would have been sent to where

Wheie woulo tbs letter have been sent

would have to look to see what address was

refec-eo

10 Is it not showing

11 2000 and

12 on your screen there

Li Well the address that it shows shows 8117

14 Highiauds ThrLie

15 And whats the city and state

16 Midland Georgia dont know the as had

17 mentioreo there was two chances in address and believe in

18 2007 Li showed change to Georqia but prIor to 2007 the two

19 addresses that were listeu on the system were in Nevada

20 So in 2002 you sent this advsory etter to Mr

21 akemar Ceorgia

22 No sir Wtat Im telling you is the document

23 you just prasented

24 Mmhrrm

25 shows the adoress from 2007 That was what
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came up because it was most recent in the system wten the

document was printed out

Where did

But

where did you send the letter to Mr Lakeman

Based on the records have every reason to

believe It wou have been sent to the aodress that was on

file in 2002 which was in Nevada

Okay 2002 in Nevada So if represented to

10 you that he aidnt start his employment in Nevada until later

11 than tIat would you have any reason to dispute that

12 Again Io be speculating

13 But at least your testimony Is thct you sent

14 this letter to Nevada address in 2002

15 My testimony is that there is an address thats

16 in the system that was his adcress in 2002 and it would have

17 been sent to that address yes sir

18 Okay

19 believe it to be in Nevada but dont have

20 that information in front of me

21 So you cant testfy where it was sent

22 Not from memory and certainly not from that

23 screen because tnat screen shows the address in 1007 which

24 was in Georgia

z5 Now you were shown some exhibits and want
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to get clarification as to wh0t this means Standards for

off joe based anesthesia practices what does that mean

Whats an oftice based 0nesthesa practice

As comoaied to hospital based

Okay So you have nospital baseo and

off ice based

Yes sir

Is th0t correct

Yes

10 Oh okay Ano wh0t what is the distinction

11 Are there different iules for hospitals and different rules

12 for offices offoe based practice

13 Agdlin no wantinq to get into clinical

14 differences as Im not nurse anesthetist but there are

15 distinct things that are reflected in the practices to reflect

16 the environment in which the anesthesia is being administered

17 Can you nive me some specifics

18 Again thnic its qoing depend on the

19 eqnipment avai able and its cong to depend on who is

20 involved in the 0dninisrator of anesthesia But again

21 would also submit that the practice or the excuse me

22 the policy would speak for itse

23 What does this mean this sentence mean here

24 Most office based practice settngs are not regulated What

25 does that mean
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To me as an attorney

No as spokesman for the AANA

spokesperson person thats here to testify about it

MR STAUDAHER Actually Youx honor believe hes

the custodian of records Nct spokesperson

MR SANTACROCE Well tue

THE COURT Well as the not as an attorney but

as as the custodian of records and well you said PPIIK

also for the association

10 THE WITNESS guess 2ust want to be clear that

11 do not purport and don- want to be offering clinical

12 medical you know professiondl

13 THE COURT All right Sc you

14 THE WITNESS guicance

15 THE COURT feel that you cant

16 THE WITNESS woulont feel

17 THE COURT answer th0t question

18 THE WITNESS comfortable answerinq that question

19 THE COURT All right Thats fine

20 BY MR SANTACROCE

21 Were you rot designated the person most

22 knowledgeable for the ARNA

23 Again

24 MR STAUDAHER Your Honor Im going to object

25 That doesnt have to do wth office medical based practice
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Its tfe organization itself that

THE COURT Ill see counsel up here

Of record bench conference

BY MR SANTACROCE

Sir wouic 303 read th0t sentence for me

beginninc with most

Certainlr sir Most office based practice

settinos are not reoulaeo tYerefcre the CRNA should

consider tne benefit of uriform prcfessional standards

10 regarding practitioner ouaiiticaticns tralnlne equipment

11 facilities and policies h0t ensure the safety of the patient

12 during operative and anestnesia procedures in the office

13 settinc

14 And is it your testimony today that you dont

15 know what that Most office tcsed practices are not regulated

16 means

17 dont car offer you my opinon as an

18 attorney and as healtf care requlator but not as

19 Not

20 THE COURT No we have enough

21 ThE TNESS nurse anesthetst

22 THE COURT attorneys already

23 BY MR SANTACROCE

24 We have yeah

25 didnt sorry
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Dont neeb more attorney opinions The answer

is no you dont know

Correct

Now after this September 30th letter went out

to the membership was there survey conducted In November of

2002 trying tc ascertain whether there was complIance with

this directive

Again tnere was survey conducted in

later in 2002 thdt believe accompanied the press release

10 that proviced

11 And that would be Exhibit 224 is that correct

12 Correct

13 Showing you Exhibt 224 Is that

14 That is the press -elease and then believe

15 the documents behind it relate to the survey

16 All right Well lets talk about ttis survey

17 that was conducted after your letter of Septenber nO 2002

18 Can you tell me what the purpose of the survey was

19 And again believe the document speaks for

20 itself but the survey was to reach cut to different

21 healthcare providers to ascertan whether or not tneie were

22 issues with regards to the reuse of needles or syringes

23 And do you now what that study found

24 would have to look at the survey to be able to

25 could generally speak to it but
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Well lets tThe look at it ano see what it

says Starting with this paragraph and ns sentenoe would

you read this

Can just ask you to pull it out little so

oan see the whole

Letme

Perfeot hank you 5i1 The sanvey also

suggests that the reuse of reedle and/or syrince on the same

patient is somewhat of oroy arec foi han tnoare providers

10 31 peroent of the survey respondents ano use who only use

11 needles and syringes inoioateo that they reuse on the same

12 patient The peroentage jumps to neroent when taking ino

13 d000unt providers using needleless systems in whoh the in

14 whioh oase the syringe would ne reused or -he same patient

15 Disoussions amorg tea tnoare professionals about the

16 appropriateness of reuse with needleless systems is ongoing

17 So even after your 2002 letter the survey found

18 that ft was stJl gray are amono providers oorreot

19 believe the sLrvey wan taknq plcoe at the

20 same time the letter was sent out and ftc iesults were

21 published in November

22 Okay Ano whct ann you point to to fleip me

23 appreoiate that point

24 That was my understanding as looked into the

25 oiroumstanoe to identify the ooouments and tne bdokground
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thereof

And what specifically did you _ook into to

identify that

spoke to the senior staff spoke to the CEO

and executive director of the AANA and to the heGd of our

program stQ_f who assisted ire In criginal_y ioentifying the

documents responsive to the subpoena we received

So other than that nearsay testimony did you

look anything Did you look at anythino th0t actually said

10 that

11 Well looked at the documents that youre

12 holding and that believe they accompanied the survey

13 or excuse me the press release which was Issued in November

14 and presumably the survey itself nad to precede the issuance

15 of the results So guess Im making an assumption

16 Okay Well we dont want you to make any

17 assumptions unless you can suppoi-t it okay

18 Pointing out this paragraph here Cou you start

19 from the quoted paragraph

20 Beginning with In the

zl Yeah

22 In the anesthesid field alone Lester said

23 percent of physician anesthesioogists and percent of CPNA5

24 amounts to roughly 750 anesthesiologists and 250 nurse

25 anesthetists or total of 1000 providers That is 1000
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too many

Okay Ann do you know wha those 750

anesthesiologists were coing

believe that was the percertage pp1ied to the

number of practitioners to yield how many people were

utilizinc or reusing need es

And this was after the 200z _ctter correct

MR STAUDAHER Objection Yrur Honor

BY MR SANTACROCE

10 At least the publication

11 MR STAUDAHER Thats not his estlmony

12 BY MR SANTACROCE

13 --ofit

14 Its reflected in the November press release

15 750 ann how many people were surveyed

16 Again would have to look b0ck to the doument

17 itself want to say believe it was dt 1000 out dont

18 want to be incorrect believe it was cortied in the cover

19 letter

zO Well do you want to take ook

21 If could

22 at the cover letter Sure

23 It does not say in the cover letter but

24 believe it might have been part of heres ore methodology

25 There were 500 telephone phone interviews
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Okay Lets look at some of tnat methodology

ell lets no to the key findings first of all and then

well look at the methodology Key findings okdy The first

bullet point what was some of the key findings there

Needle or syringe use is more pre\7alent practice

among

Reuse isnt it

excuse me My apologies Needle cr syinqe

reuse is sore prevalent practice among healtY care providers

10 overall than my have been expected Selfreported data

excuse me did you want me to keep reading Self renorted

12 data illustrates that needle/syringe reuse is most prevalent

among anestheslologists 40

14 How many percent

15 42 percent

16 So nearly half of all anesthesologists that

17 is M.D.s are reusino needles and syringes corret

Yeah believe that was the result of the study

19 of the telephone or of the survey

20 Okcxy Go on

zl Somewhat less prevalent amono nurse

22 anesthetlsts

23 And we would know tnem as CPNA5

24 Yes sir

25 Off record colloquy
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BY MR SANTACROCE

What was the percentage of CRNAs that were

reusincr needles and syringes

Again related to this survey 18 percent

So you have nearly half of the M.D

anesthesoooists reusing but only 18 percent of CPNA5 is

that wtat the survey said

MR STAUDAHER Arid Your Honor of tte srrole th

he sam wou object to It if he says all

10 anesthesouooists He said

11 BY MR SANTACROCE

12 And when say all Im ta_kinc about the

13 sample survey

14 That

15 My comments are related to the survey olay

16 Just so we understand

17 And yes then were on the same page Thct Is

what tYe survey showed

19 Okay Anc then it goes on to talk about or0l

20 surgeons percent and then less common amcrg nurses

21 correc

z2 Yes sir

z3 Now go OF to the third bullet point and

24 remembering that this was key finding in the survey The

25 third bullet point
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Many respondents believe that reusing

needles/syrirges is an acceptable practice under certain

circumstances and they wanted chance to explain the nature

of those cIrcumstances The most common instarces involve

sam pat ent dosing inravenous or IV tubing and emergency

siu0tions

Okay Was there problem witfl IV tubing Was

there outbreck of hep that youre aware of due to IV

tubno

10 couldn speak to that sir no

11 Okay Ano then the last bullet point again key

li findinos of the survey You can read the ast bullet point

lu Although same patent needle/syringe reuse is

imaet to be fairly hioh ranging from percent to 56

15 peroen by provider type the estimation of reusIng the same

16 needle/syrnoe on multiple patients ranges from percent to

17 peioen by provider type

18 Okay So it was common practice to reuse

19 needle and syrnges on the same patient correct According

zO to the key points

21 dont krow if would desorine it as common

22 practice nut

23 Of course not

24 mean the numbers

25 youre l0wyer
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are what they ure

you wouldnt do that But go ahead

Well mean believe the survey showed 18

percent reportIng amongst CPNAs that were interviewed and 42

percen amoncst M.D anesthesiocogists that were intervianeo

Okay Is that not fairly signifcant number

to you

Again think it was sufficiently sinnificn

that thats why the press release and the letter was sent out

10 Now lets take look at some of the

11 methodology Well guess this next portion are just charts

12 to substantiate the fiqures that we just read or is there

13 somethinc different in there

14 To my knowledge they simply are siides that

15 break oown the results

16 Okay Anb regarding this slde if ycu would

17 just read this part this first sentence here

18 Overall responcients were asked if thiev

19 themselves ever reused needles or syringes to administer

20 medicanions

21 Next sentence

22 One might find it scrprising that 42 percent of

23 anesthesioiocists admit to the prantice of reusing needles or

24 syrinqes

25 Do you fird it surprising
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Youre asking my personal opinion

No

MR SUAUDA.HER Objection Your Honor

IdE COURT Yeah thats sustained

BY MR SANURCROCE

Again some more data from the survey Could

you red tnat paragraph

The question of whether there are any

circumstances when it is acceptable to reuse needles or

10 syrinqes is rather polarizing one

11 What does polarizing mean

12 Theres split

13 Okay

14 Only 15 percent of nurses stated that there are

15 circumstances when it is acceptable but significantly more

16 physicIans CPNAs oral surgeons and anesthesiologists

17 believe rhere ae circumstances of acceptability with the

18 highes belnc anesthesiologists 65 percent of

19 anestheso ccists resporded that there are instances when it

20 is acceptanle to reuse needles syringes

21 Some more data Could you read this paragmaph

22 Significant more than any other healthcare

23 providers aresthesiolocists believe the reuse of needles or

24 syringes is an acceptable practice 51 percent of the

25 anesthesiolcuists who responded to the survey believe reuse is
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an acceptable practice Oral surgeons CRNAs and other

physicians are all in the range of approximately one fourth

who believe reuse is acceptable Among nurses only 11 percent

think reuse is acceptable

Apparently nurses got your memo but

anesthesiolccists didnt

IdE COURT cont thnk you need to respond to

that

BY MR SANTACROCE

10 And then finally the lest bit of date that we

11 have on these charts could you read that paracraph Let

12 me

13 The chart above dsplays responses to the

14 question of whether the heatlcare orovicer surveyed ould

15 allow another healthcare provider to reuse needle or syringe

16 on themselves or family member The responses correlate

17 closely to responses previously discusseo about one excuse

18 me about whetner one apparent one excuse me About

19 whether one beieves that reuse of needles or syringes is an

20 acceptable practice

21 Apparently if healthcare provder truly believes

22 that reusing needles or syrinces is arceptabie he/she ould

23 not be concerned abeut treating about being treated this

24 way or havinc family member treated this way

25 got all these exhibits out of order so Im
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scrambling to find hem Sorry

Not problem

Sorry for the delay Youll still be able to

make your plane

Were going tc ook at the Infection Control Guide

Exhibi- 223 for minute oKay Talked little bit about

some of those things In liere dont know if youre going

to be abe to answer this for me It says tnat the potential

for infection and transrrisso of microorganisms exist during

10 the administration of dxuc therapy Insuructions for

11 preparation storage aominIstrtion of all pharmaceutical

12 agents provioed my each manliacturer shouli be read and

13 followed Drun adminisat1or by injection omiers many

14 opportunities for contamiration

15 Then it goes on to say These include previously

16 used needles/syringe druc administration sets ntravenous

17 tubings and uid cont0iners

18 My question is wh0t is drug administration set

19

20 know youre awyer Okay Ill take that

21 as you dont know

22 would not feel comfortable answering that

23 Okay Ano the same with intraverous tubing

24 would fee comfortable that ntravenous tubing

25 is just that Intravenous tubing
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Okay Are you familiar with heplocks

am not sr

Again were referring te the infection control

cruide do you see that

Yes sir

Im referring to Bates Stamp 000036 bullet

or paragraph No Is that on your screen

It is not sir Yes sir

Isitnow

10 Yes sir

11 Can you read that foi me

12 believe reac this before bit Multipledose

13 vials should be limited to single patient ise unless strict

14 aseptic techniques is used ano new steiie syringe and

15 access device are used each time the vial IS penetrated The

16 danger of cross contamination from multiple dose vials used

17 for more tnan one patient must be weighec against any cost

18 savings

19 Maybe Im misunterstanding but didnt your 2002

20 directive say cant use multi dose vials

21 Not that you cant use multi dose vials for the

22 same patient utilizing and reusino the same syringe and

23 needle

24 Okay It says Should be limited to

25 single patient use unless strict aseptic technique is used
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correc

Correct

So you can use mU_ti dose viuls

Utilizino new needle each time and new

syringe

So as lono us you h0ve aseptc pructices

Thuts whut tie thu whut tie excuse me

Standard says

And that rot ccntrury to the 2002 letter

10 dont bel eve it is no

11 Okay So is the AANA gnideires that

12 multi use vials or multi oose ul5 dC okay to be used as

13 long as aseptic practices ure eriplcved

14 MR 5TATJDAJJER Obiectou

15 THE WITNESS We_I mean the

16 MR STAUDAHER Mlsdllracterizes his testimony Your

17 Honor

18 THE COURT Well thnk

19 THE WITNESS The procedure

zO TE COURT he

zl THE WITNESS speaks fci itself It what it

22 says It should be limitec tL sngle pace use unless

23 strict aseptic techniURe is used nd new steri syringe and

24 access device are used each time the vial is penetrated So

25 its not just the aseptic techngue but its also using new
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syrinue and usng new needle

BY MR SANTACROCE

Okay But the vial can be reentered

Again in accordance with that policy yes

Okay In your practice do you find that the

the practice of reusing needles and syringes sti_l goes on

todai Do you receive reports on that

lust want to clarify youre asking for

informaton have through the ANNA oi ir my practice

10 AANA

11 Okay

Not your practice Im sory

13 THE COURT Its unusual we get to pick on lwyer

THE WITNESS And will stipulate tc its being

15 appiopriate so..

16 BY MR SANTACROCE

17 But you are slippery guy give you that

18 The am not aware of ary regular complaints

19 that have been brought the AnNA recently recarding the

zO reuse of needles

II Okay Do you get reports from the CDC on

22 periodic basis

23 believe the AnNA does yes

24 Okay Would you be surpriseo to know the CDC

25 even after this Las Vegas outbreak conducted studies where
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they found that the that the reuse of neeoles aud syringes

was still going on in at east three differeut states

MR STAUDAHER Objection Your Honor Outside the

scope of triis witnesss

THE COURT Yeah ts sust0ineo

BY MR SANTACROCE

Would the AANA as persor most Knowledoeable be

surpised to know that

THE COURT Well

10 MR STAUDAHER ObjectIon Yow Honor Same

11 objection

12 THE COURT the same thino

13 BY MR SANTACROCE

14 Do you receive any informr ion or updates from

15 the CDC as to whether the policIes that you nave initiated are

16 being fodowed When say you

17 dont believe dont believe tue

18 dont believe the oont ne ieve the CDC tracks coirRirance

19 with the AANA policy but tue AANA policy consistent with

zO CDC guidelInes if that answers your guesto.

zl Okay Anc youre sure about tuat

22 believe that to be the case believe its

z3 incorporated but

24 Well

25 dont have the current p0_icy in front of
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me

you know the passage we just used about the

needles and syringes in vials you weil first of all do

you know wAlt the CDC current policy is

do not offhano

Okay Well forget it then

thnk thats all have Thank yc sir

Thank you sir

THE COURT All right Ms Stanish

10 CROSS EXAMINATION

11 51 MS STANISH

12 Oood afternoon

Good afternoon

14 wont be long Without rehashing what Mr

15 Santdcroce just reviewed with you am correct in

16 undersandinc that in 2002 according to the AANA they

17 ioentified ri sender wioespread misunderstanding amonost

18 Al0lthcare practitioners regarding the misuse of needles and

19 syringes correct

zO That was the concern yes

21 And then it appears that with through these

22 surveys that were discussed moment ago its either

23 difference of opinion or continued misunderstanding

24 correcmi

25 dont know that the survey wasnt part of
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the

Okay

what led to the concern hut

Let me Mr Santacroce had asked you if you

were awdre of the most recent CDC guidelines ll cdli them

refinements of guidelines that deal with the 5iflQO usc of

sy-irce the single use of vial and cc multidosino one

time orly one patient throw everything dway Are you

familiar witf that

10 Im familiar with the genera policy hut not

11 the speclfcs

12 Are you involveo in in araftlig any of the

13 position or poicy statements of the A7\NA

14 am but to be clear looking at from

15 legal ano ream atory perspective not from hea tocare

16 administration or delivery perspective

17 Im going to show you this docurrent from the

18 AANA Is it double is that what you say

19 Americam Association AANA

zO You dont say like ANA

21 Nope

z2 All right If you would just reao this to

23 yourself so that we can discuss tnat

24 Do you want me to read the entire document or

aS just tfe highlighted portions
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cust whatever you feel comfortable so that you

net handie on what this is about

Witness complied

Are you familiar with this 2009 po_ioy of the

APNA

Not to be lawyer but Id it was position

stdternenr not polioy So it wds just statement

refec ing woat the current postion state was position was

reoaoinc the safe praotices of needles and syringes

10 What

11 Thats there simply put its just there

12 are thincs tvat are labeled polcies as you know it said he

infaction control policy This is identified position as

14 posi ion stdtement So..

15 How you guys take stand on something Is that

16 what position means

17 Making it clear what the position of the ANA

18 is

19 This document was prepared in whats the date

zO on than

21 The first page of the document shows it in 2009

22 And am the describe for the ury what

23 this postior of AANA is

24 It reflects the position of the AnNA cn the safe

25 practices for needles and syringes and it reflects the fact
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that the mean if can

Let me do this

MS STANISH Your Honor may just mark this and

thro it into evidence so tnat we can display it and chat

about it

THE COURT Any objection

MR STAUDAHER No Your Honor

THE COURT All rinht Go aheao

MS STANISH Okay Ill it has my highlights oIL

10 it bu replace it

11 THE COURT Okay Well well send clean copy bacK

12 to the jury but for

13 MS STANISH Okiedoke

14 THE COURT purposes of right now

15 MS STANISH Thank you

16 THE COURT go ahead and mark that You can use

17 your highLgIted version

18 MS StmANISH Pardon me

19 THE CLERK

zO MS STANISH Yes

21 THE COURT It will be next in order

22 MS STNJISH Yes

23 THE COURT Which would be what

24 THE CLERK P1

25 THE COURT P1
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Defendants Exhibit P1 admitted

BY MS StmANISH

Can yci read that

lean

Okay Fair statement that this 2009 document

was ptepdreo because of continued the well necause of

this ease cdn you ell

would not make that representation It does

make reerence to the fact that it wds to the events that had

10 occurred over the last 10 years so from 1999 to 2009

11 So not only this case but 32 other cases in the

12 last 10 years correct

13 The oocument does reference 33 outbreaks yes

14 And what the 2000 what ths document does is

15 this posticr statment further emphasizes or clarifies this

16 Never adriiniste medication Stom the same syringe to multiple

17 patienes ever the needle is chdnged Now weve already

18 did this snow to you to the AnNA that there is continued

19 rmisunderstancing about reusino syringe once you put new

20 needle on

21 MR SATJCAJ-ER Object on Speculation unless he

22 knows

23 BY MS STANISH

24 Unless you know

25 THE COURT Right have feeling hes not going
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to engage in rcsnpant speculation

THE WITNESS Yeah mean Im not incined to

THE COURT knew that knew that about you

THE WITNESS Thank you

BY MS SThNISH

And thats why they sent the lawyer instead of

CRNA or maybe this Mi Lester who sent this letter in 2002

correct

THE COURT So if you can answer the question whether

10 or not this was in response to widespread dont remember

11 Ms Stanishs word

12 MS STANISH Wel it sounded liKe he said he didnt

13 have knowledue so moved on to the next question

14 THE WJYNESS Werl

15 THE COURT Rioht

16 THE WITNESS mean my response to the

17 widespread issue wds that it referenced 33 outbreaks over the

18 course of the years preceding

19 BY MS STANISH

20 All right All rignt When Mr Lester sent his

21 letter out in 2002 remindng those ClIPs who got the

22 letter that this is how were refining the reuse of needles

23 and syringes Tue standard of care didnt change on September

24 30 2002 dio it

25 MR STAUDAHER Objection Outside the scope of his
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knowleooe cbout stctndard care changes

MS SThNISh Let me rephrase it

ThE COURT Yeah rephrase it

BY MS SANISI-1

You woudr have had AnNA wouldnt keep

having to so out hese Kind of position papers in if the

stanoard of care hon chonoed in September 2002

To be iear thnk youon misrepresenting

This thIs the oocLment reflected wf at the policies were

10 of the ARNA and therefore they put out the fact that the

11 position of the AANA vas not to reuse needles mean

12 thats what the dccuments

13 And he you can the AANA has to has

14 continueci to try to emphasize and refine its policies because

15 in the post we have seen th0t theres at least disagreement

16 or misunoerstanding about wtat is appropriate and what is

17 not

18 MR SURUDAHER there an

19 PIE COURT Is that

20 MR STAUDAHER an outright question

21 THE COURT question

22 THE WITNESS Yeah

23 BY MS STANISH

24 Correct

25 think the issue is that there seems to be
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behavior triat Isnt consistent with what the AANA position was

and therefore they continue to reiterate and clarify their

position

They reiterate it and they refine it correct

Based on rew Information correct

And this was new Information the new

information beng that people are still misundersbending the

reuse of syrinqes with new needles on it

MR STAUDAHER Objection Speculation

10 THE THESS cant speak to what other people are

11 or are not misunderstanding

12 BY MS STANISH

13 If told you diat we had testimony in this

14 courtroom fcr dont know ncw long now that there CPNA5 to

15 this day are still usinc multi or single use vials 50

16 milliliter use vials to pref ill syringes and use them on

17 multiple patients Would tflt be violation of tue AANA

18 policy

19 Would the multiple use of single use item

20 that would be inconsistent with the AANA policy

21 And do the AANA has it done any further

22 surveys since thct one in 2002 that youre aware of

23 Not to my knowledge

24 Okay You werent at the ARNA in 2002

25 was not
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You reaili wojlomt have ar ndication one way

or the other whether Mr Lakemans letter was returned to the

mail room at the AANA ir 2002

No only cotment was baseo on the faot that

anytime theres 0r den ified issue with regaras to an

address its then uto ed the system and there was

nothino tie system tra ndimated an upoate in the address

durino that time

So youlre tte cstodian of reoords not the mail

10 boy in 2002

11 Im not cia mine to be eitfer in 2002

12 MS SANISH Al rioht have nothing further

13 THE COURT An\ redireot

14 MR STAUDAHER Just ust two Oh could have

15 that Thanks

16 RLDIREflT EXAMINATION

17 BY MR STATJDAHER

18 This pnsiion statement now the other

19 document we had Ba-es No this was letter sent out to

20 the en-ire membership conect

21 Cornet

22 And it was because of think you said

23 because of that outbrmak tnis specific letter with all the

24 policies was sent to everyone

25 Correct
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Mr Lester here mean is he still with the

organization

Im embarrassed to say dont know Hes

former president have not formally met him

So hes not sitting theie

did rot uook at his membership information

so hes not sitting there wher you go to

visit the ANA

No hes certainly not current board member or

10 has not been in the last few yecrs

11 This this one here the one that Ms Stanish

12 showed you ard its entited Position Statement does it

13 indicate here thctt this is like some sort of an emergency

14 letter or anything sent out

15 No

16 Or its just the position position of the

17 AANA

18 Correct its position satement

19 Now you were asked some questions again on

20 cross reoardinq Mr Lakeman qetting sumt of the notification

21 of those documents th0t we have been talking about up to this

22 point correct

23 Yes sir

24 dont know if you have do you have anything

25 with you or anything you can reference or did reference to
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find out whether or not he was mean there was any

problem at all with his aodress when these tnicgs were sent

cut

looked at screen shot hdt h0d changes of

address and that was what tesrifviic ieodrds that

with regards to Mr Lakernan ttere was in z04 chamoe cf

address and then aoain in 20C7 tne cddress the move to

Georgia

So in 2004 there was Tharne address and

10 then 2007 there was change of addiess

11 Correct That was what the acaln when say

12 screen snot wnen you go on the comouter you cn print ou

13 what youre seeing on there so printec h0t out

14 But you didrt Odve anytnirg 0not change of

15 address around 2002 that was an issue

16 No The only changes of aohress there was

17 two on the same day which Qppecxed to be speculating on

18 correction of typo because It stared with two nurrbes 0nd

19 then corrected the address In 2004 and Then change in 2007

20 to Georga

zl But again nothinq

22 Nothing

23 in 2002

24 No changes in tfat time no

25 MR STAUDAHER Nothing further voor Honor
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THE COURT Mr Santacroce

RECROSS EXPMINATION

BY MR SANTACROCE

Perhaps misunderstood you when asked you the

question about the address changes tYought you said 2002

was mistken

There was change in 2004 dnd then change in

2007

And again what ware you referring to

10 Theres when you go onto the Aptify system

11 theres actual tab that think is called addresses

12 or address history and clicked on than

13 So address ohdnoes in 2004 and 2007

14 nelieve thats coireot

15 And let-er was sent out in 2002

16 Correct

17 And do you know what address it was sent to

18 can go back to the printout oot to again

19 the adoress that it would have been sent to 2002 would have

20 been the address that preceded the change 2004

21 Okay Ano asking you what aodxess that was

22 Do you have any knowledoe of that

23 THE COURT Do you have that adoress of whatever

24 address was on file in 2002

25 THE WITlESS think have copy of the screen
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shot can

BY MR SANTACROCE

Sure

if everyones okv

MR STAUDAHER Yeah

THE WITNESS Okay How dr cu want me to or do

you want me to just tesify from it

THE COURT No No Mr SantdcFoce wi wdlk up and

take look at wnatever it is you hdve

10 BY MR SANTACROCE

11 Let me show it to my o1ledgues too

12 And if you if eicv skicw ou what

13 Yeah

14 is you nave hee the aodress This is he

15 date so ttiis October 1999 would nave been wner the system was

16 converLec over and then it stows this wcs wh0t was

17 pointirg out In 2004 theres refeience to 6i Goody but

18 then its corrected to 6381 cc the scme ccy Sc tnats what

19 led me to believe it was typo And then tnere wcs change

20 in 2007 That was the Georgia chcnge

21 MR WRIGHT What dio they scy

22 MR SANTACROCE Let me show my coleaoues

MS STANISH Yeah What happened up there

24 MR SANTACROCE He was explaining what this was

25 here Well let him explain to the jury
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ThE COURT Well if youre

MR SANTACROCE Were not hiding

THE COURT going to use it

MR SANTACROCE anything

THE COURT yes Mr Santacroce

MR SANTACROCE Whats that

THE COURT sd if youie going to use it yes he

will

MR SANTACROCE Well no just want to

10 THE COURT he will

ii MR SJ\NTACROCE clear it up

12 THE COURT ftats fine mean

13 MR SANTACROCE And dont want the jury to think

14 that were hiding the ball or anything here

15 EY MR SANTACROCE

So lets just why dont you exp_ain to the

17 jury w5at this is if the if the State doesnt mind

18 MR STAUDAHER No he cdn admir It as far as Im

19 concerre

20 THE WITNESS The only thing could ask you to do is

21 if you could scoot it over little so can guess use

22 this touch feature

23 So starting off in in this co urin here theres

24 date in October of 1999 and believe that was when the

25 conversion over from the prior system took place and the
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address that it shows there is No Malldrd ourt There was

chance here and oh goodness in on May 3rd of

2004 that switched to 6361 Goody Court

When referenced that thouqt tuore was type

It was because 6a Goody Court was entereo anb then that

same day it was changed to 6361

BY MR SANTACROCE

What was the Oh goodness chat you lust said

Just the arrow popped up Sorry

10 Oh didnt know if there was something

11 No No

12 there was revelation here srolt knov

13 about

14 And then finally if youll look In 2007 that

15 was when the address that you and spoke about earlier

16 Highlands Orive which believe to be ir Georci And so

17 with regards to your prior questioning nothnc woald have

18 been sent to that Highlands Drive address a007 or excuse

19 me 2002 because that address didnt go on file until 2007

20 Okay So

21 MR SANTACROCE oo ahead Your Horor

22 THE COURT Oh was just going to say so the 2002

23 address would have been the Mallard Court address

24 THE WITNESS Correct

25 THE COURT Okay
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BY MR SANTACROCE

Ok0y Now so Im asking you where do you

know wtere the letter was sent Do you have personal

knowleoge

No do not have personal knowledge

okay

of to where it wds sent

THE COURT Do you want that marked as Qn exhibit

MR SURUDAHER Yeah Ill stipulate to its

10 admission Thats fine

11 MR SANTACROCE Great

12 MR STAUDAHER If we can have it

MR SANTACROCE Should just mark it

14 THE COURT Nell weve already shown it to rhem so

15

16 THE CLERK B3

17 THE COURT it will be B3 no tYats wrong

18 BY MR SANTACROCE

19 Do you wart it back

20 air fine without it

21 We can make you copy

22 THE COURT Im sure you can just access that

23 again

24 THE WITNESS Correct

25 THE COURT if you wanted to off tte computer
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MR SANTACROCE have nothing further

THE COURT Oh know There was some confusion

need to rrmke sure that the clerks are marking the exhibits

consisently Its supposed to be letter oesicncticn and then

the I\o for Dr Desai and letter desiardrion and the No

for Dakeman exhinits

MR STAUDAHER Your Honor we could just sake it

States Exhibit if that woulo be easier

THE COURT See it should be C2

10 Defendants Exhibit C2 admitted

11 THE COURT Any other questions from the State

12 MR STAUDAHER No Your Honor

13 THE COURT Any juror any juror questcns for this

14 witness

15 All right Sir there being nc furtner questions

16 thank you for your testimony and you are excused

17 THE WITNESS Thank you Yorn Honor

18 THE COURT All right And ladies 0rd oentlemen

19 were ooing to go ahead and take our afternoon recess until

20 about 330

21 During the afternoon recess youre rem nded that

22 youre not to discuss tfe case or anythiro relatng to the

23 case with each other or with anyone else Youre not to read

24 watch listen to any reports of or corrnertaries on this case

25 and any person or subject matter relating to the case Dont
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do aniy independent research and please dont form or express

an opinion cii the trial

Notepads in your chairs Follow the Marshal

Jury recessed at 317 p.m

THE COURT Nemec for the rest of the day

MS WECKERLY Yes Well hes the only one else

bas all we have

THE COURT Now he may have to come back mean

dont know that well finish with him but were ending at

so you now if its 505 or 510

11 MS WECKERLY Right

THE COURT or something its fine but

MS WECKERLY Well Ill let the Defense tell him

14 that

Court recessed at 318 p.m until 3P5 p.c

16 In the presence of the jury

MR STAUDAHER Woulo you like me to oet the witness

18 Your Honor

19 THE COURT Oh please

20 THE MARSHAL Thank you Everybody may be seated

21 THE COURT All right Court is now back in session

22 And Mr Stauoaher believe is getting the next witness

23 THE MARSHAL Im going to yell at him for doing my

24 job

25 THE COURT And then just please remain standing
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facing that lady right there

FRANK NEMEC STATES WITNESS SWORN

THE CLERK ThanK you Please be seated And please

state and spell your name

THE TNESS Frank Nemec

THE CLERK ThanK you

THE COURT All right Thank you

Ms Weckerly

DIRECT EXAMINATION

10 BY MS WECKERLY

11 Sir how are you employed

12 Im gastroenterologist

13 And can you explan to the members of the iuy

14 your educational background t5at allOW5 you to wok as

15 gastroenteroloqist

16 did my undergraduate work at the Univeisity of

17 Californa Berkeley studied bacteriology and irinunolocy

18 Then went to the UCLA School of Medicire Aro after that an

19 internshIp at USC and residency and fellowshp at TJrive sity

20 of California Davis

21 And when did you start practicino Las Vegds

22 1984

23 And in 1984 did you have your owr ctice or

24 were you with Other partners

25 was initially in solo practice
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And are you in soo practice now

No Im in group with three other doctors

Okay And so youve been practicing as

gastroenterologist since 1984 until now

That is correct

Can you describe for the members of the jury -he

process you co ttough when you perform an upper endoscopy on

patient

Well first we have the patient cive informed

10 consent where we tell them the risks the benefits and the

alternatives to upper endoscopy Theyre then brought to

the usudlly ar ambulatory surgical center when is an

outpatient faclity Theyre kept NPO meanine nothing by

truth and tten theyre put on grirney An intravenous line

is then placed by nurse The patient is then wheeled into

16 the exarnininc room Theyre booked up to monitors so we can

look at their oxygen saturation and their respirctions and

18 their heart rate

The patient is placed on their left side The

zO patient Is given light anesthetic usual propofol The

21 upper encoscope is then introhuced past the throat and down to

22 the esophagus into the stomach and up down into the

23 duodenum The scope is then removed and at that time we do

24 the inspection looking at the bulb and second portion of the

25 duodenum the antrum in the stomach retroflexon maneuver
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is performed so it can look at the cardia fundus of the

stomach and then look at the esophag-us and vocal cords

And typicaly what are what are you looking

for in terms of like cisease for an upper endoscopy

Ulcerations esophagitis inflammation polyps

All those And biopsies are taken in some

instances

If abnorrnalties cXe seen yes

And that te procedure from from

10 introduction of the The instrument until its removed how

11 long does typical endoscopy upper endoscopy

12 About four or five minutes

13 You also perform colonoscopies assume in

14 your practice

15 Thats correct

16 And can you briefly describe what the process is

17 for that procedure

18 Well the initial part is similar The patient

19 is given informed consent intravenous line is put in They

20 previously had bowel preparation the night before where

21 theyre giver you know GoLytely or MiraLax to help clean ou

22 their gastrointestinal tract Theyre brought into the

23 examinino room again on the left side digital rectal

24 examination is performec An anesthetic is usually given

25 before the rectal examination unless were concerned about the
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inadequacy of prepccafion in which case we would do the

rectal examirdtion before the sedation

After the seoat on is complete we introduce the

scope ts ctdvcned urder fiber optic cijrdance up into the

cecum which is the upper pdrt of the colon We identify

sperific 1nomks inclLdng the cppendix excuse me the

appendicec orfice ano the ileocecal valve

Ano then with the removal of the instrument look at

the cecurJ cscendinc colon transverse colon oescending

10 colon somoid color and rectum At the end of the procedure

11 retrofiexion mcneuver is performed so we can look at the

12 bacK sioe fi the rectum that ordinarily is not visible upon

13 intrficon of the ns rument

14 Now is tere any are there any professional

15 standards or recommendations about how long either of these

16 procedLres are spnosed to take

17 The only benctiark is the co on withdraw time

18 paper w0s published by Doin Rex from University of Indiana

19 think wcr in 2002 wYere he specified that colon

20 withdraw tre an averace of between and 10 minutes

zl optimizes the cbility to oetect adenomatous polyps of the

22 colon

23 And is that generally accepted or is that like

24 deba-able topic in the fielo2

25 think there is some debae about about it
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think probably more important metric to determining

whether or not youve got quality colonoscopy program is the

adenomatous polyp detection rdte lookino for adenomatous

polyps of ct least 15 percent of men and 25 percent of women

World you say though theres any conelation

between the amount of time taken during procedure and the

discovery dsease or or other issues

Well tha-s what Dr Rex found is tiat there

was correlation between tne scope withdraw time and the

10 ability to identify these polyps

11 In your you tave gastroenteroogy practice

12 correct

13 Yes maam

14 How many co_onoscopies could you perfcrm in an

15 hours tme

16 Probably two tc three

17 And are tiers assume theres

18 turnover tIme for the procedure rooms

19 Let me just clarify that If was confined to

20 one examinno room it would be two to three toink its

21 possible to oo tm-es or four an hour if you had two different

22 examThino rooms at your dsposal

23 Ok0y And that would include like the the

24 turnover time for the room

25 Well one room could be turned over while
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minutes should you bil if you know for the one unit

for 15 or does it go to but ts closer to 15 So think

of it that way

You dont tfink like most people This is

complicated Let me If nderstand what youre saying

were saying if we we stt off with lets just assume

colonoscopy is and think we nave well dont know

what we have yet FlaT to 15 you would add how many

units

10 One

11 And from to oh dicrit do that right

12 From 16 to 3C wuat vculo you add

13 If the procedire was 18 mirutes

14 Right

15 it would be

16 thought to 15 was

17 Its 15 m3nute increments but if if the

18 procedure Is 18 minutes th.t extra minutes is not enough to

19 get you to the second urit

20 Well if Im so youre saying if Im between

21 16 and 30 minutes

22 No didnt say that

23 Okay cr ahe0d explain to me acain didnt

24 get it

25 Thats hy was saying oont think that way
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Okay Well let me do it this way Let me just

give you time and maybe you con walk us through it Lets

say have procedure that lasts 12 minutes and dont have

modifier okay Lets keep it simple Theres no

like somebooy with caroiac problem that Im going to have

to add some kind of patient moifier okay So just the

colonoscopy and it lasts ILinutes whats my bottom line

One

All right Its only one unit

10 Because it it falls the closest to 15

11 minutes you know for one

12 Would you add would you aod that to five

13 units the bdse

14 Yes

15 Okay Thats where was cisconnecting with

16 you So

17 Oh okay

18 what wh0t youre saying is we have bit

19 cf formula You do colonoscopy you get ive units

20 automatically is that correct

21 Im not famlar with what the base unit is for

22 colonoscopy did not research that

23 Okay Well just for purposes cf this

24 discussion lets assume ts fve

25 Okay
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And assumino its five What understand you

to say is you take the base unit nd you dod tne time units

And so if have procedure thats between and 15 get

another point for total of units correct

Yes

And then if tave roeore thct is between

16 arid 30 minutes how many more points do get

It depends on tte total rraiues

Okay

10 Not differentiation on ftc 16 to 30 or the 31

11 to 45

12 Okay Well cts say then lets say have

13 procedure thats 18 minutes how many ponts should get

14 One

15 One point

16 CMS says for nesthesi0 seivces furnished after

17 January 1994 this is CS trQnsrnittdl 1n24

18 Mrnhrrrn

19 For anesthesia services furnsned on or after

/0 January 1994 carriers compute time urits by dividino

21 repo-ted anesthesia time by ft minutes Round the time unit

22 to one decimal place

23 What does that mean

24 Well that means If it were i8 units you know

25 you divide that by 15 that gives you unt and you could
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only go to one decimal place so its still just unit because

it would be 1.0 whatever

THE COURT So if its 1.5 or higher you round up

and if its is it that rule we learneo you know in

school .4 or lower you rouno down is hat how you do it

THE WiTNESS You round the time unit to one decimal

place So if it was 1.49 then yes you would round it to 1.5

THE COURT 1.5 and then youd no to units

correct Or do you keep It at point

10 THE WITNESS You keep the decima one decimal

11 place

12 THE COURT you keep the decimal So its not

13 that you round up to the largest whole number

14 THE WITNESS Right

15 THE COURT you round to the

16 THE WITNESS To the decimal place

17 THE COURT the decimal point

18 THE WITNESS Mm hrrnr

19 THE COURT so i.47 would be 1.5 1.42 would be

20 1.4

21 THE WITNESS Richt

22 THE COURT Is that wbet youre savinc

23 THE WITNESS Correct

24 THE COURT Okay

25 THE WITNESS Correct
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MS STANISH Got it

THE COURT Do you have it Ms Stanish

MS STANISH It doesnt matter people they get

it

BY MS STANISH

So go if hdve uroceoure then Im ust

going to put 16 to 30 coing bctck to my example have an

18 minute procedure okay Ard ts five units remains

the same assuming thats the base and tf en whots my time

10 unit Are you telling me what do put ttere for

11 One

12 One So then theres no oiffererce netween

13 what did say 12 minute procedure dnd dn 10 minute

14 procedure

15 Not accoreing to the CMS guioe me

16 All right

17 Which is code where Im bound to follow

18 Understood What if have now pocedure that

19 is Im just pick number in between tuere How about

20 32 minutes Five base unts plus how many ponts do get

21 if its time units do get it is rrinute procedure

22 It would be in my head off the top of my

23 head Id have to write down 32 minutes

24 How about 31 SO we dont have to do how

25 about 31 minutes just so you oont have to mess with decimal
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points

Okay It would be two

Okoy Good Two Now the so in this case

its going to be seven units

But still have problem witti it 30 the

l6touhe30

Okay

andthe3l

The oh becaLse of the

10 to45

11 decimal Im sorry So Ill change that for

12 you based on our hypothetlcals

13 Okay

14 And so what just to kind of summarize what

15 youve told us if its 12 minute procedure youre going tc

16 get total of units correct

17 Correct

18 If its an 18 TLLnute proceoure youre going to

19 get it wont rhange youre going to get units

zO According to the CMS guideline thats the way

21 would calculate it

22 And do you know if it would chance if you did

23 29 minute procedure

24 would lets see calculation in my

25 head
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Ive got calcul0tor if you need it

Im coming up with 1.0 something

So it would okay All rioht When you get

these total unIts lets just say lets use this 18 minute

procedure nere It or quess you coulb even use the

12 minute procedure since its the same unit what is the next

step in ca culatinc the value cf the dnesthesia service in

this hypothetical

You hdve -c lock at modifying units The

10 modifying units anesthesia when they do pre evaluation

11 on patient based on tie patients age and medical history

12 they give the patient ar dnesthesia classification and the

13 classification is like tc being the healthy patient

14 et cetera If theyre basically healthy and theyre 79 years

15 old tien you would ptably tne ASA classification would

16 be you would oct point for the age factor because the

17 medical history is still oood And then as the its called

18 ASA tYe classification slstem

19 So as the ciassficatlon goes up the more points

20 that would be added to Je modifying units

21 Okay would be somechHg you would add

22 If had the it lets just for the sake of

23 argument say theres well no guess we should say

24 are there usually modifiers co you know in the world of

25 anesthesia billing if you know
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Modifiers or modifying units

Modifyinq units that you would

Okay

atually add to this formula

Yes for the ASA the anesthesia

classification

Othy Ano the so we would have to have

additional information on whether the patient requires has

son conoition that supports closer monitoring or something

10 like tYat

11 Yes the medical records should contain

12 sufficient docurrtentdtior to support the ASA classification

13 thdt anesthesia is giving

14 THE COURT Anc is that something the

15 anesthesiolocist cr the anestfletist would then calculate

16 like you Know have 92 year old with heart condition or

17 whatever toeyre noing to consider they then calculate the

18 modifying units

19 THE WmTNESS dont doubt very seriously if

20 physician or CPNA

21 THE COURT Would do that

22 THE 10 TNESS would be involved in the billing

23 It they could

24 THE COURT Okay

25 THE WITNESS be Whoever does the billing
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THE COURT Oh okay would figure that out

THE WITNESS they would know basec on the ASA

classification

THE COURT see Okay All rioht

THE ThIESS wnat number units to put with it

THE COURT Okay But you know what

BY MS STANISH

But to kird of

THE COURT Im sorry

10 MS SUANISH on Im sorry Go ahead

11 THE COURT No was going to say lets take

12 guick

13 MS SURNISH Okay

14 THE COURT beak

15 MS SURNISH Orie doke

16 THE COURT So we take about 10 minutes

17 Ano l0dies and gentlemen youre reminded that

18 during this quck recess youte not to discuss the case or

19 anything relatng to the case wtn each other or with anyone

20 else Do not redd watch listen to any reports of or

21 commentaries on the case person or subject ratter relating

22 to the case And please dont form or express an opinion on

23 the trial

24 Notepads in your chairs Follow the officer through

25 the door
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Jury recessed at 1116 a.rrL

THE COURT Maarn what time is your flight today

THE WITNESS Oh its tomorrow morning

THE COURT Oh okay So we dont have to worry

about you

THE WITNESS Dont tell them that

Offrecord colloguy

Court recesseo at 1116 a.m to 1135 c.m

THE COURT Kenny bring them in

10 MS WECKERLY Judge we have besioes Ms Syler we

11 have another witness here this morning anc hes also out of

12 stdte and Dr Nemec cart ne here until 230 So were

13 hoping to put on the third witness this morninc and then lust

14 depending on where we are

15 THE COURT What time is he leaving

16 MS WECKERLY He car fly tonight just

17 THE COURT Okay

18 MS WECKERLY just thougll like if theres

19 possibly time wed like to do hm this morning get that we

20 cant

21 THE COURT Yeah mecn jus dont like to

22 its hard enough sittinc here that when theyre really

23 starving so thats why like to

24 MS WECKERLY Okay

25 THE COURT break by 100
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MS WECKERJJY Yean

THE COURT 115 VoJ know what mean dont

want to break for lunch at

MS SThNISH No ccnt either

THE COURT Ano know Nemecs coming what You

said at 230

MS WECKERLY Yea

THE COURT Okay

MS WECKERLY We guess wnat 2m saying is

10 it either needs to be lono luncn

11 THE COURT Oh oaty

12 MS WECKERLY or something Maybe we can do the

13 direct to him or somethino

14 THE COURT Okay

15 Pause ir rho prooeeoings

16 THE MRSHAt Laoies and oentlemen piese rise for

17 the presence of the jury

18 Jury enterIng at 1137 a.rr

19 THE MARSHAL TYamK5 everybody You mcy be seated

zO THE COURT All right Court is now back in session

21 Ms Stansn you may resume your cross examination

22 BY MS STANISH

z3 All right beck to the math So weve weve

/4 talked about the base unit the time units the what was

25 it moaifyino units Whats the next step in the eguation
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Is there more

Sometimes there may be modifiers on codes the

OPT codes For instance if its CRNA they would have

certain modifier on the the anesthesia code If its an

anesthesioloqist an M.D there would be certain modifier

for that

You know snce were talking about CPNA5 in

this case you do you know whether the CMS has particular

modifier for CPNA without supervision

10 Yes they do

11 What is that mocifier do you know how many

12 points it is Or maybe misspoke

13 think it is QX for with supervision

14 QZ

15 Okay

16 QZ

17 And is that QZ worth any points or according

18 to CMS

19 Nottomy

20 What

II knowledge It just

22 so it ooes nothing

23 differenti0tes who gave the anesthesia

24 All right So it doesnt affect our our math

25 here on what is the value of anesthesia service
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Not to my knowledge

All right

it doesnt

Now now that is there anytkiinq ese that

needs no be added besides base unit time unit nodifying

units

Not not to my knowledge It

Then whats the next step in deterniina the

value of tne anesthesia services

10 The this information has no on the claim

11 form and the the 1500 that you were talKinc about

12 All right

13 And the this clairi form hcs oil te

14 identification information about the patient it hs dicignosis

15 coding whici is separate kind of coding flats cilled

16 lCD Interncitional classificcition of cisecises

17 They know that

18 Its the rinth edition

19 They know that

20 They know that

21 You dont have to explain it they know that

22 So lCD codes have to go on Then theres

23 sectioF for the CPT codes which is actual tfle billing and

24 there are different columns to indirate the code now many

25 units what is being billed You know for instance if
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something was $50 youo they would have column for the

$50

The bottom section of the form Block 31 the

lowerleft hand corner of the claim form is the actual

provioer of service who actually performed Ard you kno

then theres block for their address and you know where

to mail the money to if its via U.S Mail but like said

cost of is electronic now but its still all tnat

information its just electronic

10 Mmhrnm

11 And theres one particular block and freguently

12 what tIe block will say its for the patients signature

13 and freguently wtat the block will say is signature on file

14 And what thiat means is ali those forms you sign when you go to

15 the doctors office or the hospital or the surgery

16 center all those forms you know youre agreeing that if

17 this insurer whoever it might be needs to see my riedical

18 records Im giving permission to release those records So

19 thats part of wnat youre signing And thats why it ill

zO say sionature on file Its been many many years where there

21 was actual pat ent signatures even on the paper claims

22 So going back to the value of anesthesia

23 service now that we once we have the bottom line on the

24 number of units so for instance six units for 12 minute

25 procedure do we have to multiply it by something to
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Yes you

get dollar fg-ure

usually nsurers have per unit so many

dollars per unit so then they would have to multiply it

And it is that whats referred to an the

conversion factor in the worlo of CMS

Yes

And is there an additional multiplIcation

regarding the modifying peroert modifier percentage is

10 that am wrong on that

11 That dont know or dont recall either one

12 dont dont recall that

13 Is it in in your notes up there oi th0t

14 document you hane does it refer to that

15 There theres on this CMS Oocumenr thaes

16 information you know if someone was supervising an

17 anesthesiolooist was supervising more than one case theres

18 those kind of figmres if you wIll but dont think this

19 particular ore that recall has any

20 No more math

21 no more math that can recall

22 Good So then what we basically do is come up

23 with our total units and then we come up with our total

24 units and multiply it by whatever dollar figure is it

25 what do call this rate or conversion rate is that
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what you we agreed on or what is it

Unit price what

Okay

always

Price

refered to it as

And that so basically if if wanted

wel cant know if have to go that far So total units

riultiplied by whatever the unit price is is going to give me

10 the value 0g anesthesia service

11 To my recollection yes

12 And thats going to be the check thats sent to

13 the prcv der

14 Yes its usually if its Medicare well

15 lot of lame insurers do it as well its once month

16 check Anc thIs is very large check say $10000 And ther

17 attached to the check is an expanation of payment Aria on

18 the cxplantion of payment it will have each individual

19 pcrien isted where you file the claim heres what you file

20 for this d0te of service when the procedure was done and

21 heres wh0t you balled and heres what were going to pay

22 you and heres what if theres seconcary insurance you

23 know you can bill it and heres what youve got to write off

24 its noncovered

25 Okay So they kind of buncle all
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the details

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19 On tne

20

21

22

23

24

25

They bundle it

the claims together arid one big payment wih

on what it includes

Yes

And then if theres any claim thats denied for

some reason there woulc be some bet another code

for that

hundredri of

Absolutely anotfer code

Were not going to go over those Are there

codes for denial

Ive never counted them theres quite few

All right

And theres usual

for denial most providers the bill

billinc theyre familiar with those

them up anymore to see what they mean

they mean

the most fmequent codes

whoever does the

They dont Hiave to looK

They already know what

you

correct

Ok0y couple more areas want to cover vih

Form 1500 the CPNA is deemed to be the provider

Yes

In the case of QZ is that tfle

Yes

modifier QZ being CPNA who is able to do

the administer the anesthesia by themself
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Correct without medical supervision

Aside from the operating physician of course

Right He doesnt unfortunately doesnt

count for thdt for want of better terms

e11 they make their money by some other

code

Exartly

right

Absolutely

10 All right And the on the 1500 then to the

11 extent CPNA who is performing the administration under

12 that QZ cooe tuat you told us about is their name will

13 actually appear cS the provider on the Form 1500

14 should Block ii the lowerlefthand corner

15 of the al-i fo should be the actual provider of services

16 And

17 that actually administer in ths case the

18 anesthesIa ock 33 which is the far right-Sand corner of

19 the claim tue 1500 that is the one if this CPNA worked at

20 the at the ASC then in Block u3 you would fave the ASC

21 name and their cddress Th0ts like who to send the payment

22 to

23 Okay So the ofeck goes to the facility not

24 the individual

25 Usually yes
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CRNA

Yes

And that would be common in setting where the

CPNA is an employee of the clinic

Yes and then the CPNA would just get salary

or am hourly rate however theyre paid and ttiey would be

paid by the ABC but the ABC would get the insuramce cherk so

to speak

Just coup other areas maam Is the oc

10 on the 15 Form 1ROO it appears that the provider puts

11 charge whether its anesthesia $560 but am to understand

12 thdt this formula that weve been niscussing for while

13 that actually determines the amount of the check not what he

14 provider puts on that block Do you know what block thats

15 on by the way

16 No would hve to count backwards

17 Ive got it

18 toget

19 just was testing you figured you would

20 know wfat olock on the 1500 Form is the charne of the

21 provider

22 Its probab around Block 28 29 somewhere

23 around in there

24 Lets check your credibility Cant even read

25 this Pretty small but its probably youre about right
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That

whatever ock

that they Get

the Form 1100

equation tat

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Okay

but that cnarge that the provider puts in

that is that cant see it is not that charge

They dor get th0t amount that they put on

corre

IrIs ve-y rare 11s very rare

Okay They get what is the bottom line on that

we just discussed

Based on that formula so to speak and based on

the fee scheou

Okay Ano do some providers if you know

siriply say time doesnt matter you get flat fee

Well many services rendered it is flat fee

based on the code Some services are based on time and other

services are it is what it is Whatever that thing is

thats it Theres no its no baseo on time

Is that sometning thats just determined by the

insarance company or anency that instead of using this formula

from CMS because its just too complicated or whatever were

going to gve you fla fee for anesthesia servce

am not familiar with anyone that does that

It may occur but am rot familiar with that at all

In your experience do most medical groups have

third party billing companies to deal with all these numbers
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and codes and CMS and standards

dont know what the percentage would be Many

groups medical groups or medical companies will have

separate billing company Many employ people within their owr

facility with the proper credentials that can do the billinu

right there from their own office or facility or hospital

You know you reminded me of one more area

needed to cover Thank you Credentials In order for

medical group to well in order for CRNA for instance

to be on one of these Form lSOOs do they have to be

credentialed

Oh absolutely

Now what is

they sYould be

and what does that mean exactly

Basically .t means that whatever company thats

going to employ any person that has credentials then they

hate to use the word investigate but they determine if

the credentials are real that the state did license them to

practice under that name to practice whatever their

credentials say they should be doing They just want to make

sure that this person is who they say they are They check

their background for employment history check with the state

licensing boards and every state has those

So guess they vet that person to wake sure that
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they are whic they say tley are and that they cdn practice

whatever that Like an RN so they would cneck me out

to make sure that had an RN lcense was licensed by the

state for the practfie nursing

Okay Anc wh0t about the medical group itself

the faciuity that you know employs the CPNA Do do

insurarce compcnies require tvem to have some kind those

facilities to have some Jcno of credentials mean if am

doctor with group Lo it that Get the magnificent

10 Blue Cross/Blue Shield cover my patients

11 The the oroup would do all this before they

12 would fire you that yes you aie physicIan lets say and

13 to make sure that youre icersed as physician in the state

14 and then tne insurer anficipates that this group and has

15 done this Additionally tue insurer the large insurance

16 they make sure and tfis nciudes Medicare they make

17 sure once aoun you are wno you say you are you are

18 licensed everything is correct And then you can become

19 participatino provider with vedicare or any other large

zO insurarce any insuxarce oroup versus and most

zl practitioners want to be partiopating providets because the

22 patients tnat have that insurance or dont want to go to

23 people for healthcare services If theyre nonparticipating

24 because thats different rate and then you would have to

25 pick up the difference so to speak
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And are there bet theres requirements for

credentialing

Absolutely

all thcht Arid do you know in the world of

@1 ambulatory surgioal oenters is there partioular

agenoy that does the oredentiallng if you know

There ae so many agenoies out there with many

different cioronyms that oertify inspeot and then oertify all

different kinds of plaoes ano its supposed to lndioate then

10 to the insurer to the public that quality oare would be

11 given if they meet all the standards of oare

12 Well thank you kIndly

13 MS STANISH have no further questions

14 THE COURT All right Mr Santaorooe

15 MR SANTACROCE have nothing further to add

16 THE COURT All right Ms Weokerly any redirect

17 MS WECKERLY Yes Magatet

18 MS STANISH Yeah

19 MS WECKERLI Can have your value

20 MS STANISH My ths thing

21 MS WECKERLY yeah

22 MS STANISH No sure you can

23 MS WECKERLY Just for minute

24 MS STANISH If you ocin read it there you go

25 MS WECKERLY oan read it
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REDIRECI EXAMINATION

BY MS VQECKERLY

Maam you actual_y examined patient files

related to this specific case corrcct

Yes

Okay Im conc tc tino some of those to you

MS WECKERLY And for counsels reference Im

just using the green files oecouse this is wnat she reviewed

but its all the same people

10 MS STANISH Al_ richt

11 MS tECKERLY May apprcch tfe wItness

12 THE COURT Sure

13 MS WECKERLY Ycr Honor

14 BY MS WECKERLY

15 Im going to stdrt with States 47A and this is

16 patient it will be -7C and this is Kenneth Rubino And

17 can you ook at that file nd tell me if there die those

18 modifiers noted in here notinc the thinos that guess say

19 that he may be risky patient for anestesic or patient

20 where you could note that in recctd ano maybe add unit or

21 something because the the patient is ittle bit

z2 compromised Is there anytning noted for Kenneth Rubinc in

23 terms of modification

24 Yes On the preanesthesia evaluaton the ASA

25 Mmhmm
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classification is Meaning that there is

probably some systemic disease process It also says the

patient 15 hypertensive high blood pressure So thats

probably what brought about the the ASA classification of

And then would that mean tYat the units are

worth more or that you can adc mit or how does that how

does that work

think is is one unit believe

10 Under the CMS guidelines

11 Yes

12 Okay

13 Im sorry is zero unis

14 Okay So even if youre ycure

is hypertensive and you have some sort of cisease you dont get

16 to add anything

17 Right

18 Okay

19 One unit starts at ASA classficaton of

20 Okay So hes out that doesnt but you

zl dont cet to add anything fo that is that fair

z2 Right

23 On

24 But you still have to have the classification

25 Sure Now lets
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The documentation is slim

Brief documentation

Brief

as to that classification fair to say

Okay Lets move to this is Sonid Oral 0nd this is

47D Can you look at her her reora ano me if theres

any mocifiers on her that would make it posstle to chaige

more for her anesthesia

She is listed with an ASA classification of

10 caxi the only thing can see where they came up with

11 based on their documentation is they dust got the word

12 thyroic written

13 Okay So another instance umybe slim

14 documertaton for how

15 Yes

16 but shes stiY so you woLldnt be able

17 to add anything because shes not ye- iiat

18 Right

19 Okay Lets move on to the next one This is

20 Gwendolyn thank you Owendolyn Martin ano this is for

21 the record 475 Can you ook and see if tYere Wa5 anything

22 that you could add because of her health status

23 Lets see what the date on this is This vlas an

24 interesting one that reviewed was tne date of service

25 in question was 9/21
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Mrnhrrm

so reviewed 9/21 But as an 0uditor

rredical record auditor and reviewer whatever is there Im

noing review nd frequently its because you want to always

nive tte benef of the doubt to the provider So want to

review everythng theyve got so that can try to agdin

give ti-em every oenef it of the doubt that youre

documertng ttat your documentation is sufficent

Okay

10 to support codes that would be billed So

11 looked at 9/21 for

12 Owendolyn Martin

13 yes it was an endoscopy with biopsy And

14 the ASA classification anesthesia lassification was

15 There was no documentation of any systemic disease at all

16 which should be if its So in reviewing the file and

17 again that was 9/21 there was 9/20 the day before the

18 panienc had colonoscopy and the ASA classification was

19 So it would be very unusual that in 24 hours you would go from

zO to as far as anesthesia is concerned un ess the

21 evenino of the 20th you had heart attack or something

22 dont you know some catastrophic event would occur

23 And found that in several records by the way you

24 know where just within one week or one day the ASA

25 classification would change And that lends itself to very
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poor insufficient medical record documentation And the

reason thats so important and certainly feel very stronoly

about his you dont know who is going to he taking care of

you who may he doing the next procedure on you

Ann this provider whoever it is doesnt knov

what if something happened to this provider thdt did This

procedure ann then even the person lets sdy the ocson

gave him anesthesia and the GI doctor were in car coma to

dinner tonight and they were in car accident dnd wer

10 killed but yet you know this patient coes in next week for

11 the next procedure lets say Then that next provider has

12 got to rely on this

13 It is it is your health record. Everyone Thou

14 want to be as accurate as thorough as possib for quality

15 healthcare feel very strongly about that And then youve

16 got the hilling issue because whats in lere snould supprt

17 what youre hi ling

18 So if understand you as to Ms Martin he

19 classification as to how risky she was to put under anesthesia

20 changeo from the 20th to the 21st but theres still no

21 documentation of why she was on the 21st

22 Correct

23 But even as under the guidelines ycure

24 not allowed to enhance the cost of the anesthesia

25 Correct
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they give Okay

Because thats zero

Still zero

additional units

Okay Now lets move onto 47F and this is

Rocolfo Nena Can you see how he was classified in terms of

rIsk for anestbesia

Im looking for the anesthesia form

Is it on the other side or no

10 It shouldnt be

ii We may have to pull his court record We can

lz cone b0cK to hm

13 Probably sort of qot stuck somewhere else

Oh there it is

15 Oh here it is Its the very last page For

16 9/21 his ASA cassification anesthesia classification as

17 Ano hypertension is listed

18 Ok0y

19 So he his classification is So it woulo

/0 be zero unts according to the scoring system

21 Okay

22 if you wll

23 Now lets look at Patty Aspinwall and can you

24 see what her classification was

25 Her classification is And theres no
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documertation on the anesthesia preevaluation of any disease

There tflere are certain parts that are just left blank tha

should have been filled in anc theyre blank

Butstillalisno

No

not allowed to enhance

No no units correct

All right Now lets look at Carole Grueskin

please And sorry can just submit that 47H for the

10 record

11 Okay This patient on 9/21 the classifiration

12 was Anc this is art example of when you look mcie

13 d2lve more into the medical record because on the anesthesia

14 preevaluat or theres nothing listed indicating theres any

15 type of systemic disease

16 Sothe

17 Which says it is So then you know you so

18 lookinc and reading every sinole page trying to find out you

19 know what brought about the because this same patient two

20 days before had nrocedure and they were also listed as

21 and also no systemic disease or anything listeo to determine

22 how did you cet to

23 So

24 How did you arrive at that as an anesthesia

25 person practitioner how did you arrive at on both days
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two days apart But at least it was the same classification

that time

Right So shes no documentation hut also

no enhancemert becduse its not yet

Correct

Oka Anc just

So that realy is has to do wIth

quality of care issue rather than billing issue since no

units were cded but you know what about the quality of

10 care You kucw on one hand youre saying this person is

11 little scker but yet theres no documentatior of why theyre

12 sick

13 And this is 471 and this is Stacy Hutchinson

14 And whats her classification

15 She h0d on 9/21 her classification is

16 And its marked dyoertenson But no units would be added for

17 that it woulo be zero

18 Okay Ann this is Michael Wasnirgton And

19 thats 473

20 This was July 25th dnd his cassiflcation is

21 Well when see an ASA classification going up then you

22 definitely need to see 000umentation of medical history So

23 one thing 00 is look at the age Thats not always an

24 indicator necause this patient was 67 years old but that

25 doesnt mean that youre sick just because youre 67 You
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could be you know quite healthy

Theyve got hypertension markec diabetes the

patient had heart attack theyve got coronary artery

disease and the patienr had stent placed So you know

this you can see this patient is sicker At least theres

some documentation

Hes more compromised correct

Yes hes more compromised medical individual

Arid that kino of documentation it even talks about an

10 irregular sinus rhythm which just means coming out the top of

11 the heart

12 So that wou be one that you could enhance

13 because hes

14 Yes

15 right Okay

16 So that wou be one unit

17 And if could just have you look at one more

18 please And this is States Exhibit And its the record

19 for Sharrieff Ziyad Can you look at his classification

20 Classificaton is by aresthesia And they

21 have documented cirrhosis of the liver and hepatitis So

22 that patient is compromised You know would as soon as

23 saw hepatitis and cirrhosis would start looking further

24 wondering if maybe this patient should be You know that

25 would be my thinking as an auditor and
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Sure

as ax RN This is not one reviewed So

dont know if you want me to look at that any further or not

Well near you cn if if you want but in

any the classific0nicn he wQs given by the CPNA was

Rioht

is thd fclr

ws so there would be no units

Assciateo

10 right

11 So our of trese files that just went

12 through the only one thc wld be allowed to enhance the

13 anesthesia bil ing oulo be tre one for Michael Washington

14 because he was tne only richt Because he had all those

15 Of those you showed me yes

16 he hdd tose health issues

17 Correct

18 So those mooifying units mean theres

19 various classifications chat we went through but none of that

20 would affect what they could vave charged for anesthesia

21 except for Yichael Washincton

22 Correct

23 Now Ms Stdnisr showed you this value of

24 anesthesia this is really nice chart she made

25 MS STANISH thoucht so
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BY MS WECKERLY

And this and the the timinu that she put

on it which is to 15 and 16 to 30 you had aiscussions with

her about tow like an 18 minute proceoure would still be

one unit because its closer to 15 minutes rather than 30

thats how think of it is thct right

Yes the real thing is you would dIvide it by

15 buu because its 18 you know its very close to the 15

SO

10 Okay Yeah that

11 but technically

12 mean my way is lazy

13 you would stil have to dvide it by the 15

14 Right Are there some insurers though that

15 dont no what Medicare noes and do they just say Look if you

16 go over 15 well give you another unit Are there some

17 insurers that dont follow the Medicdre standard of where

18 youve got to get closer to one unit or the other

19 There may very well be Im not familiar in it

20 familIar with anybod3 that does that but there could be

21 Okay Bu accord2ng to the tfe CMS standard

22 or the the federal suandarc there is some ca culation made

23 on the units

24 Correct

25 Thank you
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THE COURT Anc th0t ooes to this next jumor

question were you done Im sorry

MS WECKER1IY No if Im almost done If you

you can interrupt me if you want

THE COURT Well ok0y Sine alrecidy beve So

the juror in this just coos ito whdt Ms Wecker has said

AnesthesIa time in the increoents of 15 minutes 15 minutes

equals unit So say for exdlnple you had 22 minute

procedure impressed The juror did ll the math that

10 would he 1.4 So would thdt equdl one urit

11 THE WITNESS We you till it witn one decimal

12 place

13 THE COURT So it wold Os

14 THE WITNESS So it would be 1.4

15 THE COURT Okay Leo me make ohs easy then Lets

16 just say unit is equal -o $100

17 THE WITNESS Okcni

18 THE COURT So for minutes wou that be

19 reimbursement at $100 or reimbursement $140

20 THE WITNESS To tell you the truth never qot into

21 that end of it

22 THE COURT Okay

23 THE WITNESS You know would know that heres the

24 fee schedule

25 THE COURT Okay
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THE WITNESS but do they actually

THE COURT Well

THE WITNESS do these calculations because so

riany insurers are so different

THE COURT Okay

THE WITNESS never you krow there was only so

ouch room in my brain for information and thought

THE COURT Okay

THE WITNESS couid leave hat off

10 THE COURT Okay Arid tten so for it to be 37

11 minutes Im sorry So for it to be units youre not

12 sure if that would be 37 units

13 THE TNESS Three unIts

14 THE COURT mean 37 minutes Im sorry

15 THE WITNESS To get to three units but you know

16 you could just kind of multiply times 15 and th0t brings you

17 to 45 So would have to literally do the math

18 THE COURT Okay

19 THE WITNESS divide u7 by 15 and it would wind up

20 being some kind of decimal because it you can only do one

21 decimal place

22 THE COURT Ann that if understand you

23 depends on the insurer whether ts rounoed up or whether

24 theyre reimbursing with the oecimal Meaning ike 1.5

25 whether thats or whether that would be 1.5
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THE WITNESS Right

THE COURT Okay

THE WITNESS Because ust rn not familiar

THE COURT Okay

THE WITNESS encuoh with cdl the tneres so

many different insurance companes oLess in perfect

world perfect healthcaie wor heres set of rules an

everybody follows them How wish cdiat weie the case

THE COURT That would make It easiecd

10 THE WITNESS Oh yes it woulo

11 THE COURT All right

12 THE WITNESS It would be whole lot less gray

13 THE COURT Okay

14 THE WITNESS Be more bl0ck and vhite which would

15 far prefer

16 THE COURT Okay v5 Weckeily 00 ahead

17 BY MS WECKERLY

18 And so in the YedIccre or feceral standaid

19 there is that decimal calculation as to he units at least

20 based on the tme correct

21 Yes

22 Okay But

23 To arrive at the units cant really say how

24 Medicare reimburses You know dont fave fee schedule in

25 front of me so..
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Right And but other insurers might just

round up to the next unit

They might if its you know like 1.5 or more

they may go to or if its

They could have their own

1.4 or less they might just leave it at

They might very well do that

Now Ms Stanish asked you lot about the CPT

coding and my understanding of what you were ta king about is

10 how actual procedures like medical procedures are coded for

11 billing correct

12 Correct

13 And you said that you didnt have the medical

14 procedure codes from 2007

15 Correct

16 So you dont know what for instance the

17 medical procedure code is for colonoscopy

18 No It might very well not have changed since

2007 but dont know that for fact Sometimes if

zO something changes they it will only change one digit even

zi because of some other code theyve added so..

22 Now you told us yesterday think that under

an the CMS standard anesthesia time is calculatec as face time

24 essentially with the patient from the procedure room until

25 they drop them off in recovery
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Absolutely

Was that the definition back in 2007

Yes to my knowledge it has been the definition

for the start dnd end of dnesthesia since 994 You know

didnt find anytning prior to not

Okay

But after 1994 tTht was the oefinition of the

start and eno of anesthesa tire

And you 11 hnk testifiec yesterday that

10 youre not allowed to be bill for two patients at the same

11 time or you cant overlap time in terms of anesthesia except

12 for that one example of doctct suoervisirg URNA5

13 MR SANTACROCE Im ooino object This has been

14 asked and answered on direct Shes ius coinc through direct

15 all over

16 THE COURT Well

17 MR SANTACROCE neyono The scope of cross

18 THE COURT overruled

19 BY MS WECKERLY

20 It your my understanoino is you cant

21 overlap or bill for two patients at the same time

22 No you cannot

23 Was that The rule back in 2007

24 Thats yes thats always been the rule

25 Okay Ano you to us that you cant hill for
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more hours than there are in the workday

Absolutely not

THE COURT Yeah you are exceeoing toe scope of

cross Ms Weckerly so..

BY MS WECIKERLY

Well just want to claThfy was that the CMS

ruTh in 2007

Absolutely

Thank you

10 THE COURT Still beyond the scope but

11 THE WJTNESS Can add one clarifyino remark

12 THE COURT Sure

13 THE WITNESS Its in regards to the FCFA pardon

14 me that was the old name for CMS Fo The i500 Form the

15 claim form the absolute cain thing that Medicare and all

16 insurers expect is that that dLim form everything on it is

17 honest and true Youre even saying when you bill those codes

18 on than claim foim youre even scying that this is the

19 service that was rendered and have documentation to back

20 that up to prove that its correct coding

zl So all insurers expect that these claim forms are

22 clean is what they call them which means theyre honest and

23 everything on it is totally accurate

/4 RECROSS EXAM NATION

25 MS STANISH Can talk to you about what you
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rientioned earlier about the benefit of the doubt As

understood what you said when you Co an dudit you try to give

the provider benefit of tue dou.ot no when youre doing

your review

Absolutely

Would it you be civing the provider the

benefit of well let me phr0se it this wdy your

experience are ycu aware tnt reoicol proctLces sorietimes

have different charts Dffeent types of cnarts

10 Different Theyre afl diffeient Every no

matter where you go

12 You know let me nteirupt you

13 theres very

14 because Im no that know

15 didnt make that clear pxticular practice

16 Okdy Oh ok0y

17 that provicel nas procedure file has

18 doctor file you know based cn consulation has computer

19 system that has medical irform0tion in it When you do your

20 audits woulc you want to have the collect on of medical

21 documents pertaining to pcrticuiar patient so that you could

22 give them that benefit of tue iouot

23 Yes would would want everything they had

24 But my first question would be why do you have say paper

25 record or partial paper record and part of it in the
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comouter In an electronic system unless only certain

like maybe the dictation report for the procedure may be

electronic but if you have paper records tbat i5 usually

printed out and placed in the paper record

But that woulo be my first and main ciestion why do

you have pcxt records in paper form and part records in an

electronic system That makes no sense because some

auditors always called them the men in black the

like Medicare auditors DHHS they won- necessarily from my

10 experience give you the benefit of the doubt

11 So if heres paper record ano then you know you

12 review and you said oKay were going to deny that claim

13 but then tne provider jumps up and says wait minute wait

14 minute weve got these four other things here in this

15 computer some medical record auditors say sorry you know

16 this is what you gave me tfuis is what audited pawnent

17 denied Claim denied

18 So in other words th0t would make no sense to me

19 that you would do that but yes would looK at everything

20 to when scy give the benefit of the doubt is want to

21 see all the 000umentation you have for ttat patient for this

22 dat0 service that would help me finure out wnat service was

23 rendered you know what all was involveo and was all the

z4 documertation to sufficient to support the billing

25 And if there were other procedure files or
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consulation flies what have you be it in computer form or

in paper form that the anesthesiologist or CRNA would have

access to you would want to know about chat document

Yes would want to kno but wty would it be

separate from the like those look like pc.tient charts to

me Like those qreen folders they box Ike patient chart

So why would everything not be there medn thats what

woulo be askng

If you hao if the flRNA boo cccess to the

10 other documents because they were acessbie would you want

11 to see those documents before you judged whether the ASA codes

12 were appropriate

13 Yes

14 In your revIew you were gicer these did you

15 actually get this this file to review green folder

16 There was approximately 130 electronic medical

17 records that reviewed and there were 11 in mreen folders

18 that reviewed

19 Did you oo you know that vo mid not you

20 did not receive the medical doctors consu ttIcn form

21 document wtere the doctor visited the  atert visited ith

22 the doctor prior to getting the procedure oone Did you

23 Are you talking about the preanesthesia

24 evaluation or the gastroenterologists documentation

25 Gastro
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Okay would read all of that but if was

lookinc at audIting for anesthesia codino and billing then

would expect documentation to be appropriate on the anesthesia

form the preevaluation form whether its electronic or

paper In other words they should document what they need to

tu support the ASA classification theyre oiving and not rely

on somebody else Its kind of like ano weve all worked

wih people like this you Know where they dont do paxt of

their job because the3 know Susy Jane is going to do it

10 because she always will pick up the slack

11 So and to me its the same thing So why if Im

CRNA or an anesthesiolooist should not be relyIng on the CI

13 doctor Do need his document and read hs document yes

14 but Im doino the preanesthesia evaluation so snculd be

15 findino out from the patient and/or family or significamt

cther their health status And then should oocument it

17 because the one thats going to be bil ing for anesthesia

18 You dont want your CPNA ionoring what the

19 medical doctor found few days before the procedure though

20 Absolutel not

21 You would want your CRNA to review tnat a5 well

22 as make their own judgment

23 Absolutely

24 And then what you want to see as an auditor is

zS that the assessment is cocumented
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Correct

And you dontt understand as understand youm

testimony why facility would have different files

dont understand different files except in The

example gave like the proceoure report Because in an

auditing always review and did in all tne the re-oros

reviewed also read the actual procedure report that thc

CI doctor dictdted

You didnt get that though in thIs

10 Yes

11 per your evaluation You got you got

12 something oesides the green folder on each of those uatients

13 that you just reviewed

14 The electronic files that had the riaiority of

15 them did not have the actual procedure report But the green

16 folders did have the procedure for the erdosccpy

17 Youre saying

18 or colonoscopy so dio review it

19 youre sayino separate and apart from the

zO ereen folders you got an additonal documentation

zl Yes only reviewed 11 that were green

z2 folders hard copy paper The other 130 or so were

23 electronic records So sat at computer and scrolled

24 through to read the entire record

25 Thank you
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MS STANISH Courts indulgence

Your Honor the parties stipulate that the witness

only receive the green procedure files and not the medical

doctors consu_ttion report There may have heen another

ducurnert in here the procedure document that the witness was

referring to but

THE COURT Rioht

MS WECKERLY the preprocedure

THE COURT Okay Youre stipulating that the

10 consultation fdes that occurred before the procedure with the

ii gastroenteroloqists were not transmitted to this witness is

thut correct what were stipulating to Ms Weckerly

13 MS WECKERLY Thats correct These are the files

11 from the medic0l offices is that fair

15 THE COURT That she ddnt get

MS WECKERLY flat she did not get

THE COURT Okay

18 MS WECKERLY She got the procedure

10 BY MS STPNISH

20 With respect to the ASA classification isnt it

zl the case that and thInk you it was your words not

z2 wine that in the inconsistencies that you noted in the ASA

z3 codes inoicate either lack of care in applying the ASA class

24 or and posshly lack of complete understanding of the ASA

25 classification system
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Those are my words yes

With or in bold in capital

They coulo be either/or

And

both

sure

guess

is it he is it the case that providers

or the people doing the charting do not understand the set of

10 rules that are the set of rules by CMS

11 There axe many providers that do not undaxstand

12 all the guidelInes rules and regulations however it is

13 incumbent upon tLiem to know tLem if youre going to be

14 billino

15 And going back to your corrrnent that as fax as

16 you knew tne CNS st0ndalLds for the end time of anesthesia had

17 not changed for many years do you know whether there had

18 been what was the term you called it lIke clarification

19 definitional what die you call it before

20 Guidelines

21 Yeah gmioeines Lets call it guidelines

22 because am rght to understand from your when you had

23 chattec with me earlier or cross exam that CMS oftentimes

24 revises the omidelines to try to clarify terminology

25 Yes
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And the tern personal attendance of

anesthetIst or CRNA has do you know since you were not

able to access anything ptior to 2009 do you know if the CMS

has over te years had o-udelines written to better explain

what personal attendaxoe means

cant say since wasrt able to access

2007 arestnesia oooino cant say het1er there has been

specific caroe ir rh0t termiro ogy They might have

explained Its uossible they could have explained it

10 differently but

11 You dont krow because you

12 personal

13 cant access it

14 attendance

15 Yes

16 me0n is what it is mean thats

17 you are attedant wirh -hat person You are face to face with

18 that person

19 THE COURT Is tfere definition Is that what

20 youre askno if the es definition ir the CMS or

21 MS SAnISh My Il clarify it

22 BY MS SmMJISH

23 My undesandino maam is that you have

24 code but then you have almost every year the CMS will

25 author guioelines in an effort to clarify terminology
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Sometimes they will Some guidelines some

terminology some codes remain the same year after year after

year without

Right

change or edifcution

Right And IT not just talKing on the number

assignment to various procedures Im talk ng the terminology

that says something general like you can bill anesthesia in

accordance with the the the standards in the community

10 whatever the broad laxguaoe is Then we have set of

11 guidelines that CYS prepares to clarify these broader terms

12 is tha correct

13 If understnd the question periodically there

14 can be language clarification but that doesnt mean they do

15 it every year

16 Okay Fair enough

17 Some stay the same

18 Right understand And all Im trying to get

19 at is on redirect you had testified that as long as you knew

20 its always been personal attendance All Im trying to get

21 at suppose is that you diont have the opportunity to

22 review any CP4S guidelines ttat relate to what is personal

23 what constitutes personal attendance

24 Okay What cou dnt find for 2007 was in

25 could not real find anythino about 2007 anesthesia codes
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On the time stxt and ei time or anesthesia from

effective 2006 it once ogain its the CMS transmittal

1324

Mmhmm

effective odte January 2006

Mrhmm

and this mis not ch0ngec at all to my

knowleoge

ColdI

10 It says

11 can see th0t

12 dnesthes0 proctitioner is present with the

13 patien

14 Okciy

15 So that h0s to be f0ce to face

16 Where does soy f0ce to face

17 Well if youre if youre present with me

18 were face to face

19 Well watch tnis

20 aient we

zl Watch this

22 THE COURT Keep going Keep noing Ive got some

23 chicken katsu in the hack

24 THE WITNESS Youre still present with me Youre

25 still present
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LAS VEGAS NEThDA FRIDAY JUNE 14 2013 934 A.M

Outside the presence of the jury

MS WECKERLY Were asking to please call witness

out of order

THE COURI Dr Nemec

MS WECKEREY Actually no He cant come until

2C Dr Perrillo where who is here now

THE OJRI Thats fine dont caxe

10 MS WECKERLY Okay

11 THE COURT Just to let you know well be ending at

12 tod0y

13 MS WECKERLY Okay

14 THE COURT After Mr Wrights impassioned plea

15 MS STARISH Thank you Your Honor

16 MR WRIGHT Good Thank you Your Honor

17 MS STANISH Just an issue have on Dr Perr1o

18 the next witness that the State wants to take out of orcer

19 because of travel issues Hes neuropsycholocist

20 THE COURI Okay

21 MS STARISI-i In my review of his report he is

22 talking about medical issues with hepatitis causing dementia

23 or being possibly causing dementia as well as the drug

24 treatment of as havino that think thats beyond the

25 scope of his expertise as psychologist and Id like to
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limit that testimony

THE COURT Well anybody want to respond

MS WECKERLY Well mean you can have hearng

on his basis of knowledcie but he has studied that ano hes ar

expert and hes looked at ll her were only talkiro about

one victim with him

THE COURT Right Its just the one the gi who

cant testify because she has dementia and they want to lnK

it to this So mean if hes treated other patients dflO

10 hes

11 MS WECKERLI He has even other

12 THE COURT and they have hepatitis and they have

13 dementia and hes causally linked the dementia to the

14 hepatitis or it exacerbates the dementia or whatever then

15 think hes qualified to testify to that They just neec to

16 lay foundation Or thats part of his training tLclt yOu

17 know tLecting hepatits dementia patients then think he

18 can testify about that as rong as they lay the foundation

19 MS STANISH All right

20 MR SANTACROCE And in that regard Your Honor he

21 tre0ted some patients that arent genetically linked to the

22 cluster in this case and Jm coing to ask for that Ye be

23 admonished not to talk about those patients

24 THE COURT Ms were you going to ask about those

25 MS WECKERLY wasnt planning on asking him about
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it

THE COURT Okay

MS WECKERLI but

THE COURT Well theyre not going to ask him so

MS WECKERLY but out Im just concerned

that you know some of the symptoms he sees are coinc to be

overlapping so dont know if you

THE COURT mean mean heies the thIng

If Ms Weckerly doesnt intend to get into that they were

10 infected the clinic but he mentions Im treating other

11 patents who have been infectec with hepa-itis ano theyre

12 exhIbiting signs of dementia and they h0ppen to have been also

13 irfected patients at the clinic then long as he doesnt

14 get into the method of infection nes fine to t0lk about

15 other patients because thats part of his basis of knowledge

16 So maybe just Im not ooino -o linit him if Ye

17 mentions other patients because thats ho he knows You

18 know he

19 MS WECKERLI Yeah

20 THE COURT mean hes going to have to scy

21 look her symptomology is not you know otally isolated

22 its not completely unigue blah olah blah So if you just

23 mention to him not to do the linking of the other patients to

24 the clinic but that theyre you know if its recent orset or

25 something like that or you know
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MS WECKERLY OKay

MR SANTACROCE Im not talkino about the patients

in this case he can talk ahout those

THE COURT No we get it Other patients that

are

MR SANTACROCE Yeaf

THE COURT tf at were infected at the clinic but

werent cenetically lInkeR or arent Lakota Quanah or

right

10 MR SANTACROCE Correct The other eny

11 MS WECKERLY Ill just tell him to kind of

12 MR WRIGHT Tel Rim he can talk about other

13 patients but just den say where theyre from

14 MS WECKERLY Root

15 THE COURT Yeah just dont say oh theyre linked

16 to the clinic

17 MS WECKERLY Root

18 THE COURT because thats beyond that hasnt

19 been established yet ano ts beyond his expertise

20 MS WECKERLY OKay

21 THE COURT Eu he can certainly talk about other

22 patients

23 MS WECKERLY OKay

24 MR SANTACROCE Tne other thino Your Honor and

25 hate to keep bugging you about this Can you just give me
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quick ruling on the record about his bail because its

THE COURT Yeah mean Ill

MR SANTACROCE the bail bondsman is driving me

crazy

THE COURT Ill reduce it to 25000 on this case

MR SANTACROCE Okay Can we put that on the record

have something

THE COURT Yeah Ms Husted is doing it right now

Shes putting it on the record

10 MR SANTACROCE Awesome Thank you

11 THE CLERK Theres double

12 THE COURT And Ms Ms Olsen recording

13 THE CLERK So its reduced to 25000

14 THE COURT Riqht

15 THE CLERK And its so thats the third time its

16 been or the record at court

17 MR SANTACROCE What is that

18 THE CLERK Nothing

19 Of record colloquy

20 THE COURT Is everybody ready Woulc you tell Kenny

21 to

22 Oh just while were waiting for the jury did you

23 folks Ms Weckerly have an opportunity to show this memo to

24 Scott Mitchell yesterday

25 MS WECKERLY Not yet
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THE COURT Okay

MS WECKERLY think or werent you just

distributing it So do we need to or you -- thought you

were going to disclose it or you want to wait before

THE COURT No distributed it

MS WECKERLY oh

THE COURT Then its its you guys mean

dont disclose it beyond the lawyers

MS WECKERLY Yes

10 THE COURT unless you know you can obviously

11 talk to Mr Labus about it

12 MS WECKERLY Sure

13 THE COURT you can talk to Metro about it because

14 the issue is whether or not they got it According to

15 everything have from the civil cases Labus got it

16 MS WECKERLY OKay We

17 THE COURT Ano possibly Metio So possibly Metro

18 based just on the tape not on what was said ir the civil

19 cases but Labus definirely got it Its distributed to you

20 guys mean all Im saying is dont further distribute it

21 unless its you know germane to the case or you know

22 MS WECKERLY

23 MR WRIGHT found something else want This is

24 clue to the other document

25 THE COURT Okay
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MR WRIGHT that is missing

THE COURT Which one is that Oh

MR STAUDAHER Your Honor do we could

dont either have our copy or we cant find it

MR WRIGHT Okay

THE COURT Well gave one copy to the Stare and

then gave copies to Mr Santacroce axd Mr Wright

MR WRIGHT Its in there Its in the-e

THE COURT So Ms Weckerly youve cot cypy

10 or..

11 MS WECKERLY dont

12 MR WRIGHT Yeah she

13 MS WECKERLY mean Im not scyinc you didnt

14 give ir to me just dont know

15 THE COURT No

16 MS WECKERLY where it is

17 THE COURT distributed it yesterday

18 MS WECKERLY Okay

19 THE COURT had the bailiff distribute it

20 MR WRIGHT If you look at

21 THE COURT So yeah you guys have it medn

22 MS WECKERLY Okay

23 MR WRIGHT the Lcttom of page

24 MS WECKERLY Well we may need to make

25 MR WRIGHT do you have
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MS WECKERLY another copy

MR WRIGHT copy of it

THE COURT Yeah kept copy for

MR WRIGHT Okay

THE COURT Courts Exhibit and myself

MR WRIGHT Bottom of poge

THE COURT Jurys comIng

THE CLERK No ts just me

THE COURT Oh ts Denise

10 MR WRIGHT bottom of page It sc3s on the

11 fourth page of the document tited Office of District

12 Attorney Grand uury lines 14 16 have translation

13 transcription error When Labus auotes me mentioning They

14 would use the needle once tney wouldnt reuse needles that

15 was my response Its that portion that in hIs statement

16 he talks aboLt hGving read

17 THE COURT ranscript

18 MR WRIGHT transcript

19 MR SUAUDAHER That looks like its gcnd jury

20 transcript of Lanus if thats doesnt It sound thats

21 what it would sound like

22 MR WRIGHT Yeah but thiat but thats pre

23 MS WECKERLY What yecr

24 MR WRIGHT but thats pre grand jury of Labus

25 mean is what
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MR STAUDAHER dont know We didnt have the

Labus well

MR WRIGHT mean

THE COURT Yeah maybe

MR SIAUDAHER dont know

THE COURT Kenny put it on your desk or

somethino but we had to make copies and we distributed

it

MR STAUDAHER Thats fine Hes just going to make

10 another copy

11 THE COURT yesterday

12 MS WECKERLY He probably did and we just misplaced

lu it

14 THE MARSHAL We Judge weve got one in the

15 THE COURT Rest room

16 TOE MARSHAL rest room everybody else

TOE COURT Okay As soon as theyre

18 THE MARSHAL is lined up so

10 THE COURT ready just bring them in and

20 Of record collogny

II THE COURT Is this an out of state witness the

z2 doctor

23 THE MARSHAL Is everybody ready Judce

24 THE COURT Yes bring them in

25 THE MARSHAL Ladies and gentlemen please rise for
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the jury

Jury entering at 945 a.m

THE MARSHAL Thank you everybody You may be

seated

THE COURT Mi right Court is now back in session

The record should reflect tte presence of the State through

the deputy district attorneys the presence of the defendants

and their counsel the officers of the court and the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury

10 Lacies and gentlemen were goinc to have witness

11 now out of order because that witness is from out of state and

12 to accommodate his schedule hes going to testify before we

13 get into the cross examination of the last witness As told

14 you before the order in which the testimony comes in is

15 irrelevant That you you know have to consioer all of the

16 testimony recardless of when you bear it

17 So Ms Weckerly wYy dont you 00 arie0d and call

18 your next witness

19 MS WECKERLY Thank you Richard Perrdlo

20 THE MARSHAL Can you step right up there for me

21 please Remain standinc raise your right hGno and face that

22 lady to your left

23 RICHARD PERRILLO STATES WITNESS SWORN

24 THE CLERK Thank you Please be seated And would

25 you please state and spel your name
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THE WITNESS My caine is Richara John Perrillo

PE-RRILLO

MS WECKERLY May proceed Your Horor

THE COURT Yes

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS WECKERLY

Sir how are you employed

Im forensic clinical ano narropsycholonist

in my own practice

10 And can you explain your ecucational background

11 first the members of the jury

12 Sure have PhD with distinction from the

13 University cf Utah in Salt Lake City Ive done my clinical

14 internshp at the VA Hosptal in Salt Lake City For short

15 time was director of the diagnostic unit for the county

16 attumneys office in Salt Lake City Afterwctrcs lets see

17 had F.B clearance twice cnce in 1980 and 1090 necause

18 was cor suiting for some 20 years with the sort of industrial

19 military companies

20 ive tested literally tHousands of people across the

21 United States do quite few military cases with ou

22 vetears every year Let me see do the beta testing on

23 neuropsychological instruments which are brain function

24 instruments and beta testing means that it goes through

25 10 of us to see if the instruments are okay for public you
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know public use to my colleamues

And 3ou testified as an expert before in

the area of neuropsychology and that soir of testing thats

associated with it

Yes

In your practce and in over the years of

that you worked since your ttalnlug have you had the occasion

to examine treat or ever test pecule wfo have contracted

hepatitis

10 Yes

11 And from your overall practice of those

12 treatment of those patients ard testing of those patients have

13 you seen any associatiors between hepatitis and loss of

14 brain function

15 Yes

16 Cam you exp aln to the merbers of the jury how

17 it is that hepatitis would affect the brain

18 Well its sort of complicated process but

19 hepatifis is neuro viruent Its virus tYat affects the

20 nervous system much like AIDS or HP And the research

21 clearly shows that you cont have to be in the later stages of

22 liver oisease to have bran damage and brain dysfunction So

23 theres been quite few studies that show that people were

24 complainIng of cognitive impairment even prior to the onset of

25 any liver disease And those studies clearly showed that
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these individuals had sustained some brain damage and brain

dysfunot on

had tested 19 people with hepatitis in ages

ranqino fran 23 to about 85

And in the people that you tested in that

ciroup old you test them for for what you said like the

sort dssessing brain function after contracting hepatitis

Oh yes You know neuropsychological tests are

10 very sensitive to brain damage and brain dysfunction and even

11 more sensitive than the techno scans like MRI5 and CT scans

12 And then is the reason why it affects the brair

13 beoause of like impaired liver function and so its the

14 live- isnt functioning properly and then the then the

15 brain oets affected

16 Well theres that and also the brain has

17 group of cells that are your scavengers you know call them

18 mioronlia cells And they sort of fight off any foreign you

19 knov any foreign cells that try to enter it So your brain

20 is ty protective actually you know its up there on is

21 own litt plain and but then the rest of your body has

22 white bloods you know called microcytes And the thinking

23 is than they get infected they migrate across the blood brain

24 barrier and then the mioroglia cells cant fight them off

25 This is what the thinking is
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And then that creates metabolic imbalance And as

the metabolic imbalance then that causes brain dysfunction

But you cant do autopsies on live people And so this you

know so this is this is so this is what the thinking

is And anyway the best we have is neuropsychological test to

reveal whether there are abnormalities in ones brain

Now what about the tieatment that some people

that contract hepatitis go through the Interferon

treatment how does that affect tte brdin In terms of dementia

10 or causing damage in your in your experience with the

11 patients youve dealt with

12 Well Interferon treatment is like chemotherapy

13 and its highly toxic So its doubly whanny you know and

14 there are numerous numerous side effects to Interferon

15 treatment including memory impairrients and all kinds of

16 physiological you know stomach diarrhea vomiting nausea

17 depression you know fatgiie mean theres just whole

18 list of side effects wiTh the Interferon treatment

19 And so it sort of accelerates you know the brain

20 dysfunction

21 Now once you

22 MR WRIGHT didnt hear that last part

23 THE WITNESS Oh it accelerates ones brain

24 dysfunction

25 BY P45 WECKERLY
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Once youve stopped the Interferon treatment or

once the patient stops that does their brain go back to normal

function or ccn they recover that cognitive ability

Well it doesnt that doesnt seem to bo the

cdse Ace seems to be there are several moderator

variables and age is one Its like axything else the

younger you are the better off you have you know botte

chance of recovery The older you are you know ycu chances

of recovery arent so good

10 The otter thing is if people have co morbid

11 medical condition so lets say they have diabetes oi they

12 have sometriing else thats going on with them well thats

13 going to make It more difficult for them to recover

14 So people with more that are older rr ith

15 core corrromised health before the onset of the infection

16 dont co as well in terms of recovery after the teatment

17 Exactly And then you know if you think of

18 your liver as sort of your purifier you know if its not

19 able to purify your blood then that adds to the you knov to

20 the issue

21 And is and in tents of your liver funotionino

22 as purifier obviously it would probably function better

23 when youre younger at least for the majority of the

24 population

25 Right And so you know for example just as
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just an example with normdl people normal people could

drink for example They could have one or two drinks day

no problem But if you have liver dysfunction its very

difficult for your liver to process that because it cant

purify your systeri So thats qoing to then complicate you

know that also

Nothing works as well as you age

Yes nothino works c5 well as you age Thats

right

10 Id like Wrect your attention to woman by

11 the name of Carole Grueskn DId you meet Ms Grueskin and do

12 an assessment of her

13 Idid

14 And was tta on January the 28th of 2011

15 Yes

16 At the time you assessed Ms Grueskin how old

17 was she approximately

18 71

19 And when you exdmned Ms Grueskin tow did

20 you how did you start your interaction with her

21 Well friend biought her to me because she was

22 unable to come by herself cno you know just globally she

23 had she was demented She had no sense of progress and

24 time you know she she was disoriented and confused So

25 started off with somethino pretty simple asked her you
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know what year it was ano she didnt know or couldn1t

retrieve what year it was

So then woe down the years for her and asked her

to oirole the one because there was testing reoognition So

she couldnt retrieve ir which would be frontal lobe

prefrontal function but recognition woulo be you know

temporal So she wus able to recognize the year and and

then circle it But

So if just if could ask in that instance

10 you wrote couple of different year choices on piece of

11 paper and asked her to circ which one was correct

12 Correct

13 And she got it right

14 And she got it right But it was downhill from

15 there Most of the tests hd to be aborted She could not do

16 most of the tests So then resorted to whats called

17 simple cognitive status exam And again its very sinle

18 whats the date whats the time who am where are you you

19 know this kind of thino and and she couldnt even go

20 througY that

21 Ano so she hao severe brain damage frontal temporal

22 dementia and shes not liKely to recover

23 And in your in your assessment of her were

24 there some tests that you attempted to perform on her in order

25 to make an assessment that that it just wasnt possible
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because of her cognitive ability disability guess

Well yes One of two of the tests are world

renowned and theyre called tte Trails Making Test and

And the Trails Making Test is very simple test visual

scanning and planning And ll you have to do is connect the

numbers quickly all nich ct piece of paper And she was

incredibly slow in doinc h0t So she was in less than the

percentile

And those numcers tnat youre supposed to be

10 connecting on piece of paper are they really high numbers

11 or how what are the numbers

12 No theyre very ow They go from like to

13 13 you know So youre just connecting the numbers in order

14 And this is within the context of her having preserved motor

15 ability her fine motor ability and grip strength was

16 preserved So there wasnt cry cithopedic injury that could

17 interfere with this was whte matter you know loss

18 processing speed loss

19 And so that wds one of the tests The second test

20 was the Trails McYing Test wYe-e you have to shift between

21 numbers and letters And tnats stronger coanltive

22 load type activity because youre not just connecting the

23 numbers now youre shiftng netween number and letter

24 Like lA 2B

25 Right
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Okay

lA 2B 3C So that that is frontal lobe

activity Your you know for flexibility And she

couldnt do it We had to abort it after about minutes

The average person can do Trails Making within 30 seconds

and the average person could co Trails Makng within 60

seconds and she did Trails Making in lC5 seconds which is

times the average individual for her age and we had to

abort after or minutes She just you know she

10 She couldrt complete it

11 right

12 Now you sad think that her fne motor

13 skills are irtact and normal for woman in who is 70

14 Yes

15 And so theres nothing physically wrong with her

16 in terms of like guess structural brain carnage or

17 muscular problem or anythnq like that

18 No let me rephrase that or you Theres

19 the in terms of motor okay shes able to crip shes able

zO to do fine motor ability but she has orcanic brain damage

21 mean there is somethinc physically wronc with her and and

22 she has organic brain damage you know she cant process her

23 world quickly Shes incredibly slow Both visual and

24 auditory memory is severely impaired

25 And when you say her memory is severely inpaired
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can you give us an example of what she had wdnt she can or

cant remember

Well she didnt remembam for example where

she went to high school Couldnt remember what denree she

had It turrs out she has an AA deqree but cou_ont

remember you know where she went or got that from the

medical records She would leave thinos on the stove so much

so that she was becominc danger to herse and others

The neighbors were reporting ti an she was wandering

10 in the streets aimlessly so they cdiled her son think he

11 came from San Diego who met for few minutes 0ctually

12 and or spoke to him on ftc phone am he you know

13 reported that shes pretty disoriented and very demented

14 Now did you review Ys Cruesklns medical

15 records for signs of dementia prior to September tue 21st of

16 2007

17 Idid

18 And in your assessment vJere there signs of

19 dementia before that date

20 No Her medical recobes were pretty clean you

21 know prior to that date and then all of thds dementia stuff

22 starteo when she took ftc Interferon treatment and then there

23 were numerous notations in the medical records from the

24 Interferon treatment itself and then afterwards reporting of

25 various doctors that she was demented
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And mean how can you tell that the dementia

is either accelerated or attributed to hepatitis versus you

know some mean some people just get dementia as they

get olcer correct

Yes but the epidemiological stucy snowed the

following Only percent of the popularion gets dementia

betweer 65 and 70 and only 30 percent get nementa by the age

of 85 So that means 99 percent of the population do not have

dementia between 65 and 70 or 75 and clear 7C percent dont

10 you know by the time theyre 85

11 An so the probability that this woman would have

12 dementia you know at 68 thats when she took the

13 treatment and you know the Interferon and all that and then

14 up until 71 its highly highly unlikely In addition to that

15 no one in her family has reported Alzheimers ciisease And in

16 addition to that she had fairly good ecucationl background

17 which seems to you know sometimes interfere with the

18 acquisitIon of Alzheimers

19 And think you answered tYis already but is

20 she like_y to Improve at all

21 No

22 Thank you

23 THE COURT All right

24 MS WECKERLY Ill pass the witness Your Honor

25 THE COURT Cross Ms Stanish
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MS STANISH Thank you Your Honor

CROSSEXAMINATION

BY MS STANISH

Good morning sir

Good morning

My name is Margaret Stanish rep-esont ft

Desai You are not medioal dootor oorreot

Correot

Youre neuropsyohologist

10 Yes

11 And want to start with your referenoe to the

12 soientifio literature that you state supports your oon1usion

13 that hepatitis oaused the demented state in Ms Gueskin

14 okay

15 Okay

16 have oopy of yoar report dnd see rh0t you

17 oited wo artioles in that report Are there more

18 Oh yes theres and have tfem with me

19 have about nine hard oopy ones and then have on nu

20 oomputer whioh is with me about oh 20 or furttier ones

zl And you oould provide did you provide copies

22 of those to the distriot attorney

23 No they didnt ask for it

24 Okay Im asking

25 All right
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Okay Thank you And the

Its okay to email it to you Im happy to

Thats fine

email you the folder

TIE COURT Doctor theres copy machine in the

Im kiodnu

TIE WITNESS Oh

Di MS SANISH

Get to work The movinc to as

10 undersand your testimony youre saying that the dementia can

11 be attributed to one of two issues Either the hepatitis

12 itself or the drug treatment is that correct

Or the combnation

14 Okay An the as far as Ms Grueskins

15 iiedicli records understand that you saio that she had no

16 f0mily hstory of Alzheimers Do you know if her parents

17 how her parents died

18 dont cant recall right offhand Id

19 hcive ook at my notes

20 Isnt it rhe case that many people who have

21 qenes for Alzheimers die before Alzheimers even manifests

22 itself

23 Well that coulo be true yeah But the the

24 gene doesnt necessarily play out that you would get

25 Alzheimers its only you know its only sort of
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one of the factors involved

And lets talk about some of the other factors

Ms Grueskin did have some what believe you called

co morbid

Medical conoitions

medical conditions Tell us about those

conditions that she had

Well she had diabetes type and she had breast

cancer think she had the breast cancer in the 90s

10 And did she have to undergo both chemotherapy

11 and radiation

12 Yes she cia

13 And do you know for how long she had to undergo

14 that treatment

15 cant recall actually There were 900 pages

16 of medical records here

17 Okay Do you recall how long the treatment

18 extended

19 No what do know though is that is

zO that prior to the Interferon treatment she was assessed by

21 neuropsychologist who you know with no sicns of dementia

22 or cognitive impairment and then from that time of treatment

23 of the breast cancer up until you know the time of the

24 treatment there was no notations in any of the medical

25 records that she had any sort of cognitive impairment
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Lets go can we go back and talk about the

co morbid menical ondi ion

Sure

So we have youve identified the diabetes

youve identired the cancer treatment with raciation

chemotherapy

think so

And then whats the third co morbid problem that

she has

10 ti-ink ti-at there was just an allergy She

11 had some allergy in the rnd90s and that was it

12 Do you ecal your report mentions that shes

13 heavy daly smoker fo over 20 years smoking

14 Oh

15 one or two packs

16 sure

17 Now unoerstond from your testimony that you

18 dont see in he edical recombs any evidence of dementia

19 prior to that the treatment but II want you to explain to

20 us the those three co morbid conditions in combination do

21 they contrimbte to demerta

22 navent seen that in my practice People with

23 diabetes dont become dementeo

24

25 People with
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in combination

In combination There is nothinc Ive seen in

the literature and can Ill send you you know youll

see the articles have in my portfolio hat says that if you

have diabetes and you smoe youre going to get dementia

Chemotherapy could be you know problematIc if its if the

cancer comes back and you have to redo in dnd its over and

over aoain

But the real culprit here is this hiepatitis

10 mean from what know and the 19 people ttat Ive evaluated

11 And have you evaluated Stacy Hutchinson

12 Idid

13 Gwendolyn Maftin

14 Idid

15 And have you evaluated Rodolf Meana

16 did Michael Washington and

17 And let me ask you in was tiere

18 particuiai plaintiffs attorney wtio referred you to the

19 district attorneys office to testify here today

zO dont know ow that came about

21 Okay

22 really dont got notice from Mr

23 Staudaher

24 Yeah dont know the guy

25 dont know bow you say his nave but anyway
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got notice from him And he was interested in the you

know the work that had done on those people

Okay saw that at the one the one of

the two articles that you cited it was article from some

European medical journal recalu tha It dealt with the

treatment of the druc theatment dnd The effects on the

the mental healtn of fec durino drug treatment

Yes

do you rec0ll th0t

10 Sort of

11 study Pardon

12 said sort of Theres quite bt

13 Well here Ill

14 Let me see if

15 just let me just show you

16 tray have hard cony

17 your report get it right here

18 MS STANISH If may approach Your Honor

19 THE COURT Thats fine

20 BY MS STANISH

21 Just to refresh you memory Its thats

22 your report okay

23 Oh

24 just want it to go te the part where you cite

25 the two tests
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Do you mean the two articles

Yeah

Oh it must be in the beginning

Do you know where it is

Yeah

All right

Sure

There it is

Yeah

10 Thats the one from Europe right

11 Okay Whats it called again

12 Its real long title of course

13 Cognitive impairment okay probably have

14 that on my computer dont have it rich here as hard

15 copy but

16 Do you do you recall that that study

17 ultimately concluded that far more more studies aie needed

18 in this area before conciusicrs could be drawn

19 Yes but thnk wasnt that what was the

20 date of that study you know because theres been quite

21 bit since

22 dont

23 since that time

24 see oate in your report so dont know

25 Lets see But Ill let me look this up and
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can you ask your questions guess Lets see here

Ive never had witness whip out iPad durinc

testimony

THE COURT Well its new world

MS STANISH Yeah it

THE COURT Ms Stdnish

MS STANISH rerlj is

THE WITNESS used to come with boxes and boxes

THE COURT Its brdve new worlo

10 MS STANISH So lono c5 hes not praying Scrabble up

11 there

12 THE WITNESS used to come with boxes

13 MS STANISH What Arorv Bird

14 MR WRIGHT Are we cong to make recod of what

15 hes looking at

16 MS STANISH join nim up there

17 THE COURT Ms St0nish you car move freely about

18 the courtroom

19 MS STANISH Thdnx you

20 THE WITNESS Okay And

zl THE COURT And Doctor if youd jist kind of tell

22 us without telling us tIe content there on your Pcid would

23 you just say just for the record so we al know and

24 what it is youre looking at

25 THE WITNESS Al rioht Im looking at the original
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article called Cognitive impairment in patients

THE COURT Okay

THE VUTNESS with chronic hepatitis treated with

In-efreron results from the

THE COURT Ann that was your Im sorry didnt

mean to that was referred to in your report

THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT Okay Now dont tell us the content of

the that article unless Ms Stanish asks you something

10 about it

11 MS STANISH All right

12 TEE COURT okay

13 THE WITNESS Okay

14 El MS SURNISH

15 And so that the year was 2000 and what did

16 you sdy

17 It was received in 2004 aid it was 0cepted

18 200- aid available onlire in 2005

19 And are you aware of whether additonal studies

20 were orne in the United States on that issue ft at is raised in

21 that European mediai journal

22 Oh yeah youll see them here Robin Hilsabeck

23 and others and think the name was Fortin

24 theyve done additional studies since then 2009 and 10 and

25 11
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Okay Why can ask you why arent why

didnt you cite any of these 11 or numerous studes in your

report Because you only cite this one that you have there on

your iPad and from 2005 and then one addition0i one that

looks liKe its dated in 2009 but dont kuow wh0t The

publication is

dont know you know Ive donc 19

reports plus master grid and you just cant you knc cie

everything

10 Okay

11 You know was trying to eeal with the issue at

12 hand This study was important because it saic that here

13 were Im not supposed to read from it it ado That there

14 were you know disturbances in the prefrontal cortex and the

15 hippocarpus

16 Th0t dont all really asKeo wrs why

17 you dicint cite it and understood your answer tc be that

18 you you did wrote bunch of other reports and you

19 didnt think it was necessary something to that effect

/0 Well not that it wasnt necessary Thu just

21 have certain amount of time available you kcw and so

22 Correct And you were doing these Ms

23 Grueskin was and plaintiffs attorney hired you to

24 represent her lawsuit is that correct

25 Yes
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And can you tell us how much fees you earned in

the representation or the assessment of Ms Grueskin

Hutchinson Martin Washington Meana those five people can

you estimate

Well depending upon the level of testing it

wos 10 to S1 000 per person roughly but each person like

Ms Crueskn had over 900 pages or 1000 pages of medical

records and all those menical records had to be gone throunh

and

10 Okay By the way do you know from your review

11 of her medIcal records what her liver function test her most

12 recent Lver function test showed as far as the hepatitis

13 virus do you know

14 may have Knowr at the time but cant

15 remember rigYt now

16 Okay Im about done Hold on Okay hdve

17 nothinc furtrer Thank you sir

18 Thank you

19 THE COURT All right Mr Santacroce

20 CROSS EXAMINATION

zl BY MR SANThCROCE

22 Doctor can you tell me little bit about what

z3 your employment practice consists of right now

24 Well lets see do quite few military

25 cases 00 lot of forensic work
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Okay Now let me stop you there When you say

you do lot of cases Im little confused Are you talkino

about court cases or are you talking about diagmosis of

certain ailments

Well everyone cets tested that comes to my

office and so the forum is just the forum So theres the

forensic forum theres the roilltary forum am doing

research on neuo exercise anc putting them in various

corririunities fact put one nere in Las Vegas Once in

10 while go to Berkeley and teach the pre and post doctoral

11 students on updates of testinc and do the beta testing on

12 neuropsychologcJ instruments

13 And what co you

14 mean thats roughly

15 mean when you say forensic What is the

16 forensic aspect of your work

17 Well forensic is sort of you know when

18 theres dispute and and then the forensic scientists

19 would come in and try to resolve the dispute in some way

20 When you say dispute youre talking about court

21 dispute

22 guess you would call it court dispute or

23 some sort of you know dispute over damage or dspute

24 Money damages

25 Well not not so ouch money damages but you
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know che actual damage to the person Sometimes theres

dispute where person may claim theyre injured when theyre

no or theyre severely injured and there has to be

verificcirion of it Arid so g-uess the neuropsychologist in

terms mi brain functions would be the verifier

So when you talk about forensic does that have

to do th court

Yes it has to do with court but there are

differerr eves mean theres you know in the military

10 cases cuess you can cal ttat forensic too but its not

11 courtroom ike this if theres military tribunal consisting

12 of docars and surgeons that report to and send my reports

13 to ano that kind of stuff

14 But its stlI judicial process whether its

15 under -he UCMJ or if its under civil law

16 Sort of yeah

17 Okay Ano how many times have you testified in

18 court reoardng your expertise

19 Actually at trial About want to say oveIlL

zO 30

21 And youve testified mostly for plaintiffs in

22 those oases

23 Mostly

24 Or prosecuton

25 Well orly did one other criminal case in
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Bethel Alaska

Okay

but didnt

But when you worked for the county attorneys

office in Salt Lake City wnat did you do

Oh there we were designino an

alternatve treatment program to incarceration So the idea

was you know if we could test these peopLe tested them

and ard if there were some other factors involved and they

10 were candidates for rehablitation maybe that was viable

11 alternative to thnn imprisonirg them and thats what did

12 Okay So you didnt work for the prosecution

13 and the county attorneys office in Salt Lake City

14 It was yean it was the it was the couny

15 attorneys office of Salt Lake City And then the county

16 attorneys office of Sarta Clara hired me once as consultant

17 for case

18 In this particular outbreak in Clark County

19 Nevada you were retained on Carole Grueskin Patty Aspinwall

20 is tha far

21 No Patty wo

22 Okay Well then you have Stacy Hutchinson

23 Yes

24 Rodolfo Meana

25 Yes
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Owendolyn Martin

Yes

And those other individuals that you were

retained for and were not talking about Carole Grueskin

no but toe ones juso mentioned okay

Ye

Did any of those have any cognizant deficiencies

that you noted

Oh yes -hey all did

10 Okay Anc snt it fact that most hepatitis

11 patienus have some cognitive problems

12 Well it appears that way and the iterature

13 appears to say tOat that you dont have to have

14 full blown liver disease to have the cognitive issues Thats

15 why they tnink its neuro virulent

16 Isee

17 That it affects your brain even before the

18 evidence cores forward -hat that your liver has been

19 damaged

20 Well there was no dementia for Stacy

21 1-Jutchinson Gwendclyn Martin was there

22 No but Suacy I-utchinson was pretty impaired

23 actually Gwendolyn was better she did better But Carole

24 Grueskin is was the fully demented one They the other

25 two or those other people that they mentioned could corr lete
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their exams but she was so impaired that she couldnt even

complete it

And dont some of the studies indicate that

theyre not quite fully understanding how its related to the

hep That it may be reiateo to the fatigue from the hep

No just the opposite is true When send your

colleague my fle on hep iterature youl see that the

cognitive impairment is independent of depression independent

of fatigue independent of all of these sort of psychiatric

10 problems that happened Theres been several studies with

11 regaxd to that issue

12 Are you famllidr with the Juy 2012 study that

13 was reported in the HCV Advocdte newsletter Are you familiar

14 with that study

15 Whats the title

16 Thats the title Its by Aaan Franciscus

17 cant say iecll it

18 Okay In that study he indicates that

19 possibility is due to tfe constant state of fatique that these

20 hep patients have as symptom of their disease do you

21 disagree with that

22 Well it seems to be contradIcted by the studies

23 that show that prior to getting you know you know

24 outright liver disease so other words the subclinical

25 people they also have coonitive impairment And so no
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question that you know nterferon creates fatigne and hose

cf other things You know it complicated process but

there seems to be some some research that indicates before

your liver even progresses tc the point where you know its

noticeable ttese indivioucls re suffering from brain

dysfunction

Well is it tce ilsedse or the trectment of the

disease that ccuses the pionlerc

Well its both Its the disease and the

10 treatment of the disease that ccuses the problem

11 Ok0y Whats bran fog

12 Some people descrIbe brain fog as you know

13 theyre not thinking clearly dOd they cant you know

14 literally see clearly not vision wise but they just cant

15 put things togetner clear dnd it sounds you know it

16 feels to them if their brain in you know sort of

17 like in foo stdte

18 So possibLe loss of concentration

19 Loss of concentldtion loss of attention you

20 know loss of the abiliy to process your worlo quickly

21 Okay And oont the studies indicate that

22 thats what most or rhdts what the people experience as

23 this brain fog and not oementia due to the hep virus

24 Well brain fog is not dementia you know

25 People that report brain foe dre able to you know where they
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went to high school Theyre able to know the year Theyre

able to know it was 400 in the afterroon and asked her

to draw clock and she wasnt ctble to do and she put you

know 10 minutes to 10

People that have hrain fog dont wander around the

neighborhood you know confused and disoriented And in

addition to that you know from my report tdrt after this

treatment including the report of the treatment that the

medical records reporteo oemertia There were several entries

10 in her medical records where it said dementia dementia

11 dementia dementia It wasnt just me you know Before she

12 even saw me all the practtioners reported toat she was

13 demented

14 Are you familiar with the Lnversity of Alberta

15 Canadas study of 2000 October 2010

16 Im sure that

17 mean tIeres lot of studies

18 Im sure theres hundreos of

19 Im not Im not trying

20 studies

21 to put you or the spot Im just tryino to

22 understand this you know

23 Does it have title

24 The lady might have dementia Im just trying

25 to understana it dont know so in my research of this
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subject which is very limited dont have the expertise that

you do and dont preteno to have that okay

All right

So Im just tryino to oet some information from

you

Does it have title m0ybe lave it

Tthts all have is the site te University of

Alberta Ootobe 2010 stuoy

You domt have title or

10 No dont Are you familidi with dny Canadian

11 studies

12 Not off the top of my head beo0use dont look

13 at where the

14 Okcy

15 studies are pubiished

16 Well you underst0no mean you dont

17 confine your study and resoiroe jjst to studes out of the

18 United States do you

19 No

20 And you look at thinos from a11 over the

21 world

22 Well sure

23 to get big poture

24 Sure

25 And in Canada its reporteo ttht least in
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this sudy there was theres 300000 people wth hep

walkino around and they tested least according to this

study and found that only 13 percent of those people had any

kind of brain impairment

Ano guess what Im trying to underst0nd is that

percent some sort of seconodry problem or is it can you

attribute it drectly and are you medically certain that it

comes from the hep ano ooesnt come from the Interferon or

the ribavirir something else

10 Well first of all you dont have title of

11 the study so cant even look at the study right now and

12 tell you and answer your question Secondly the 13

13 percent that they report is inconsistent wIth what the

14 Americans report and Robin Hilsabeck at UCLA because its more

15 like 39 or 40 percent

16 Third in the people that Ive seen its about

17 50 percent that have some sort of cognitve impairment

18 Fourthly would have to see the way the research was

19 conducted What neuropsychologic0l test they oave would

zO have to see the nattery of tests would have to see whether

zl they actually did thorough and comprehensive job Whether

22 they tested al the issues at hand including white matter and

23 the processing speed loss and veroal and vsual memory as well

24 as frontal and prefrontal you know kinos of issues

25 But without giving me the evidence to ook at its
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very hard to answer

Okay Im just

your question

Im just asking you to comment on what they

found

Well how do know whdt they fnd when you

dont

Okay Well Im

have it

10 tellino you if tnats wha4 the study says

11 If you dont trust me on that thats fine You know thats

12 fine You want to

13 Well you cant uck st0tement f-om study

14 that seems to be comprehensive nd Im sLpposeo to rely on the

15 way you represent it you koow tdats not proper and thats

16 not science you know And so ny questions trt you have

17 relateo to that my answers woLid be nonsensical You kno

18 the genera question is does the cep c0use hran damage

19 The answer is yes

20 Does the Interferon comoinatior with hep cause

zl brain damace The answer is yes And so you know Carole

22 Grueskin is an unfortunate Shes demeneo

23 How many people in the Uniteo States have

24 hepatitis to your knowledge

25 dont know Im not sure
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Four percent of the population

And

Im asking you as persor that studies this

cun you tell me how many people in the Urited States are

wcilkinc around with hepattis

dcnt know

You told me you studied 19 people and from 19

peoole youre telling me thats scientifIc study or

samplirg

10 Well its not its not random sampling

11 Its sampling of people from this corrmunIty you know Its

12 nor its not didnt go out and sample you know

13 the American population who have hep you know It was

14 random it was sample from this communIty of 19

15 indivicuals that happened to test And there was

16 remackdLe consistency amongst these genetic strangers in

17 terms of their brain dysfunction

18 So Im supposed to accept i-hat as scientific

19 da-a trat you studied 19 people dnd the jury is supposed to

20 arcept that as scientific data that you studied i9 people

21 Well you dont have to accept anything Im

z2 not asking you to accept anything The pont of the matter is

23 is tha- Carole Grueskin is demented okay And out of this

24 context if told you that she was demented you wouldnt

25 challenge it Shes demented And all the medical people
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that have seen her has labeled her as demented Percipient

witnesses her neighbors her son have labeled her as

demented

Anh her neuro cognitive you know impressions shows

that shes demented okay You werent there with cer all

day was

Im not denying shes demented Doctor Yure

drawinc the conclusion that shes demented because of the hep

virus Thats what Im challenging with you nd Im

10 challenging it bused on the 19 people you studied and the

11 conclusions you drew from those 19 people when theites

12 hundreds of thousands of people in the United Stntes wclking

13 around with hepatitis that you didnt study

14 But those hundreds of thousands of pecule around

15 the United States arent relevant for the indivioul okay

16 You know scientific psychology studies indiviou0i differences

17 not group differences It doesnt matter to me you know

18 whether theres 10 people that arent demented hut shes the

19 one that is okay

20 The pattern of results and the literatue seems to

21 indicae tnat ndividuals with hep ard combination

22 Interferon treatment makes it worse and they become they

23 have cognitive impairments In her case shes

z4 unfortunate you know She has more cognitive impdirment than

some others and shes fully demented
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Well it may not matter to you sir but it

matters to ne and it matters to my client

MR SANTACROCE have nothing further

THE COURT All right Redirect

MS WECKEREY Just briefly

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS vJECKERJY

Dr Perrillo you actually tested the 19 people

that uru Ire talking about correct

10 Yes

11 So you performed all those tests on them and

12 conIuoeo that there was some impairment that you actually

13 personal saw from your testing results

14 Yes

15 But youre also aware of wider studies or the

16 scienti literature that show the association between

17 hepati is and cogmitive impairment

18 Yes must nave -- must have dont know

19 30 40 stuoies here just on hepatitis alone

20 Okay Ano specifically in terms of Carole

21 Grueskin ner level of ooonitive disability and dementia

22 occurred after she contracted hepatitis and did the

23 Interferon treatment

24 Yes

25 Thank you
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THE COURT Ms Stanish

MS STANISH Just few

RECROSSEXAMINATION

BY MS STANISH

based on The testIng that was referred to did

you you test did you say you tested Ms Martin

Yes

Arid what was your conclusion with respect to Ms

Martin Did she have brain rog or dementia

10 Id have to

11 Okay

12 Just give me moment

13 Okay Ill get up there want to look at

14 the iPad

15 Lets see Those are her medical records Fob

16 on Here we are She oibat have brain fog Ill tell you

17 that

18 What did she have

19 Well she had bran damage you know Ms

20 Martin was these are her predictive results These are her

21 actuals Ano you can see what the base rates are and the

22 differences

23 When did you evaluate her

24 Lets see August 26 27 2009

25 So youre sayino Ms Martin has some kind of
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permanent dementia

No didnt say she had dementia just

Oh okay

didnt say dementia Lets see what the

didgnosis what wo in the diagnosis here She had

mode-e train dysfunction We she had frontal terr oral

ano occipital dementi0 also but not to the same degree as Ms

Crueskin

And does -hat mean

10 And she had post traumatic stress disorder

11 Your eyes are better than mine

12 Here can make It bigger

13 Yeah do hat

14 for you

15 Yecn thars good And

16 dont know If can

17 oh no thats okay got it That this

18 frontal teriporal ocipital

19 Occipital

20 Ye0h thans what said Dementia

21 Yes

22 Is thdt permanent

23 Ins permanent Well she was permanently

24 disabled at the time that saw her Is it permanent Lets

25 see You know the brain has asticity It can iriprove over
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17 Yeah

18 MR WRIGHT

19 MS STANISH

20 MR WRIGHT

21 THE WITNESS

22 MS STI\NISH

23 THE WITNESS

24

25

time if you co neuro exercise when youre youncer

MR WRIGHT cant hear you when youre talking to

her

THE WmTNESS Oh The brain has whats called

plasticity It can improve over time especially if youre

younger and you do neuro exercise but dont cant

remember how old she was thnk she was fairly old

actually Lets see She was 62

And what about Stacy Hutchinson What was your

diagnosis of her

Well Stacy Hutchinson was younger She was

like 3C or 35 and she hao host of cogritive emotional ano

psycholooical issues inc_udirg not beinc able to consummate

her marrage because peop get spooked and so she was spooked

and her husband got spooked ard they just at the time that

saw them they

They got what

Spookeh

Spooked

Spookec

Its medical term spooked

Weil its not medical term but its
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BY MS STANISH

psychological term

No Its not psychological term but its

meant convey the idea that if you have an infection you

know peop oct concerned ann they get scared And so they

think that its iiohly contdgicus and car be contagious you

know in ys th0t arent contagious

Okay

And so say in quotes they get spooked

10 Okcy We get it Can we get back to talking

11 about dementia and brair damace

12 Sure

13 And guess wbat Im interested in knowing sir

14 is to -he extent that youve made diagnoses of these people

15 who has permanent dementia amongst them with respect to

16 see on your iPad here ftat ycu also evaluated Lakota Quanah

17 Did he have cementia

18 No

19 Okay Ann lets see who else you got

20 there

21 Well Rodolfo Yeana didnt have nementia but his

22 cognitive impairment was so it was so impaired that his

23 prognosis was you know extremely poor ann subsequently he

24 died as you know

25 And can ask you something else How about
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Sonia Rivera Is that Oriental

Yes No she didnt have cementia either She

was contnuing to work but having some cifficulties

forgot wIt she did think she was like an accountant type

cr something wIthin the hotels here

Okay Okay Thank you

MS STANISH have nothing further

THE COURT All right Mr Santacroce anythinc

else

10 MR SANTACROCE Nothing further

11 THE COURT Mr Im sorry Ms Weckerly

12 MS WECKERLY No Your Honor Thank you

13 THE COURT All right We have couple juror

14 questions up here

15 THE WITNESS Oh

16 THE COURT juror would like to know How can you

17 differentiate between regular dementia due to age and demenia

18 caused by liver function due to the treatment of hepatitis

19 TJE WITNESS Wel think you know one way to

20 determine .t is the onset and its temporal or time you know

21 contiguousness In other words with the genetic type of

22 dementia its usually slow progressinc you know process

23 50 the person make we call them mild cognitive impairmen

24 And they may complain of just some mild issues and then it

25 slowly progresses over time
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In Ms Grueskins case it seemed to be almost at the

time that she took the treatment the Interferon treatment

thats what the medical records say it was at the time that

she took the tre0tmcnt fact she hao stop the

treatment becduse as notec cs one of its side effects you

know in tne medir0l records that she became demented as

result of that treamen

There is hi- of overlap Individuals for

example wltr tumt1c brain injury will have -- they could

10 become dementeo too in quote like the NFL players could have

11 early dementi0 But the pattern of results brain function

12 results are oiffeent The genetic variety affects all

13 functions irc udino readng abIlity vocabulary and

14 comprehensicn Ycu Know your language stuff left hemisphere

15 stuff

16 Some cf the her types of dementia will only you

17 know pick and cncse so to speak but not affect ill

18 functions

19 THB COquT Okay And juror wants to know Does

20 the type of cementia ycure talkino about affect just the

21 frontal lobe or the whole brain fnnmion

22 THE WITNESS We in you mean specfically Ms

23 Grueskin or

24 THE COURT Well talk about Ms Grueskn and then

25 also hepatitis relateo dementia the what part of the
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brain if thats isolated to particular part of the brain

or it could be

THE WITNESS very very good question The the

literature and my understanding of Ms Grueskin and the other

people that evaluated the brain dysfunction affects the

white matter tracks So thats thats your corpus callosum

superhighway between the hemisphere Think of your brain as

wires oKay and it affects the speed at which you could

process your world and inforraton so white matter

10 It affects the frontal area of your brain Thats

11 your executive functions your ability to plan and anticipate

12 and inreqrte information And it appears to affect the you

13 know sometimes the temporal and then the occipital area

14 your visual memory tracks But it doesnt appear to affect

15 motor and the cerebellum

16 Ann so In Ms Grueskins case for example she had

17 you know withn expected results on all of her motor abiliy

18 She was abie to do fine motor and grip strength and things

19 like that

20 So it seems to affect the higher cortical functions

21 not necessarily the cerebellum and below

22 THE COURT Okay That

23 THE WITNESS With other types of dementia though

24 everytfing gets affeteo you know the whole thing pretty

25 much shuts down
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THE COURT All right And thats creat segue into

the next juror question Which iS does this kind of dementid

cause you to you know foroet to breathe or to not you

lose your abilty to talk or wa

THE ThESS Usu ly not you know but but you

know it could Qffect bdldnce You know there could be

balance issues 0Hid you kow Izziness and things like that

But usua_ly the involunmiy Totor functions ctre preserved

Breathing you knc those thinqs are preservec

10 But wh0t nets most affected is is you know

11 memory aspects you know like visual ann verbal memory and

12 attention corcentrdLion Some of the frontal areas get

13 affected prim0 ily attenion concentration and your your

14 ability to process your woi quickly

15 THE COURT kow

16 TSE ENESS So

17 TSE COURT Im sorry didnt mean to

18 THE ThIESS so by tue time youre attending to

19 one item you lose the rest And and so then you dont

20 remember the rest And yo know in her case in Ms

21 Grueskins case it obviousl3 is more complcted in that her

22 whole brain seems to be you know seems to be shutting down

23 But Mr Meana is cood contrast case point

24 because he didnt have the typical type of of demented

25 behavior as you would think demented you know wandering
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around aimlessly But he was severely impaireo And his

prognosis was extremely poor arid subsequently he passed away

you know

And unfortunately dont think Ms Grueskin

is going to last much lonoer either

MR SANTACROCE Your Honor Im going to move to

strike that

THE COURT Yeah would dsk the jury to disregard

that think thats beyond the scope of what this expert is

10 here to talk about

11 Now regular dementia meaning age related dementia

12 or Alzheimers type dementia does that cause people to forget

13 to breathe or does that cause them to lose the ability to do

14 things like ta_king walkino

15 THE WITNESS Well dont it doesnt no

16 mean Alzheimers doesnt affect you know peoples they

17 dont forget to breathe because breathino is you know

18 involuntary And in the early stdges of Aizheimers an

19 individual could still oyve And individual could still

20 retain whats ovunlearned And diiving is over you know is

21 overlearned

22 But eventually in the severe later stages of

23 Alzheimers your whole your whole brain shuts down and

24 then you dont breathe anymore nd you cant walk and talk and

25 you or you just speak nonsensical things and so..
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THE COURT All right Thank you Does the State

Ms Weokerly do you have any follow up no anythIng

MS WECKERLY No

THE COURT The last juror quesnion or wnee Ms

Stanish left off

MS WECKERLY No thank you

THE COURT All right Ms Starish do you have any

follow up to those last juror questions

MS STANISI-1 No Your Honor ThcnK ou
10 THE COURT Mr Santacroce

11 MR SPNTACROCE No

12 THE COURT Any additional juror questions before we

13 exouse the witness All right see no futner uror

14 questions Thank you for your testimony You are excused at

15 this time

16 THE WIThESS Thank you

17 THE COURT Ano the State may Odl ts next witness

18 Everybody okay Or does anybody neeo break No

19 MS WECKERLY Your Honor its Ms Syler and

20 shes on cross but Ill get her

21 THE COURT Okay

22 MS WECKERLY Just just so

23 THE COURT All right

24 MS WECKERLY where were at

25 THE COURT And ladies and gentlemen were now
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going to resume with the witness that we left off with

yesteroay As youll recall the State had concluded its

direct examination amd we took our evening recess

Maam come on back up here by me pletse Have

seat and you are still under oath do you understand that

THE WTNESS Yes maam

THE COURT All right Thank you

Ms Stanish

MS STANISH Thank you Your Honor

10 CROSS-EXAMINATION

11 JOAEN SYLER STATES WITNESS

12 BY MS STANISH

13 Good morning maam

14 Good morning

15 My name is Margaret Stanisf represent Dr

16 Desi hiope tnat you can start off by eoucating us bit

17 about the world the wonderfu world of medica nuilding

18 billino As understand your testimony the CMS Center

19 for Meoicare and whats the

20 And Medicaid Services

21 Services Why isnt it CMMS

22 Ive wondered

23 Thats my first

24 that myself

25 guestion CMS is sebs provides some
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standards that insurance companies can either elect to adopt

or not Is that correct

Yes to certain extent If its Medicare

patient then -- and the private insurer is the secondary

insurance then they have to fo low Medicdre rLles and

secondary insurance doesnt pay until Mecic0re or Medicdid is

paid

And so my just to clarify whenever theres

patien that gets some kind of goveinmen reirbursement for

10 medical services theres goirg to have no be relidnce on the

11 CMS standards

12 Yes

13 And is that tfle care with -he Veterans

14 Administration if you know

15 Yes usually with tue VA if theyre the primary

16 insurer then the VA pays Sometimes the prvate insurance

17 will tien pick up the rest Sometimes the parvider will

18 accept what VA pays anc then there is no further pawnent

19 all So it just depends on different circumstances

20 Is it safe to say that medical biThino

21 reimbursement quite compricated

22 Itcanbe Itcanbe

23 And when it comes to the CPT codes and what

24 does CPT stand for

25 CPT is current procedural ermnology Its
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physician based coding book that AMA and CMS with some input

from private large private insurers contribute to have this

book of codes for services and procedures

And these CPT codes do they often get revised

There axe revisions the book is published

annually then tuere may be few revisions once during that

yedr But when the book is published annually the vdst

1LdjOiy of the codes remain the same

And is there is in your experience as

10 what sounds like long experience in dealing with the world

11 of medical billing understand that you have done audits for

12 Blue Cross and Blue Shielo

Yes have Many

14 And have you been part of that process that

15 deals with tryIng to recoup overpcyments from providers

16 Yes mamy times

17 And have do you find have you done that in

18 the context of anesthesia billing

19 Yes have

zO Okay And in preparation by the way for your

zl testimony here today did you review the anesthesia billing

22 requirements of CYS

23 The review did was medical record review of

24 approximately 140 recoros did not see any claims or any of

25 the actual bil ings
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Okay was wondering about teat Sc thanks

for answering that without me asking But tne what

what was trying to get at was wnethe you reviewed the

CMS the CPT codes that relate to uncshesa

for my person1 revie did bit did not

review any codes associated with those records th0t

reviewed

guess what Im tryino to understand want

to you discussed yesterday how anesthesIa billing vorks

10 and Im goinc to discuss that tn you in moment just

11 want to understand what your foundation was for that

12 testimony what you studied in order to esty 0bout the base

13 units the timing et cetera

14 Basically its my exoerierce anc quick review

15 on research just to ensure that my knowleoge case was still

16 as it should be

17 Fresh

18 Fresh

19 And did you specifically looK at the qu

20 requirements the gui codes that weie in piace in the year

21 2007

22 attempted to to locate those codes because

23 no longer have my book frort 2007 So researched trying to

24 find 2007 anesthesia codes could easily locate the 2007

25 codes for the actual CI procedure such as the endoscopy or
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the colonoscopy could easily find those but could not

find the anesthesia codes for 2007

Right That the CMS has webslte where some

cf their codes are available or the current coces correct

but to do uistonkcal

Its difficult

code research you cant do that prior to

think 2009 is that correct

Yes

10 And the guess this guestion youve already

11 answered it you dont know what the reguirements were for

12 ci the standards were should say for MS and the CPT codes

back ir the ca_endar year of 2000

14 No could not say for sure

15 Is it possible that from the year 2000 to 2007

16 the there has been changes in the standards for calculatino

17 the value of anesthesia services

18 From 2000 to 2007

Yes maarn

/0 Theres good chance that there could have been

21 revisions but do not know that for fact

22 Based on your experience with nillng for over

23 the years is it common that there would indeec be revisions

24 Most of the revisions that occur in CPT come

25 about because of physician input And frequently the
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revisions invo ye further explanatory remarks to describe the

code or sentence or two adced to the cudelines affecting

those codes to try to help physcians as welu as coders to

determine the correct code So frequently te revisions are

cnly expanatcry remarks rather tnan complete chnoe in the

code

Ann the other more common thinc ht cccw Rith CR1

annually is they add codes For example becan wrrking with

coding in the mid 80s and the hock at that tme cs probably

10 quacer of dn inch to half an inch thick ann now the hook

11 is approximatery an inch and half thick Anc thats because

12 cf codes continually beino adced again because ohysicians

13 have input and you know new procedures and tethnclogy

14 have come along

15 Right And its interesting wnat you said about

16 how the explanations have to be further elaboi 0ted on in order

17 to assist providers and bllers And went tc stem from

18 that concept there

19 As part of the evolution of the stncrds of

zO billincs does it does the evolution or tne he0lthcare come

21 into play So and know ths is Im cettnq wordy

z2 here but to get to the question does the evolLton from

23 hospital based procedures to ambulatory surgical centers does

24 that relate to further clarifications or the need fcr

25 revisions of the code
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Through the years as ASC Ambulatory Surgery

Centers hcve come alono tnere has been some revisions to

specifically speak to whether something is hospital based or

ASC baseo

All right And by the way too do you knov

from your research if you were able to see whether there were

changes tue standards for anesthesia building billinc

from the year 2007 to 2013

cant say for sure from my research that can

10 actually put my finger on specific changes Since could not

11 locate 2007 could not say whether there had been lot of

12 chanoes from to 13

13 And going back more now to what you touched

we touched on earlier and that is how insurance companies

15 intepIay with CMS and the CPT guess understand

16 everybody uses the CPT codes to identify the proceduie

17 whethet ts colonoscopy plus the anesthesia service But

18 the the CP4S ns unoerstand it is kind of the decodino

19 book Sow youre actually going to put price tag on that

20 service thats rendered Is that oh like redl simple

21 explanatIon for it

22 Well Medicare does have fee schedule

23 Right Ard and thats what want to get

24 at next is the the fee determination by private insurance

25 companies
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They use the Medicare fee schedule as

cjuideline Sometimes the fee will be the same sometimes is

different but they do utilize the Medicare fee scuedule as

guide

All right And as understand it tvIe you

had mentIoned yesterday that part of this equation is ccntrac

negotiations correct

Yes

And so to the extent that you have provider

10 who micht be larce private group theres going to be

11 negotiations between the medical group and the insLuance

12 company to defIne how the procedure should be relmourseo

13 They have contract negotiations but as to what

14 all that entails Ive never actually been involved in

15 contract negotations so couldnt say what it entails but

16 there are contract negociatiors Usually theyre cone

17 annually

18 And is that when they are negotating does

19 that necessarily it can affect the rate of reImbursement

20 Its pcssibe You knew like said

21 Youre not sure

22 Ive never been involved

23 okay

24 in contract negotiations so..

25 All right So pleasant to have witness from
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the South its instead of L.A

sound perfectly normal to myself

You do That is so --

Tt-E COUPT Ario to eieryone else from the South

IF ThESS Its you giys that have the accent

BY MS SUPNISh

Yoi got ttht rioht

Let me just poirt that out

All rioht want you to help us through

10 the nt to go through te formula that the CMS --- that

11 you disousseo yesterday with the CMS okay And you are

12 familiar wtr Form 1500s assume

13 OL yes

14 Othy Ano so rea basic were trying to

15 detei-urdne the value of anesthesa service and so we have to

16 resort to tne CMS stamdards the formula that you discussed

17 yesteroay with base units correct

18 Yes

19 Now bu Lm mdking an assumption when do

20 this Im dssuming that the prvate insurance company has

21 actually 0dopted in whole tne MS formula all rght

22 The major insurers that Im familiar with yes

23 they have

24 All right And you weve so Im just

25 going to jot value of You mentioned first that
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we start with the base unit and as understand your

well explin th0t to me again so make sure have it

correct

The formula basicdlly is the base unit plus time

units plus modfying units

Modify modifier units

Modifying units ts usually called

Okoy And in acesttiesia do you know what the

base unit for colonoscopies

10 No do not

11 All right Lets just assume for this

12 hypothetical that its Dc you know how the tme units are

13 calculated according to the CMS standards

14 15 minute increments guess is the simplest

15 answer

16 And so Im just going to try to fit that here

17 to what 14 or 15

18 15

19 And then the next increment would be 16 to 30

20 Yes to my Knowledge thats the way it would

21 work

22 And then 31 to 45 is that rigflt

23 would assume thats correct So Ill say yes

24 because you know think in terms of dont think of it

25 that way think of it tems of you Know 18
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